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GENERAL INTRODUCTION TO THE SERIES 

The publicacOQ of a STiteiiudc leries of aathoritative Mao- 

cals of Libru7 Work, which shaU survey Libtaiy poUcy and 

practice in theu latest aspects, is a requrement of wluch 

admiiustrators, librarians and srudeots have long been coa- 

Kious, and is much CTcrdue. 

The Libxai^ Act of 1919 marked the end of one loo^ epoch 

and the be^ooing of a new. The remora! of the rate limit 

pared the wa^ for remarkable extenriou and ianoratioos, 

both in buildings and seivice. The great work of the Carnegie 

Trustees in fostering the derriopmenc of urban Public 

l^brariea has been largely diverted into fresh channels, and 

County Library Systems now cover the country from Land's 

End to John o’ Groats. The public demand for, and the 

appreciation of, Libraries have ino’eased enormously. The 

evolution of Commercial and Technical Libraries and the 

development of Buuness and Worb Ltbiaiies would amply 

suffice to Indicate this progress, but, during the lest decade or 

so, the entire field of Library service has been subjected to 

revievr and experiment, and Uttle, in admiaistrarion or 

routine, remains unchanged. 

It will, therefore, be obvious that old textbooks on pracoce 

can no longer serve, and there is need for new manuals, 

written by persons of experience and authority, and treating 

of the new conditions in a fall and practical manner. These 

Manuals are dtrigned to fiE the vmd, and the fact that they 

are issued by Messrs. George Allen and Unwin Ltd., in con¬ 

junction with the Library Association, should afford ade¬ 

quate proof of the qualifications of the authors to treat of the 

subjects upon which they will write. 



GENERAL INTRODUCTION 

Tlie ToloOM will be rappUed with blbUo^phkal refer- 
eiKe^ thnoghout, end will be illunnted when iiecesur7. No 

effort will be spared to make the seriea ae eseaciil tool for all 
r^ryt^ who are engaged lA Ubrary work, or who intead to 

embrace Librariaiuhip at a profesaon. 
WILIJAU l. DOUaLtOAT 

GffWfal £ditfif wtU 1949 

To Mr. Doubleday’s general iocroducdon, wriRen more than 
twefltT* peart ago, it need c&fy be added that the plan and 

purpose of these Maouals reoialA onchafiged. 
DOKCAM CKXr 

CffUfol Editor 



?REFACE 

As we grow older we fall into a way of qDOting <rat fore¬ 

bears to illustrate their superiority or our degradation. My 

father, who was trained as a mining engineer, once told me 

that when he was learning his profession he set as his target 

the knowledge and the practice necessary to sink and equip 

a mine in the middle of the Sahara desert without the 

assUianoe of any other expert in his profession or in any 

other profesuon. 

I do not know whether Mr. Lamb consciously set him¬ 

self a target of this Hnd and I would hesitate to refer to 

the ground on which he had to work as a desert. But in 

the library world he has been a pioneer. He was not con¬ 

tent to supply the needs of those who read for Icsure or 

learning: he set himself to pro^de every kind of informa¬ 

tion for those who seek it in the workaday world of industry 

and commerce. 

And now he has added to his own literary achievements 

this manual in which it is possible to read not only how to 

design, build, equip and stafi a library, but how to conduct 

it for the benefit of all sorts and conditions of men. 

it is a great pleasure to contribute a preface to this 

work. It is written as a manual and as such it Is complete. 

But as I read it I see as others will see a stribng picture of 

the lifework of an enthusiast who has succeeded in putting 

into practice so many inventions, so mneh practical ex¬ 

perience, so much of himself. The edifice and organization 

which he has created is a laonumeni to the dty in which 

he lives and an example which in future many will choose 

to follow. 

In the mind of the common man a library is a repository 

for hooka and a public library is a place in s^ch are kept 
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i greater variety of boob and Infomutios than ke c&n 

keep himself oi borrow from bis friends and wbicb be can 

read at will. Research he connects with chemical labora¬ 

tories reserved for the use of strange men. He does not 

know how wide a field is covered by research, still less does 

he realise that research and books go hand in hand. Most 

research establishments whether large or small have rheii 

own libraries. Bnt few can be large enough, and in these 

days the largest pabllc libraries have organized special 

libraries of commerce and industry which not only aug¬ 

ment the information oi research establishments but are 

available to individuals or firms too small to justify a 

library of their own. 

The Science and Commerce departments of Public 

Libraries do more than provide boob of reference; they 

have staffs espedaUy trained to provide information. In 

the South Yorkshire industrial area the Sheffield Science 

and Commerce Library answers thousands of enquiries of 

a highly specialist charaaer from the library’s own re¬ 

sources, And the service goes further than answering en¬ 

quiries. For twenty years it has administered an Interchange 

Organization in exchanging knowledge of industrial ex¬ 

perience which rarely gets into print. Regular contacts 

made in this way build up a community oi friends which 

breaks down barriers and substitutes enlightened co¬ 

operation. 

All these services have given and are giving great help 

to the industries oi Sheffield and, as I know well, to my 

own firm. We are all grateful for the services and we are 

grateful to those who administer them. The development 

of rimilar services in all induscrial areas surrounding cur 

great cities would not only be a benefit to them but might 

lead to the building up of a still larger reservoir of tech¬ 

nical experience and a wider exchange of infonnation. It 

U good to know that firms all over the country are creating 
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libraries tO advance research and study among ihcir scafh. 

This book will be a help to them. It tells of the problems 

they will have to meet. It makes clear that there is more 

in the task than the coUectmg of boob and statistic. The 

need to select boob and information with judgment, to 

train staff to interpret them and to choose men with 

natural gifts for their work, all these needs and others ace 

deaenbed and emphasised in the following pages, and it is 

interesting to mark how like they are to the needs of every 

consinictive occupation. 

Mr. Lamb treats each branch of his subject clearly and 

thoroughly. He is convinced that invention and discovery 

are needed more than ever if we are to survive as an 

industrial nation. If we are to supply these needs, he sap, 

we must regard our sources of information as no lees 

important than our workshops and pay no less attention 

to them. 

His book is convincing and fitli of interest. As a manual 

it will be read by librarians. As an mscmctlve and enter* 

taiiuDg story about bbrarles, boob and information, and 

their blood relationship with invention and enterprise, I 
commend it both to librarians and industrialisu. 

Jl>t Vasud Su/l Company Limited 

17, Westhavrue Road 

Ske^Hd, 10 

24^ 1954 
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AUTKOR^S ?OR£WORI> 

Thi« work deals onl^ with British public commercial 

and technical libraries. Manf details of methods in 

general me have been excluded because librarians 

aditunistering such departments have plenty of expert* 

ence in applying accepted library practices adequately 

dealt with in text-books. For somewhat similar reasons, 

complete lists of books, periodicals and sources are not 

included. In the existing state of publishing-^particu- 

larly of periodicals—many references would have 

become outdated almost immediately; moreover, ocher 

books have to excellently covered tome fields that it 

would be an impertinence on my part to attempt to 

emulate them. These deliberate limitations of the 

beck’s scope have allowed certain principles to be dis¬ 

cussed at some length without imposing too much print 

on colleagues already staggering under the amount 

produced by more facile pens. As for its other short¬ 

comings, I can only plead that a busy librarian, who 

puts the efficiency of bis libraries before all things, 

lufFers from the handicap of lack of time, apart from 

any more grievous natural disabilities. 

For anything worth while in this work 1 am indebted 

to colleagues in other cities and towns who uncomplain- 

in^y completed, and later retdsed, a questionnaire of 

such terrifying length and detail that it might well 

have been devised in one of the newer minlstriee, and 

to many closer colleagues in the Sheffield City 

libraries who have contributed th«r considerable 

gifts to its making. Not least among the debts I 

owe them is the pleasure of hearing, in the friendly 

yet critical atmosphere of our discuasiom, how far 

removed from their conception of what such a book 
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should b< 19 che out I now submit to a profession which, 

though it should have become inured to the worst 

that writing librarians can impose on it, ia asked to face 

still Boother trial. 
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CHAPTER I 

HISTORY 

Thoucr special departments of commerce and tech¬ 

nology in public libraries have a comparatively short 

history, a proposal for the formation of a mercantile 

library in the City of London was made as early as 

1754. In that year, an unknown writer suggested^ 

that “as there is now found to be more Room [in the 

Mansion House] than the Lord Mayors have need of, 

a convenient apartment be allotted for a pnblick 

Mercantile Library, to be consulted by all the 

Citizens, as occasion may require”. Nothing came of 

this proposal, though the author offered to bequeath 

his own extensive collection of mercantile books and 

papers for the purpose, and tried to arouse the City’s 

pride by pointing out that “as such a Publick 

Repository of mercantile knowledge would be the 

first of its kind probably in all Europe, it would be 

therefore the more worthy of the first Commercial 

City in the Universe”. 

The subject was raised again in the Report from the 

Select Committee on Public Libfdries, 1849, in which 
^An Sfiuy on the M«ny AdTantages accrulag to the Coaunuoity 

from the Superier neatoea, &c., of Great and Capital Cidee, 
particularly Xpply'd to the City aad Suberba of I^ndon, the 
reoowued Capltd of the Bniuh Empire, addressed to Sir 
John Barnard, Knt., Senior Aldennan and Seuor Representa- 
tiTe ia Parliament of the said City'*, London, 1754. 

>9 



COMMERCIAL AND TECHNICAL LIBRARIES 

it is stated: ^‘Special libraries would no doubt form 

themselves in appropriate localities. At Hamburgh 

the commercul library has been famous for more 

than a century. Its existence is stated by Dr. Meyer 

to have had a most beneficial influence on the charac¬ 

ter of the merchants of Hamburgh. It would seem 

that in our large commercial and manufactoiing 

towns, as well as in our agricultural districts, such 

libraries would naturally spring up, illustrative of 

the peculiar trade, manufactures and agriculture of 

the place, and greatly favourable to the practical 

development of the science of political economy**.^ 

Some of the evidence given before the Committee 

shows a surprisingly modern outlook on the value of 

both commercial and technical libraries, though the 

Utter were considered only in reUtlon to local 

manufactnres. Some members of the Committee 

were clearly envisaging libraries of commerce and 

industry as alternatives to general public libraries, 

but the Committee agreed that, even if general 

libraries were eitabluhed, the maritime cities, such 

as Liverpool, Glasgow, Hull and Bristol, should 

provide libraries of commerce, and Manchester and 

Leeds should naturally stock books dealing with the 

cotton and woollen trades respectively. Such 

libraries, the Committee stated, ‘‘would produce . 

great advantages, not only in Imparting general 

instruction, but also in promoting the extension of 

the commerce and manufacture of the town’*.* 

^Itip9rt frm the ComnitM « Pvhlis Lihranei, 1849, p. *i- 
*Op. d(., p. 140. 
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Iq 1869, Dr. W, Sedgwick Saundew, who was the 
prime mover in the reconstruction of the Guildhall 
Library, included among his six suggestions the pro* 
Adsion o£ a ^dibrary of reference free to all respectable 
persons desirous of making temporary use of diction¬ 
aries, maps, plans, works upon commerce, banking, 
etc.” From the inception of the new library in 1873, 
the Guildhall Library has included a collection of 
books, directories, codes, manuals and trade papers 
useful to those wanting business information. 

Apart from the City of London, which, as the 
centre of the country’s finance and commerce, 
naturally gave early attention to the provision of 
sources of commercial information, and Manchester, 
where the Library Committee minuted a resolution 
in 1852 to the effect that one of the objects of the 
reference library should be to collect books on trade 
and commerce, there is no evidence that public 
library committees showed any interest in the de¬ 
velopment of commercial or technical libraries until 
the turn of the century. There were several reasons 
for this. The Select Committee’s recommendation 
of a **small rate” and its belief that libraries could 
be built up by gifts of boob, handicapped the woti 
of all libraries in the early years of the movement. 
Many of the arguments advanced in favour of gen¬ 
eral libraries were based on moral and social grounds, 
and library committees, when they were empowered 
in 1855 to buy books, gave preference to works 
which met a general demand. The nation’s com¬ 
merce and industry were developed without serious 

21 
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oppoiitioo from other countries until toward* the 

close of the centur^^ a world eager for goods bought 

readily from almost the sole producer. At a time 

when there was a general belief that Britain, as 

the “workshop of the world’*, could always main- 

taiQ that privileged position, there was no real 

incentive to organised research, either in commercial 

methods or industrial processes. The literature of 

commerce and industry was therefore not large, nor 

was any considerable demand for it apparent, except 

in the case of simple text*books for the artisan. The 

public library was moulded on the tradition of the 

Mechanics* Institute. In an age of rugged individu¬ 

alism, with a rapidly increasing and largely illiterate 

urban population, those hungry for education 

seized upon the many “selfi-educatori**, whilst many 

a great industry was founded by hard-working men 

whose inspiration was Samuel Smiles and the simple 

text-book, and whose university was the public 

library. 

The steady march of prosperity of the country 

began to slow down towards the end of the century. 

In the keener competition of those yean, science was 

more and more applied to industrial needs. The 

literature of commerce and industry grew with the 

demand for information.^ Many towns had removed 

the shackles of the rate limitation through local Acts 

of Parliament, aud began to provide books on those 
^Tbe ia referred to E. WTndkuD Holrae’i inporteoc atodf 

of the growth of Kieadfio and teohaieel literarure: “Statu- 
tkal bibliographx ia reUtioa to the growth of modem dnliM- 
tioa’^ 1913. 

22 
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lubjects in increasing nn tubers^ they followed the 

normal practice of catering for the needs of their 

readers so far. as their means allowed. The town li¬ 

brary usually had an “open shelf* collection of 

directories^ annuals, and other quick reference books 

of a commercial type, and included in the reference 

library technical dictionaries and a reasonable range 

of boob and periodicals dealing with local industries. 

In the large cities, where the demand was greater, 

these collections were more up to date, and were 

often of considerable size. But the idea of creating 

special libraries to deal with commercial and tech¬ 

nical subjects only, with separate staffs who could 

undertake the work of indexing and abstracting, and 

could become experts in these limited fields, only 

began to be voiced m any volume during the war 

years of 1914-1918. The technical developments 

forced on this country by war conditions made dear 

the need for research. This, in turn, drew attention to 

the lack of facilities for research In the form of tech¬ 

nical libraries of a new type; whilst the virtual cessa¬ 

tion of foreign trade made thinking men realise that 

only an Intense concentration on marketing and other 

commercial problems would make it possible for 

much of the lost trade to be regained. 

As early as 1901 Mr. h. Stanley ]ast had pointed 

out the need for expanding the provision of technical 

books in public libraries, and suggested that the 

technical collection should include, in addition to 

reference books and text-books, monographs, the 

transactions of societies, and magazines, “If the 

23 
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technical library is to be of real service it must be 

iept up to date. It must hare the latest books> and it 

must have the latest editions of the boots it has.”' 

Some recognition of, and assistance to, the work of 

public libraries had been given as a result of the pas¬ 

sing of the Technical Instruction Act of 1889, and 

the Local Taxatbn (Customs and Excise) Act of 

1890. By this second Act, a portion of the Excise 

Duty had been assigned to local authorities to be 

expended on technical education or in relief of the 

rates, at their option. ‘‘In most cases the windfall 

was expended on what was ostensibly technical 

education; but so liberally was that term interpreted 

that it was made to cover well-nigh every branch of 

knowledge, Latin and Greek excepted; and the 

S deuce and An Department by its money grants 

supported the interpretation.”' Twenty-six public 

libraries were receiving such contributions, com¬ 

monly known as “whisky money”, in 1902, and in 

some towns the annual grant had been considerable; 

the first year’s grant to Liverpool, for example, was 

£1,500, but by 1902 it had dwindled to £250. 

This unexpected generosity was not extended to 

public libraries because local authorities had suddenly 

recognised their value; it came because the Tech¬ 

nical Instruction Act of 1889 ignored the School 

Boards. The local authorities, with no experience in 

educational work and no administrative machinery 

L. Suolef. *Teclmiul libraries.** Librmy fforU. Vd. 3, 
J900-1. p. *59, 

‘AdunsoD, J. W. Suflish /Jofatim, 178^1902, 1930, p. 410. 
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to carry it out, suddenly found themselves with an 

embarrassment of riches in the form of whisky 

money, which had to be expended in conformity 

with the Act. The provision of technical literature 

in public libraries was one way of doing it. 

The Education Act of 1902 contained provisions 

which affected the continuance of these grants. The 

Local Education Authority replaced the School 

Board, and technical education became part of 

Higher Education; and the grants from Excise 

Duties were made available for these wider activities. 

Public libraries lost the whisky money not because 

there was any legal restriction on the use of it for 

th^ benefit, but because the newly-created educa¬ 

tional authorities found plenty of scope for using it 

for what they considered to be more strictly educa¬ 

tional purposes. 

The position of public libraries in relation to 

technical education was discussed at the Annual 

Meeting of the Library Association held at Leeds in 

September, 1903, at a conference on ‘The relations 

between pubUc education and public libraries’* to 

which prominent educationalists had been invited. 
The following resolution was passed: “That this 

meeting of librarians, members of library committees 

and delegates from secondary education bodies 

recognises the creation of a technical library in every 

technical educational centre as an essential of any 

well-considered scheme of technical education, and 

believes that the best way of providing such libraries 

is by the technical education authorities making 

25 
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grants from the special funds at their disposal to the 

public libraT7 authority in each district.*^' 

It ia not clear whether at this time the idea of a 

separate library which would allow the staff to give a 

specialised service had been considered, though the 

importance of the “trained administration which 

the public library provides”* was recognised. The 

number of technical books published m this country 

was small, and compared unfavourably with the out* 

put of other countries.* 

The main concern of librarians was to provide 

technical books in greater numbers than had hitherto 

been possible, and to house and administer them in 

the public library rather than in the technical 

college. It was claimed, In support of the suggestion, 

thkt the public library serv^ a wider adult public, 

was free from the limitations of class teaching, and 

could bring to the organisation of such librariea 

special technique, a trained staff, and the, wide 

resources of the general stock of books. 

The time was not ripe for any considerable 

development of library activities in special fields, 

and the few efforts of librarians to arouse interest in 

the provision of technical literature met with no 

response until 1907, when the Manchester Chamber 

of Commerce moved in the matter. The chamber 

prepared a report showing comparative figures of 

^Ldrtry Jssoei4ti9fi Record^ 1903, p. 494. 
L. Stanler. *Tecluucal libraries." Library Astseiatton 

Rffordf 190J, p. 469. 
*Op. ai., p. 472, 
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book stocks, costs, etc., of tbe Manchester Reference 

Library, the Patent Office Library, and certain 

American public libraries, in support of a suggestion 

made to the Manchester Libraries Committee that 

it was desirable to haTc a technical library as part of 

the cit/s service.^ It was not until the r914.-18 

war had been in progress long enough to show 

the extent of the country's technical deficiencies 

that the matter was raised again at a meeting of 

the Society of Chemical Industry, in 1915> when 

a resolution **that the establishment of technical 

libraries is of urgent national importance" was passed 

unanimously. 

Though there was a stronger and more conspicuous 

demand for technical libraries, the commercial type 

was the first to be established in Britain. Mr. Robert 

Adams, Assistant City Librarian of Glasgow, made 

the first detailed proposal for the creation of a 

special commercial library as part of the municipal 

library service in the larger centres of population, 

in a paper read before the Scottish Library Associa¬ 

tion in June, 1913. The suggestions of Mr. Adams 

were of considerably importance in infiuencing the 

development of the Glasgow Commercial Library 

and o&er libraries which later drew on Glasgow's 

experience. He outlined in detail the nature of the 

material such a library should contain, the organisa¬ 

tion of the service, and the type of staff required. 

^It h uiteKniog to note thit thu report was used tgaia when an 
mflceDtial deputation representb^ sDiDf aoeietiea pot Ruilar 
Tiewa forvrasd in 1918. See page 39. 

*7 
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He stressed the need for mtcUigent, highly-trained 

librarians, who would be expert researchers, and the 

importance of speedy service. The Libraries Com¬ 

mittee of the Glasgow Corporation began to examine 

the question of establishing a library for business 

men in October, X913, but for various reasons con¬ 

sideration of the proposal was postponed, and the 

outbreak of war further delayed matters. It was not 

until the 3rd of November, 1916, that this com- 

merciallibrary was opened in premises readily acces¬ 

sible to the business community, and it is pleasing 

to record that due credit for the inauguration of 

the movement was paid to Mr. Adams by the Chair¬ 

man at the opening ceremony. 

As the Glasgow Commercial Library was the hnt 

of its type to be established in Britain, and its 

experience helped those authorities which later 

followed Glasgow’s example, a brief description of 

its contents and methods may not be out of place 

here. The material provided included too directories, 

atbses, maps, codes, telephone directories and tele¬ 

graphic addresses, suitable government publications, 

manufacturers’ and trade catalogues (an arrange¬ 

ment for the loan of any of the 10,000 foreign trade 

cataloguei collected by the Commercial Intelligence 

Branch of the Board of Trade was also made), 

standard business reference books, reports of cham¬ 

bers of commerce and trade associations, and 100 

periodicals. Patents were also available in this 

library, The following records were prepared by the 

staff: a classified card register of business firms, a 

3$ 
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regi$teT of translators (eleven languages were already 

represented when the library was opened), and a 

register of printers In foreign languages. 

The Glasgow Libraries Committee wisely placed 

this new venture in premises which could readily be 

extended should the use of the department call for 

more accommodation for readers and books. As the 

initial stock of books was small, arrangements were 

made to draw books as required from the general 

library stocks by means of a twice-daily motor de¬ 

livery service, The assistance of business hrms in 

the city was solicited in many ways, and it was 

stated that “the desire of the Committee is to 

obtain experience as to the best lines upon which 

this new undertaking might be effectively and suc¬ 

cessfully developed”. 

From now on the interest in commercial and tech¬ 

nical libraries grew rapidly, not only among librar¬ 

ians, but in governmental, commercial, scientific and 

industrial circles. The complacency of British 

commercial and industrial life was greatly disturbed 

during the war years, and there seems little doubt 

that one of the main reasons for the strong desire for 

the establishment of commercial—and later, tech* 

nical—libraries, was a recognition of the truth that 

in a competitive world the best equipped nation 

wins, and that the hitherto unchallenged supremacy 

of British commerce and industry had been seriously 

undermined by the zeal of energetic competitive 

nations. It was further realised that whatever the 

result of the struggle might be in a military sense, 
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conditions at the end of the war would mahe a re* 

building of commercial and industrial life impera¬ 

tive, as the concentration of the country's energies 

on the prosecution of the war had resulted in the 

neglect of markets held for gencratioris. “One of the* 

essentials to success in the coming competition for the 

markets of the world is that reliable information 

should be immediately available when required, and 

in this connection a well equipped and efHcient 

commercial library and bureau might render in¬ 

valuable assistance.’’^ 

In the year that the commercial library was 

opened, representatives of fourteen scientific and 

technical societies and institutions met in Glasgow 

on the 27th June, to discuss methods of pooling 

scientific and technical literature. A committee was 

formed to undertake the production of joint cata¬ 

logues of technical books in the libraries repre¬ 

sented at the meeting. The Public Libraries Com¬ 

mittee later gave its support, and Mr. S. A. Pitt, the 

City Librarian, joined the committee and acted as 

editor. The cost of production was borne by contri¬ 

butions from all the participants, and arrangements 

were made for students to consult any of the boob 

required in the society and institutional libraries. 

Three lists only were published at considerable 

intervals:—(July, 1917); InUrnal Cm- 
bustion Engines (February, 1918); Motor Vehicles 

(October, 1922). 

^Pitc. $. A. 7ht pvrfM, tptsfmmt and nutiodi 9/ tht Commtreiei 
LUrery, Glugow, p. 8, 
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Liverpool followed Hit example of Glasgow by 

opening a commercial reference library in tbe Ex¬ 

change buildings, the businesg centre of the city, on 

1st Angust, 1917. The special sub-committee of the 

Public Libraries Committee appointed to under¬ 

take the formation of this library co-opted repre¬ 

sentatives of the Chamber of Commerce and five 

important trade associations. Some of these bodies 

gave practical help as well as expert advice, pre¬ 

senting books, reports and periodicals, and assisting 

In the collection of other material. The library was 

well housed in a large room, easily accessible, by its 

three entrances, to members of the various exchanges 

adjacent to it and the staffs of the great business, 

banking and insurance offices which cluster in that 

part of the city. It opened with a stock of 3,000 books 

and 250 periodicals, and in view of the city^s great 

maritime trade and tradition, the collection of maps 

was very extensive even in the earliest days. In 1939 

it was moved to similar and spacions premises in the 

rebuilt Exchange. 

Meanwhile, the Library Association had begun to 

interest itself in these matters. In August, 1916, on 

the proposition of Mr, E. A. Savage, it asked the 

Committee of the Privy Council for Scientific and 

Industrial Research whether that Committee would 

be prepared to receive evidence from the Library 

Association on the subject of the establishment of 

technical libraries throughout the country, and in 

October, after an interview with Sir William 

McCormick, Chairman of the Advisory Council, 
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formed a special committee of eleven members to 

prepare a report on the means of strengthening the 

technical departments of public libraries, At its first 

meeting the Committee asked that Its terms of refer¬ 

ence should include commercial libraries, and that 

it should be known as the Technical and Commercial 

Libraries Special Committee, Work was immediately 

begun on a series of far-reaching enquiries, and the 

activities of the Committee were of such importance 

in furthering the establishment of special libraries 

that they are described in some detail in this chapter. 

A Rfport on Tradt Catalogues was approved in 

March, 1917, It dealt with the purpose, methods of 

collection, administration, binding and shelving of 

trade catalogues and recommended that, in view of 

the special dlfiiculties inherent in the methods of 

collecting and organising them, and in order to 

obtain the widest dissemination of the valuable 

information they contain, proposals be submitted to 

the leading professional societies and trade journals 

for standardisation of production and possibly for 

the publication of periodical condensed catalogues of 

British firms. For this purpose it was urged that trade 

catalogue literature should be surveyed and classified, 

and that committees representative of each class 

should be appointed to advise on the publication of 

their sections. The Committee recognised that only 

a body of experts could settle the type of catalogue 

best suited to a particular class of industries. It there¬ 

fore merely drew attention to the chaotic state of 

trade catalogue publication in this country, and 
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offered to co-operate ia any efforts made to stan¬ 
dardise it. 

A further Report cn Patent Libraries was published 

shortly afterwards, and an attempt was made to 

compile a directory of patent publications supple¬ 

mentary to that appearing in the Illustrated Oficial 
Journal {patents). 

The Committee, through the Library Association 

Council, issued an Interim Report on the provision of 

Teehnieal and Commercial Libraries whii was sub¬ 

mitted to the Annual Meeting of the Association in 

October, 1917. In this report it was stated that the 

Council had laid a memorandum before the Depart¬ 

ment of Scientific and Industrial Research, advocating 

(a) the removal of the rate limit, (b) a closer union 

between state and copyright libraries and municipal 

libraries in order that the resources of the former 

should be indirectly avaibble for scientific and tech¬ 

nical students in the provinces, and (c) government 

giants to some State supported library for the pur¬ 

chase of books required for research, such books to 

be available for loan to public libraries. The memor¬ 

andum was supported by statistics of scientific and 

technical book provision in public libraries. Some of 

the details quoted by Mr. E. A. Savage in the 

discussion on technical libraries at the 1917 Annual 

Meeting make sorry reading. It seems quite clear 

that the majority of public libraries were at that 

time unable to provide even the quantity of boob 

required, and though the question of quality or 

up-to-dateness was not mentioned, there can be 
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little doubt that many of these boohs would be quite 

usele&s, if not positively harmful, to students. 

Though the recommendations to the Department 

of Scientific and Industrial Research were the most 

important part of this report, in that they were 

designed to influence the policy of the Government 

on hbraries, other recommendations were included 

on scientific and technical libraries, commercial 

libraries, and their relations with government 

departments and the training of special librarians. 

They are summarised below:— 

Sfintijit and Tichnical Libraries 

It is of urgent ostionil jmponanee to Increase the supply 

of scientific and technical boob and periodicals, the eziat' 

ing supply being quite inadequate fot higher research and in 

many p^ces insuflident for the requtiementa of the student 

and the citizen. It is strongly urged, therefore, that: 

(a) local authontiei should afford more generous support 

to public libraries for the protdsion of scientific and 

technical literature. 

(b) municipal and other libraries should co-operate in 

Issuing union cataloguea of technical boob and adopt 

such ocher co-operative methods as will maie their 

resources available over a wider area. 

(c) a State scientific or technical library should publish 

pericH^cally a descriptive list of selected boob in 

Science and Technology. 

a more extended use should be made of periodical 

literature by the increased piovinon of current 

indexes and digests. 
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Comm4reiai Lihrarits 

It is possible, in the library of every trade centre, to 

form special sections which will provide busmew men and 

others with much information valuable to them in huaineas. 

The practice has been to store boob useful to business men 

with the general collection. The Coundl recommend that, 

wherever powble, these collections be brought together 

to form special libraries, as in Glasgow and Liverpool. 

Such a library should include:— 

Commercial and Industrial data (Goverumcrital reports, 

parliamentary publications rebting to commerce, 

trade periodicals and catalogues, reports of Chambers 

of Commerce, statistical publications), 

Geographical information (atlases, maps, gazetteers, 
directories). 

Transport and communication (shipping, railway and 

postal guides, telephone directories, telegraphic codes). 

Knandal information (tariffs, foreign exchanges, banking, 

company reports). 

Commercial and Indnstrial Law, 

Business Organisation (office methods, advertiring, aaleS’ 

manship, worb management, accountancy, etc.). 

Worldng collection of general and special reference boob, 

Journals of Commerce, Industry and Fmaoce. 

In libraries where it may not be practicable to establish 

separate commercial libraries, printed catalognes of business 

boob would serve a very usefol purpose. 

Rslaiimf tcith CcvfrnTtunl Dtpaftmtnu 

The Board of Trade Commercial Intelligence Branch 
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ihould send all offidal publications on commerce to promcial 

Ebrariea $a soon as published and free of con. 

Items from the coUecilon of fordgn trade catalogues made 

hj this department should be lent to public libraries on 

request. A better plan would be for the Department to 

obtain additional copies and send these to public Commeidal 

libraries. 
The Council are glad to note that the defects in publishing 

commercial information collected bp the Consular Service, 

Board of Trade Commercial Intelligence Brarieh, the 

scientific and technical staff of the Imperial Institute and the 

Agencies General for the Coloniei have been con^dered and 

proposals for their reform are in course of being carried out. 

draining 9/ Sp/cial Li^arianj 

The Council are of o^nion chat the possesaion of scientific 

and technical qualificacioni will not itself suffice unless 

the holder has previously received the foundation of a wund 

library training. A special librarian is one with a special 

knowledge of the literature of his subject and of the way 

to organise it for use, snd not necesurily one with a ipedil 

knowledge of the subject itself. 

The question ai to what stcpi should be taken to 

provide research material for commercial and tech* 

nical students and workers had become of national 

importance in 1917. It was known that the Govern¬ 

ment had made a grant of a million pounds to the 

Committee of the Privy Council for Scientific and 

Industrial Research, and as some of this would prob¬ 

ably be spent on libraries and books, the Library 

Association attempted to ensufe that the existing 

organisation provided by public libraries, however 
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inadequate tKeir teclinical booki provision was at that 

time, should not be overlooked, Faced with lising 

costs through war conditions, the majority of public 

libraries were finding it difficult to give reasonable 

service, and the steep lisc in prices during the nert 

few years made their task even more formidable; 

the rate limitation became an intolerable burden. 

The efforts of public librarians to obtain government 

recognition of their work had a double purpose: they 

wished to obtain financial assistance for special li¬ 

braries, and the removal of the rate limit by legisb- 

tion was constantly in their minds. Library Associa¬ 

tion activity during 1917 and 19x8 was dominated by 

a desire to attain these ends. 

At the X917 Annual Meeting of the Library 

Association considerable time was given to discus¬ 

sions on commercial and technical libraries. The con¬ 

ference was attended by many influential persons, 

including the Minister of Reconstruction (The Right 

Hon. Dr. C. Addison, M.P.), who touched on li¬ 

braries of commerce and industry in his address. 

Resolutions urging the formation of municipal 

commercial and technical libraries in all important 

centres were unanimously adopted after discussions 

which kept to a consistently high level. The resolu¬ 

tion on commercbl libraries suggested that they 

should act as branches of the Commercial Intelli¬ 

gence Department of the Board of Trade. 

Copies of these resolutions were sent to the 

Minister of Reconstruction, the Board of Trade 

Intelligence Department, and the Department of 
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Scientific and Industrial Research, with requests that 

ihe^ would receive deputations from the Library 

Association. A further resolution asking the Board of 

Trade to supply free to all libraries establishing 

commercial collections copies of consular reports, and 

other government publications containing informa¬ 

tion useful to business men, was agreed to by the 

Board, which undertook to send copies of its publica¬ 

tions to such commercial libraries as were in a posi¬ 

tion to make full use of them. The Board, however, 

doubted whether it would be practicable to con¬ 

stitute such libraries ofiicial branches of the depart¬ 

ment. 

It was then suggested that the Technical and 

Commercial Libraries Special Committee should take 

steps to bring its work to the notice of technical 

societies, and that more representatives of science 

and industry and fewer librarians should serve on it. 

The first of these suggestions was acted on, and the 

Interim Report was submitted to the Institution of 

Civil Engineers, the British Engineers’ Association, 

the Institution of Automobile Engineers, the Society 

of Chemical Industry, and the Manchester Engi¬ 

neers’ Club and other local bodies. 

This Committee subsequently spent much of its 

time in considering the formation of a Technical and 

Commercial Libraries Section of the Library 

Association. Although its desirability was stressed on 

many occasions, and draft bye-laws were prepared, 

such a section was never actually formed. 

In the meantime, the efforts of 19x7 began to 
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show resTjIts in a growing interest in the proYision of 

technical libraries. Public libraries were now pressing 

for the establishment of technical libraries in the 

larger industrial towns and the creation of a national 

lending library of scientific and technical boob to 

supplement their work. Apart from the value of such 

a national library as a book and periodical reservoir, 

it was hoped that its staff could publish a biblio¬ 

graphy and a periodical index to scientific literature, 

and assist librarians in the choice of boob. Later in 

the year, the Manchester Engineers^ Club passed a 

resolution affirming the necessity of a technical 

department of the mnnicipal library, and requesting 

the Libraries Committee to make such a provision. 

Similar resolutions were subsequently passi by nine 

other societies in Manchester. A deputation from 

them interviewed the Libraries Committee, and 

advocated the formation of a Manchester District 

and National Technical Library, supported in part 

from national funds and serving more than a purely 

local purpose. 

Industrialists and scientific workers were also 

considering this matter in their own associations, 

though from a somewhat different angle. Sir Robert 

Hadfield, F.R.S., had called attention in April, 191S, 

to the poor facilities possessed by research and tech¬ 

nical societies, large and small, for carrying on their 

work. The best use of scientific knowledge and its 

application to industrial and commercial needs could 

not be made unless there were facilities for meet¬ 

ings and adequate library accommodation. He sug- 
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gesTcd the provision of a single building for the 

various technical societies, in which there must be a 

library equipped with tens of thousands of boohs and 

papers now required by those studying technical 

developments.^ 

The Faraday Society later discussed the co-ordina¬ 

tion of scientific publications; in the course of the 

meeting Mr, Savage’s suggestion of a central library 

and bureau of information came in for attention.^ 

It was felt that expense would be a difficult obstacle, 

and that some means of linking up existing libraries 

would be the ultimate solution. It is interesting to 

note that the need for expert staff was recognised 

at this meeting, Mr. Michael Longrldge, the Presi¬ 

dent of the Institution of Mechanical Engineers, 

suggested the formation of a College of Librarians, 

where a body of men, well educated and well paid, 

would keep track of papers read and researches in 

progress, so that enquirers could be told where to get 

the information they required. 

The discussions on the provision of technical 

information which were being carried on at this 

time in scientific and industrial circles showed that 

while a considerable volume of Informed opinion 

favoured a central co-ordinating bureau, the idea of 

amalgamating the libraries or other activities of 

existing societies would not be likely to receive much 

p. 2B7 for detaili of gover&jne&tal pkiu for oanying out thii 
lugfoition. 

co^r^hoatioa of tcieadfic publication,'' Tht Engirueff VoL 
I2S, 1918, pp. 402-404. 
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suppon. Sir Robert Hadfield pointed out that 

feeling was even against the suggestion that the 

younger institutions should be merged as branches 

into the older ones. ‘There is a distinct desire to 

preserve the individuality of the various institu¬ 

tions, and the formation of new ones, as fresh 

branches of science manifest themselves, would 

apparently not be regarded unfavourably.”^ 

Scientific workers were, however, aware that there 

was much overlapping. Its extent could be seen in 

the duplication of work done by the societies, as 

shown in the papers read at meetings and in the 

publication and indexing of scientific papers. The 

view that this work should be handed over to a 

central body, such as the Conjoint Board of Scientific 

Societies, which had been formed in 1916 to con¬ 

sider the matter, met with some approval, Mr. J. G. 

Pearce, F.R.S., however, suggested that the Library 

Association, in conjunction with the leading scien¬ 

tific and engineering institutions, should form a 

permanent central body of trained workers from 

schools of library science, who would systematically 

classify, index and abstract scientific information.^ 

Mr. Pearce clearly had in view the linking up of 

existing libraries and research organisations by the 

central clearing house, and he pointed out that such 

an organisation would provide a single channel by 

which foreign information could reach this country; 

'YA/ EnpHffr,Vo\. 1*5,191S, p. 4«, 

*P«rce, J. O. “The future of documeaution,*' Lihary 

tiffn R/wJ, 1918, pp. ]6a-i6$. 
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moreover, it would be able to arrange and secure the 

acceptance oi a standard s^tem of classification, 

publish a onion list of periodicals, and possibi)' print 

catalogue cards of articles in the more important 

periodicals for rapid distribution. 

A further move to enlist the help of industry in the 

library campaign was made at a conference of the 

North Central Branch of the Library Association at 

Manchester on 23rd-24th October, 1918, Repre¬ 

sentatives of fifteen commercial, technical and ocher 

associations attended, and two papers were given on 

technical libraries by men engaged in industry. Mr. 

R. H. Cbyton^ supported the idea of creating a 

number of large and well-equipped libraries in the 

chief industrial centres, maintained partly by grants 

from the Committee for Scientific and Industrial 

Research, partly by the municipalities, and partly by 

subscriptions from private firms, Mr. J, G, Pearce 

also advocated State assistance, but differed in regard 

to the location, and to some extent the scope, of such 

libraries. He pointed out that scientific literature 

was dally becoming increasingly subdivided, and the 

literature in any branch would therefore appeal to a 

smaller number of workers. There was a limit to the 

extent to which local funds could properly be applied 

to the purchase of specialised scientific bools in a 

variety of branches of research, but the possibilities of 

success would be greater if technical libraries were 

located according to specialisation or concentration of 

R. H. 'The public Teehaiesl library,** Lt^ary 
Hw KH9ti, 1919, pp, $-8. 
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industries. Thus Manchester might specialise in tex¬ 

tiles; Sheffield in steel; Birmingham in non-ferrous 

metals; Leeds in wool, ^tc., and these libraries should 

be in constant telephonic and postal communica¬ 

tion. There were many excellent suggestions in this 

thoughtful address,^ particularly in regard to the 

co-operation between works and public libraries in 

book stocks, administration methods, and interchange 

of atafi. Some of them are, in fact, being carried out 

to-day. 

A resolution passed at this conference advocated 

the establishment of fully equipped and intensrvely 

organised technical and commercial libraries under 

municipal control in the half-dozen chief industrial 

centres, to be aided by government grants, these large 

district libraries to be related to the smaller technical 

collections in their vicinity. 

Towards the end of 1918 the Technical and Com¬ 

mercial Libraries Special Committee urged the con¬ 

tinuation, after the war, of the ^tchnical and Eco~ 

ncmic SuffUminu to the Daily Revieta of the foreign 

press which had been issued by the War Office since 

the early part of the year. The War Office had 

established in 1917 a Technical Information Ser¬ 

vice, primarily for military purposes, and intended 

for technical specialists in the various government 

departments, but as the periodical review of technical 

literature which it published became more widely 

known and increasingly demanded, it was placed on 

tPearce, j. G. *The worb library aod ita reUtion to tbe public 
tecbaScsl libraxy,’* LArsry AiS9HatWi Rtcorif 1919, pp, ^IS. 
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Bale. The basis for this publication was a general 

Engineering Index on cards, in which the compilers 

attempted to inclnde ever^ item of engineering 

information published throughout the world. This 

service formed, in fact, a Department of Technical 

InteUigence of an extensive kind, and the War Office 

gave careful consideration to the possibility of 

continuing this service after the conclusion of hos¬ 

tilities, preferably in co-operation with libraries and 

research societies. The Library Association Com- 

mitiee supponed the suggestion that the Technical 

Information Service be constituted an independent 

body on the lines of the British Engineering Stan¬ 

dards Association, and stated that, in its view, the 

essential features of a successful information service 

were (a) close co-operation between societies and 

journals publishing abstracts, to prevent overlap¬ 

ping and to avoid the dispersal bibliographical 

material, (b) frequent publication of the general 

index, (c) amalgamation of the libraries of the chief 

technical societies, (d) the foundation of a national 

lending library of applied science, and (e) the 

co-operative use of photo-copying processes. 

As a result of the success of the Manchester con¬ 

ference, the Library Association suggested that 

similar conferences should be held in Birmingham 

and Glasgow, and an afternoon session of a onc-day 

conference was given to commercial and technical 

libraries on the and May, 1919, at Birmingham. A 

resolution similar to that approved at Manchester 

was passed unanimously. 
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The Library Association had now accepted the 

principle of government grants being made to half a 

dozen libraries, which would be selected according 

to their position in the centre of large industrial 

population groups. Such libraries would be general 

technical libraries, linked up with the smaller tech¬ 

nical libraries in the area, and performing, for these 

areas, much the same functions as the Patent Office 

Library was doing for London. These libraries in 

turn would draw on a national technical collection, 

which would also be assisted by government grants. 

But the Department of Scientific and Industrial 

Research, which had been created in 1916 to admin¬ 

ister the decisions of the Committee of the Privy 

Council, had moved along different lines. Research 

associations had already been formed by ceriam of 

the chief industries, and were being assisted by 

grants, mainly on a pound for pound basis, from the 

Department. The draft Memorandum of Associa¬ 

tion for these bodies issued by the Department In 

1917 included as one of their objects the formation 

of libraries and the collection of statistics and 

information relating to the industries. The use of 

these libraries and the bureaux of information which 

it was assumed would naturally develop from them 

was to be confined to the members; since the 

existence of the research associations depended on 

the sums received from firms engaged in the indus¬ 

tries, it was clearly impossible to make these services 

freely available. Public librarians strongly opposed 

the principle that information collected partly at 
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ihe expense of the State should be used for the 
benefit of research associations alone. 

Despite the efforts of the Library Association 
under the active and able leadership of Mr. E. A. 
Savage, the Adult Education Committee of the 
Ministry of Reconstruction, which issued its eagerly 
awaited report on libraries and museums on the 
1st of May, 1919, was no more helpful than the 
Committee of the Privy Council for Scientific and 
Industrial Research in regard to the claim that the 
commercial and technical departments of public 
libraries should receive government recognition. The 
general tenor of the recommendations is summed up 
by the following sentence which appears early in the 
report: ‘Tn the case of general libraries the unit of 
organisation and administration is the local authority, 
in the case of the technical library system it should 
be the industry.”! xhe influence of the findings of 
the Committee for Scientific and Industrial Re¬ 
search, which are quoted extensively by the Adult 
Education Committee, is apparent. The Commit¬ 
tee pointed out the importance of public libraries 
containing an adequate supply of boohs dealing with 
the various trades of the ditrict, but argued that a 
comprehensive policy of technical library provision 
must be organised industry by industry, and it should 
clearly be closely related both to technical education 
and research. 

The Committee recognised that public libraries 

^Minhtiy of ReconcracdoD. 7biti Inurim Hffort sf the Jdtdt 
Ediuaiififi Cmmitue: Lthrarui attd Mustum, 1919, p. 10. 
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would naturally provide literature dealing with 

predominant local industries, but as they could not 

be expected to purchase costly technical works of an 

advanced type for which there would only be a 

relatively small demand, or books on industries of 

little io^ importance, their stocb would have to be 

reinforced from other sources. Demands which could 

not be met by the public library should be satisfied 

by libraries which the Committee suggested should 

be organised by the industries. 
The Committee therefore proposed that each in- 

dnstry should make a survey of its library facilities, 

including the libraries of universities, technical 

colleges and institutes, and professional associations. 

If this surrey showed that the provision of literature 

in existing libraries was adequate to supply normal 

needs, the problem was one of mobilising these re¬ 

sources and making them available; where the supply 

was inadequate, it would be necessary to establish a 

national library for the industry concerned or per- 

• haps for a group of allied trades. A central library 

organisation for each industry would be necessary 

in any case. 
It will be seen that the Committee had in view a 

national or central library organisation for each 

industry, the size and work of this library depending 

on the extent of the existing provision of techmeal 

literature from all other sources. 
The function of each of these central or national 

industrial libraries would be to supplement the book 

stocks of existing libraries; and to act as a medium 
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for the exchange of boob among them. The library 

should contain the results of recent research, at home 

and abroad, foreign technical worb, complete files 

of British and foreign trade journals and relevant 

official publications of this and other countries. 

Such a library might become an Intelligence Depart¬ 

ment for the industry and should work in close touch 

with the research association, To cover the cost of 

capital outlay and maintenance, the Committee re¬ 

commended that a state grant not exceeding 25 per 

cent, of the sums received from other sources should 

be made. 
The public library had a very limited place in 

this scheme, It was expected to supply literature to 

cover the less specialised needs of local industries and 

of certain difiused trades, such as building, bak¬ 

ery, etc,, and presumably, had these proposals been 

adopted, to co-operate with the central libraries of 

the industries with which its work was related. The 

stocb of the central libraries of industries and their 

outlier libraries would be supplemented by a central 

circulating library—a development of the Central 

Library for Students. 

In dealing with commercial libraries, the Com¬ 

mittee did not consider the degree of specialisation 

envisaged for technical libraries to be necessary, as 

the function of the commercial department of the 

local library was primarily to provide books concerned 

with commercial subjects, rather than detailed in¬ 

formation on matters of trade. 

The report of the Adult Education Committee 
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waa a bitter blow to the hopes public librarians had 

cherished of government recognition of their work.^ 

The Committee's findings included some of the 

suggestions put forward by the Library Aaaociation, 

but there was little evidence of any recognition of, 

or belief in, the service the public library could offer 

to industry; on the contrary, the Committee (in its 

reference to commercial libraries particularly) sug¬ 

gested that there should be limitations to that work.* 

The Committee's attitude to the technical sections 

of public libraries is perhaps not surprising in view 

of the obvious limitations of the service at that time. 

All the available evidence—some of it advanced by 

librarians at their meetings, to support the plea 

for the abolition of the rate limit—showed that 

library book stocks generally were insufficient and 

largely out of date. But such criticisms could noc 

justly be made of commercial libraries, as two of 

them had been established long enough to ptove 

their value; their work was, in fact, constantly being 

extended. It seems clear that the Library Association 

had not been able to educate public opinion suffi¬ 

ciently in regard to the potentialities of the public 

library service. The library movement failed to 

obtain recognition, not because of inherent defects, 

*A detitil«d lummary of the r«port» by Mr. E. A. wiU be 

found jfl the Library AtsotUttari Hdctrd, 1919, pp. 154-159. 

*M(. E. A. Sarage MTerelf eiitidced the report in a paper read 

at the <919 Conference of the Library Aeociatioo. ‘Tech- 

nkel librariea: a comment on the third Interim Report of the 

Adult Education CoDunitcee.*' Library Ait9tiatio% Raeorif 

19x9, pp. 
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but largely because of t statutory fiiwncial limitation, 

the harmful effects of which, as prices advanced 

during the war years, became increasingly apparent. 

Almost the last actbn of the Library Association’s 

Technical and Commerda! Libraries Special Com¬ 

mittee was to draft a memorandum on the report 

of the Adult Education Committee for submission 

to the President of the Board of Education. This 

memorandum was issued in September, 1919. In it 

the Library Association offered a reasoned criticism 

of certain recommendations, and finally stressed the 

following points:— 
I. No steps had been taken by the Committee for 

Scientific and Industrial Kesearch to ensure the 

provision of technical literature. 

a. A general technical library, under one admini¬ 

stration and with all necessary facilities for the 

distribution to any industry of books required, 

would be immeasurably better than scattered col¬ 

lections, housed in different places, bconvenient to 

outside users, and disproportionately costly. 
3. The greatest value of the report of the Adult 

Education Committee Uy in its recognition of the 

need for mobilising scattered resources and its 

proposals for a central circulating library. 

The work of the Technical and Commercial 

Libraries Special Committee has been dealt with In 

some detail because it has some relevance to present 

day tendencies and at the time was of the utmost 

value in stimulating the interest of library author¬ 

ities. It could not have been without considerable 
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influence on the Government's policy towards lib- 

rariesj and the passing of the Libraries Act of 1919 

which, by abolishing the rate limit, made possible 

an expansion of library activity far greater than any 

special grants for limited purposes could have done, 

was probably helped by the vigorous and intelligent 

activities of the Special Committee. When national 

feeling was stirred by the technical deficiencies 

exposed by war needs, ^ the Committee wisely seized 

every opportunity of stressing the importance of the 

contribution public libraries could make to the pro¬ 

vision of technical literature, and its many activities 

had the dual merit of being at once practical and 

wide ranging. Its work ceas^ in 1919, and in iQaa 

it was not reappointed. 

Meanwhile, the first joint commercial and tech¬ 

nical library had been opened in Leeds in July, 19x8. 

A commercial library formed in 1915 at Coventry 

was placed in a separate room in 1917-1S, and others 

cut of cptieU glass waa ch« outnandinf example of the 

coontry’i partial dependence on eaeow loduitrp. The iaipor* 

cant literacure oq the auhjeet waa ia Germea, tad ao traoala- 

ciou were avaOable. lo lOld the Committee of the Privy 
Ccundl for ScieDtlfic and IndDstrid Research authorised the 

jane ia revised veraioaa in English of L. O. M. voa Rohrii 
Theorie der optischen laatrumente. I Band. Die 

Bildecxeugung in optlachen lostruiaeBUn vom Standpookte 

der geomecrischen Optlk" (inued m Ipao), A, Gleichen'a 

*'Die Theorie der mo^nen optischea Inatnmeate" ^ued 
Id S918), sad “Die Fuodamental-EigeniehafteB der dJoptii' 

schert loitrumente: elementare Dantelluag der Oauai' a^en 

Theorie und ihre Aaweadung”, the German ▼errion of G. 

Panaria’s propriety cardiaali degU amirneoti diottrid” 

(issued is All were to be sold at cost price. 
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were created in Dundee, Wolverhampton, Bimmg- 

ham and Mancheiter in 1919. Bristol followed in 

1920 with its library of commerce, and Sheffield, like 

Leeds, organised a joint commercial and technical 

library. The development of technical Ubrariee was 

more leisurely. Coventry opened a technical library 

in July, 195$,^ Manchester in 1922, and Birmingham 

in 1924. Edinburgh waited until 1932 before pro¬ 

viding a commercial library, while a joint commercial 

and technical library was formed in Leicester in 1936. 

The only pre-war separate commercial library in 

London was opened in a branch of the Southwark 

Public Libraries in 1937. 

Both Manchester and Sheffield made changes in 

the organisation of their special libraries when new 

central library buildings were opened in both cities 

in 1934. The commercial library of Manchester, 

which had been housed in the Royal Exchange, was 

combined with the technical library on the first Boor 

of the new building. In 1937 a further regrouping 

of the central library departments was undertaken, 

involving some important changes in the administra¬ 

tion of the commercial and technical libraries. The 

commercial library was moved to the ground floor as 

a quick reference library. The main stock of books on 

commerce, and the whole of the technical library 

were transferred to the reference library. Ten years 

*Ercell«rtc book lists on luch stibjeots as 'Teehiucal chanlniv", 
"Aeranaudoi*', ‘'M«uUur|7^\ ''AlutnimujB and iti alloys*’, 
"Worb manageca«nt”, ^‘Oxyacecylene asd el«ccric walding 
and enttini”, **Sdeiic« and the orafta”, were issued Id 

Coventry between 19(6 and 1919. 
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later, a rearrangement of the central librarj depart* 
ments allowed the creation of an exwnd^ library 
of science and technology with adequate accom¬ 
modation for books and readers. 

The accommodation for the commercial and tech¬ 
nical library was more than doubled in the new 
building in ShefReld. The stock of the technical 
library was Increased by the transfer of books on pure 
science from the reference library. Though they are 
housed in two wings of one room, have a joint 
catalogue and are administered by the same nafi from 
a central point, the commercial and the scientific 
and technical sections are distinct as regards book 
stock, periodicals and readers. The joint library has 
now been renamed the Science and Commerce 
Library. 

Other libraries greatly extended their collections 
of books and material dealing with commerce and 
industry. As early as 1924 it was recorded that there 
were commercial collections in 46, and industrial 
collections in 70, libraries.^ Though the number and 
quality of books and periodicals naturally vary, there 
can be no doubt that public library authorities in 
general accept their responsibilities to readers who 
require information on commercial and industrial 
matters. 

The research libraries provided by the various 
industries through their research associations have 
grown in number and importance since the policy 

^BoArd of EducAtiop. Public libraries Committee. Rtp9ti m 

h^Ue Libraries ni and Weifif 19S7, p. laS. 
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of organising scientific and technical research by 

industries was adopted and partly financed by the 

Department of Scientific and Industrial Research. 

These and other special libraries formed The Associa* 

tion of Special Libraries and Information Bureaux 

(ASLIB) in September, 1924. 

The national awakening of interest in scientific 

and technical research which followed the First 

World War has been eclipsed by that resulting from 

the Second and its late by-product, nuclear fission; 

with this is linked a general recognition of the need 

to rebuild the nation's economic life by encouraging 

the study of ways of increasing industrial efficiency. 

The reports and recommendations of the government 

committees which have been considering these 

matters are dealt with in the last chapter. Meanwhile, 

progreii in the formation of special departments in 

public libraries has continu^. New commercial 

and technical libraries were opened in Hull and 

Newcaitle-upon-Tyoe in 1951. Liverpool, already 

notable for the efficiency of its commercial depart¬ 

ment, created a technical library in 1952 to cater for 

the needs of its newly-established industries, and 

Holborn, the second metropolitan borough to pro¬ 

vide a special service, organised a commercial library 

in 1953. In the following year the pioneer commercial 

library of Glasgow was transferred to the spacious 
and dignified Royal Exchange building. 
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GENERAL PRINCIPLES 

The creation of special departments of commerce aivd 

technology in public libraries can only be justified 

if a sufficient need exists, or can be presumed to 

exist, for their services, Its extent is determined by 

two factors: the number and importance of the com¬ 

mercial and industrial activities in the area, and 

the presence of a large body of scientific and technical 

students, considerations which are often mutually 

inclusive. A department providing specialised litera¬ 

ture and a trained staff, and in which advanced study 

and research are carried out, is really only required 

in cities where there is a large enough concentration 

of trade and industry to offer some guarantee that 

the use of its services will justify the cost of establish¬ 

ment and maintenance. 

Smaller places have, of course, their own prob¬ 

lems. It is obvious that the library finances of a small 

town arc not generally sufficient to support such a 

library under existing conditions of bcal rating, 

not would the number of specialist or advanced 

students likely to use it make it worth while even if 

the money were forthcoming, On the other hand, 

there are towns where technical interests are large in 

propoTtbn to the size of the population, such as one 
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in which the buildings of a regional technical college 

are situated, or one which (like Rugb^) is dominated 

a single indurtry. In those cases a special librai7, 

if provided, would probably justify itself by use, but 

would be open to criticism on the ground that the 

money spent on it had been unfairly diverted from 

the services to the general reader. The public library 

committee could reasonably suggest that it was the 

responsibility of the education authority or the 

industry to serve its own needs; the public library, 

on its part, would continue to shelve adequate 

stocks of general technical books in the home reading 

department for the use of all grades of worken, 

just as it normally caters for other professional and 

technical readers. Such problems are outside the 

scope of this work, which is primarily concerned with 

the kind of department to be found only in the large 

library systems; even they must examine the number, 

range and type of industrial and commercial under* 

takings they can serve and decide, on the merits of 

the case, whether the conditions in their own area 

really make such provision necessary. 

The populations of the towns which have 

established special departments vary from 240,000 

to over a million, with the exception of one town of 

167,000 people, where it is to be presumed that 

exceptional reasons governed the decision to create 

one. In London, the Cities of London and West¬ 

minster have impressive collections of commercial 

material, and two metropolitan boroughs, Southwark 

and Holborn, have separate commercial depart- 
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men«; but there are no special technical libraries of 

the kind found in the large provincial cities. The 

concentration of bibliographical material of all kinds 

in London makes it unnecessary for any public 

library there to attempt to make full provision for the 

research worker in special fields, as it could not 

acquire the resources of the national, research 

association, society, trade, and other special libraries 

m the metropolis, to which the reader usually has 

access through his membership of professional or 

other societies. 

Existencff of othtr lihrarits 

In the large centres, which are usually focal points 

for contiguous populations, there are various types 

of special libraries whose existence must afiect the 

work of the commercial and technical library and 

even the principles on which it is founded and organ¬ 

ised. They comprise those of universities, chamben 

of commerce, colleges of commerce and technology, 

research associations, industrial research libraries 

founded by individual firms or groups of firms and 

some institutes or societies usually concerned with 

certain industries of a localised kind. 

As most of these libraries are private, and limit 

their service to their members, or are established to 

serve a restricted clientele in temporary association 

with them, the public library, which exists for the 

general body of citizens, has no choice but to provide 

a service widch may partially duplicate one already 

in existence. Many chambers of commerce, for ex- 
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ample, have good libraries and excellent informa¬ 

tion services; but being maintained by the sub¬ 

scriptions of members, who might be tempted to 

relinquish their membership if some of its privileges 

could be obtained without payment, they cannot act 

as public services without risk to their income. 

Moreover, the cost of administration would be 

increased if their activities were extended, even 

panially, to new users. Society and worb libraries 

arc in the same position. The case of those univer¬ 

sity libraries which have special library departments 

is somewhat different, as they share in the grants 

from the University Grants Committee, while the 

provincial universities also receive substantial annual 

sums from the municipal and county authorities 

in their areas. It would seem reasonable to suggest 

that in return for this support from national and 

local public funds the universities should be required 

to extend their library services, under certain 

specified conditions, beyond their own students and 

staffs. The libraries of the colleges of commerce and 

technology might also be encouraged to accept a 

wider responsibility than that of providing large and 

well-equipped libraries for use only by those receiving 

instruction there. 

The Unhing up of many types of libraries through 

the Regional Library schemes and the National 

Central Library and its outliers, has shown what 

voluntary library co-operation can achieve in bring¬ 

ing boob to readers who need them. The general 

acceptance of this co-operative principle has made it 
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possible for the special libraries in an area to evolve 

forms of joint service which, if properly organised, 

may ultimately increase the efficiency of all of them 

by avoiding unnecessary duplication of those bools 

and services which meet important but limited needs, 

It would be unreasonable to expect private libraries 

to throw open their doors to the general body of 

students, but they are usually willing to lend books 

to the public library, and in some cases to accept 

readers recommended by it. The public library is, 

of coune, available to their members, The existence 

of such libraries, and their willingness to collaborate 

with the public library, will therefore have an 

important effect on the range of the book stock and 

the form of the service offered by commercial and 

technical libraries. 

Populous urban anas 

In most cases these factors will be valid for a dis* 

trtct as well as a town, The civic authorities of cities 

situated in the midst of a large urban industrial 

area, or which, because of their site and importance 

or their historical position, are the natural centres to 

which near-by populations turn for what may be 

called provincial metropolitan services, usually con¬ 

ceive it to be their duty, or in their mtcresta, to 

consider the needs of the surrounding area when 

planning their library activities. Their reference 

libraries are freely used by many people who live 

outside their borders; some allow the use of the 

lending libraries to non-citixens on equal terms with 
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their own ratepayers; and most of them offer at least 

partial borrowing rights to persons employed or 

being educated within their boundaries. The pro¬ 

vision of special libraries in such cities is, therefore, 

condition^ to some extent by the requirements of 

sunounding populations as well as by those of their 

own citizens, and the service given is wider than that 

of a more isobted town which, because of its geo¬ 

graphical position, need only plan with local needs 

in mind. 

Changed ccnditicnr 0/ technical research 

It has been pointed out that commercial and 

technical libraries were drst created during the war 

of 1914-18, when the provision of information on 

these subjects was found to be inadequate. Public 

librarians urged that if such libraries were organised 

in the largest centres of population and were aided 

by State grants and a national lending library ser¬ 

vice, they would be able to serve fully the needs 

of commerce and industry. These views were not 

accepted, and subsequent developments make it un¬ 

likely that they ever will be. Since then, and par¬ 

ticularly during recent years, there has been a 

remarkable acceleration in the volume and pace of 

research and its application to industrial processes, 

which has brought into being many agencies designed 

to provide the means for such research. The number 

of trade and industrial research associations is now 

considerable; they have been able, through their 

well-trained staffs of scientists and their well-stocked 
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Ubraix«, to help In the derclopmcnt of old iadustiies 

and the creation of new ones, Technical processes 

have become increasingly snb-divided, and labora¬ 

tories and libraries have followed the trend. For 

workers in advanced fields the general technical 

library can only have a limited usefulness, and the 

vast output of printed matter is far too great for 

any but a special library to attempt to collect it. 

Inevitably the need for the co-ordination of the 

sources of scientific and technical information has 

become a paramount consideration in all research 

establishments, and many agencies, chief among 

them the Department of Scientific and Industrial 

Research, have made various essays in this direction, 

These will be dealt with later. Tlte point to be kept 

in mind at this juncture is that the commercial 

and technical library cannot work in isolation if it 

is to do its job properly: it becomes a part of a great 

and rapidly growing organisation designed to pro¬ 

vide the research worker with any detail he neeua 

from the world-wide network of scientific and tech¬ 

nical information now available. 

E^tct cn publif Ubrarus 

Even when a separate technical department of the 

public library is created, it is unlikely to be able to 

provide from its own resources material for advanced 

research, unless the industries are largely uniform or 

are connected with one product. It would hardly 

be possible for the library authority of a city with 

hundreds of different trades to acquire all the de- 
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tailed licerature dealing with them if it happened 

to he ertensive in all or even in most cases. Librarians, 

however, have always had to face the problem of 

selecting what they need from the enormous mass of 

printed matter available, and the difficulty being 

general, means have been devised for its solution by 

the publication of union lists (such as the World 

List of Scientific Perioduals)^ abstracts and indexes, 

and by the general willingness of all libraries to 

exchange their material. It is usual for the technical 

library to provide adequate literature on the indus¬ 

tries of its district so as to serve the general student 

or enquirer, but to rely on national systems of book 

and periodical exchange for material which will satisfy 

the less common enquiry and the needs of the special¬ 

ist. It should, of course, attempt a degree of speciali¬ 

sation in the literature relating to certain industries 

of primary importance to the town’s economy. 

The need for a sfeeial library 

The business man and the research worker both 

need accurate information quickly. If it is not ac¬ 

curate, the business man may lose financially and 

the technical research worker may reach false con¬ 

clusions, which may result in production waste, or, 

at the least, in waste of time. The business man, 

basing a quotation on information received from a 

library on such matters as tariffs, dock and harbour 

dues, freightage costs, etc., may suffer serious financial 

loss if the information is inaccurate. The technician 

is leu likely to err, because the service he usually asks 
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for is the production of sources of Information which 

his knowledge and training enable him to check. 

The organisation and work of the special library 

of commerce and technology must, therefore, be 

based on two main general principles: its stock must 

be up to date and extensive enough to meet the de¬ 

mands of most of its users, and the staff work must 

be highly efficient. 

It would be difficult, if not impossible, for a librar¬ 

ian working in a general library to give competent 

service of so specialised a kind. The range of infor¬ 

mation contained in boob is so wide that, even if 

sources of information only are asked for, the general 

reference library assistant could hardly obtain 

sufficient experience and knowledge of this one 

department of research to be able to find them even 

with the aid of an extensive range of bibliographical 

tools. The majority of students who use general 

reference libraries have some experience in the use 

of libraries and books, but the commercial and tech¬ 

nical library will attract many readers who need a 

great deal of help and guidance. In the commercial 

library particularly, the Ebrarlan will often find it 

necessary to obtain the actual Information for the 

enquirer, for many business men are strangely un¬ 

aware of the value and importance of books in their 

job, and the commercial colleges, like the schools, 

rarely Include courses of bibliographical training in 

their curricula. The librarian must therefore speci¬ 

alise. By limiting his work to commercial and technical 

matters he is able to acquire an extensive knowledge 
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oi the material he uses and the needs of those who 

consult him; and he can use this knowledge effectively 

in the organisation and direction of his department. 

His experience equips him to give better personal 

service, and to create useful indexes, analytical cats* 

logues, clippings files and other essential aids to the 

provision of accurate information. 

Good results can certainly be achieved in a general 

library by arranging for some members of the staff 

to be responsible for dealing with commercial and 

technical enquiries and for the selection and main¬ 

tenance of books and other records in these sections. 

Some libraries do, in fact, give useful service to com¬ 

merce and industry in this way without creating a 

special department. But where the demand is con¬ 

siderable, a separate library has definite advantages. 

It has abeady been shown that special libraries are 

only properly effective in the larger cities and towns. 

Their general reference libraries are so large that 

only a small proportion of the total stock can be 

consulted by readers at the shelves, and though 

there may be an excellent catalogue, the unskilled 

library user may miss much useful material. By 

separating from the main stock boob, periodicals 

and other matter concerned with commerce and 

industry and shelving them in a room where most, 

or perhaps all of them, can be seen and readily used, 

the reader is helped in many ways. The shelves are 

not encumbered vrith boob outside the range of 

his special interests; he can link up his study of text- 

boob with current information In periodicals and 
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in society and other publications; and he has the use 

of indexes, abstracts, files and other library records 

specifically designed to meet established needs in 

limited fields of knowledge, Not least in importance 

are the personal contacts which result from the 

separation of readers and staff from the main body 

of library activity. 

7he type of library 

The nature of the economic life of a town will 

indicate the type of special library it is desirable to 

create. The seaport cities of Glasgow and Bristol 

have active commercial libraries, each varying in 

the type of service it offer# according to the needs 

of its users. Birmingham and Manchester, with thriv¬ 

ing and extensive Industrie# and wide commercial 

interests, have formed separate libraries for com¬ 

merce and for technology, Liverpool, which has a 

highly developed commercial library in the heart of 

the business and shipping area, has met the demands 

of new industries attracted to the city by forming a 

technical library, for which spacious quarters are 

planned in the proposed reconstruction of the 

“blitzed’* portion of the central library buildings. 

In other towns, the two libraries arc run jointly, 

emphasis being laid on the one or the other accord¬ 

ing to the district’s requirements and the use of the 

library. Leeds and Sheffield, for example, find it 

convenient to merge them. In Leeds, a commercial 

centre of some importance, the service of the joint 

library is about equally babnccd between commerce 
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and industry. The “pic*ducing” dty of Sheffield 

places the emphasis on the technical side of its work, 

and is fortunate, from a library point of view, in that 

the industry of the city itself and the surrounding 

district is almost wholly concerned with the produc¬ 

tion and working of special alloy steels and ancillary 

products, so that a degree of specialisation rarely 

possible in a public library is anained. These ex* 

amples emphasise the importance of making a careful 

survey of the relative value of the town’s com¬ 

mercial and industrial activities, and in certain cases 

of those of the adjacent districts, before it is decided 

what kind of special library should be organised. 

The only cScctive test, however, is experience of the 

needs of readers as shown by the use of the library; 

and it may be that the original conception will be 

modified or expanded as the service develops. 

Lofsticn 

The commercial library may serve two purposes: 

to give an information service to the business man 

while he is engaged in the conduct of hie affairs, and 

to act as a reference library of commerce for the 

student. 

It is a generally accepted principle that the com¬ 

mercial library should be easily accessible to the 

business community. Where the main library build- 

mg is reasonably near the commercial centre—assum¬ 

ing that any particular part of a city can be so 

described—there are obvious advantages in housing 

all library departments in one building, where every 
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kind of book and record » quicklf available; but if 

the main library 1$ some distance from the business 

area (or has no suitable accommodation) it will 

probably be thought advisable to acquire or rent 

premises more conveniently placed for the business 

man. The commercial library, in this case, would 

primarily be a commercial infonnation library; its 

boob, periodicals and other material would be 

selected, and its organisation designed, with that 

end in view, The needs of the student would be met 

in the general reference library of the main building. 
Though the principle of ready accessibility may 

at first sight appear to be attractive, further con¬ 

sideration suggests that premises separated from the 

main library should be only provided in exceptional 

circumstances. The business quarter of most large 

cities covers a wide area, and only a small proportion 

of those who work in it can be within immediate 

reach of the library, wherever it is placed. Every 

office cannot have a library beside it, and if an 

enquiry is of sufficient importance, it is reasonable to 

expect the Rrm concerned to Initruct a responsible 

member of the staff to go to the library to make it and 

take some trouble to obtain the right answer. More¬ 

over, many enquiries can be dealt with by telephone, 

though this is not an unmlxed blessing, since it 

transfers work from the reader to the staff. It is 

noteworthy that the telephone is being increasingly 

used, even for enquiries which arc by no means easy 

to answer, and this is creating serious staffing prob¬ 

lems. 
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The coit of proTidiiig the large premises required 

in the heart of the commercial quarter b lo con¬ 

siderable that few authorities could entertain it. 

Probably the best position for a commercial informa¬ 

tion library is in one of the exchange buildings. 

Experience shows, however, that it may be improp¬ 

erly used if placed there. People find it a convenient 

room in which to meet, as it is well inown and open 

for long periods; unless it is strictly controlled, it may 

be used as a rent-free ofBce by the business touts who 

frequent the centres of commerce; and even the most 

tactful librarian may find it difficult to decide at what 

point certain uses of the library have ceased to be 

legitimate. It is interesting to note that these diffi¬ 

culties were taken into account when the Manchester 

Libraries Committee decided to transfer the com¬ 

mercial library from the Royal Exchange to the new 

central library. 

Another serious objection to separate premises is 

that there must always be occasions when material 

needed cither at the commercial library or the 

main library is stocked at the other. Most of these 

difficulties can be overcome by duplicating certain 

books, by the use of the telephone, or by a regular 

system of messengers; but all these methods are 

wasteful, and are not entirely effective. Further, as 

the student of commerce and collateral subjects will 

be catered for in the general reference library, he 

will lack there the help of those members of the staff 

who are thoroughly conversant with the current 

needs and problems of commercial life, 
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The advantages of unified administration in one 

building are considerable, and are not lightly to be 

disregarded; unless there are ezceptional circum¬ 

stances they will probably be found to outweigh 

the argutnents for creating a commercial library 

in separate premises. 

This applies with even greater force to the 

technical library because of the nature of its or¬ 

ganisation and service. As its users are scattered, the 

actual position of the library-^provided it is reason¬ 

ably central—is not of importance, since industrial 

establishments, even in those cities which are fortu¬ 

nate enough to have confined their industries to one 

or more districts, are almost as widely spread as the 

homes of those who work in them. 
The technical library stock, too, covers a wider 

range of subjects than the commercial library, and 

study of these subjects so often impinges on ideas, 

experiences and practices outside the special library's 

scope that the student may find it necessary to refer 

to books m the main library stock. Conversely, the 

reader in a general reference library frequently wishes 

to use the technical library. It is not possible, even 

if many books are duplicated, to make the tedrnical 

library and the general reference library each com¬ 

pletely self-contained; and if the technical library is 

housed in a separate building away from the main 

library, delay in supplying information and books is 

inevitable. The technical library should therefore be 

placed in the main library if there is suitable accom¬ 

modation. 
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A joint commercial and technical library is 

usually provided when there is not suiHcient use of 

the books and material on either commerce or tech* 

nology alone to justify the cost of administration of 

two separate establishments, In these circumstances 

there appears to be little point in placing a joint 

library in the business quarter, as part of its service 

is intended for a different type of user, Joint libraries 

are usually found in the smaller cities, where the 

library resources are not so strong, and where there 

is a correspondingly greater need for linking up 

the stock and service with those of the general 

library. 

In practice, the main library buildings of most 

cities in this country are sufficiently central to make 

this question a somewhat academic one. The group¬ 

ing of commercial and industrial firms in large units 

strengthens the arguments for housing the special 

departments In the main library building. The ad¬ 

ministrative and research staffs of great industrial 

combines are now often housed in offices and labora¬ 

tories in the suburbs of our cities. As they administer 

industries scattered over a wide area, there is no 

reason why the headquarters staffs should be adjacent 

to one or other of the works, but there are many 

reasons why they should have the advantage of the 

light, quiet and cleanliness offered by the residential 

suburbs. The general commercial institutions—the 

banks, insurance, shipping, export and other mer¬ 

cantile offices—will probably continue to cluster in 

central areas. 
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Difftrenees in practice 

The traditional conception of a library as being 
primarily concerned with preserving books has made 
it difficult for librarians of general libraries to realise 
how much their functions have been changed by the 
great increase in the number of books dealing with 
practical subjects and matters which by their na^ 
ture can only be of topical interest^ but the special 
libraries provided for sections of the community 
whose main preoccupation is with the necessities of 
trade were naturally freed from any such limitations. 
From the beginning, those who gave thought to 
their organisation brought to the task an objectivity 
of mind which can usually only be achieved where 
there are no precedents to canalise thought. It was 
rightly insisted, for example, that use is the determin¬ 
ing factor in book choice, and this alone is so complete 
a break with tradition as to be worthy of note. The 
work and development of commercial and technical 
libraries rested on empirical methods from which 
certain principles of organisation soon emerged; and 
later experience has proved these to be so sound that 
they have hardly changed since the first of them 
began its work. 
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A$ most comtaetcbl and technical libraries have 

been organiaed in rooms adapted for the purpose 

in existing buildings, they offer little guidance to 

those .planning a new central library in which the 

department is to find a place; and the difficulty of 

laying down any general prindplee is increased by 

the fact that practices vary greatly m different towns 

and are reflected in byout and furnishing. The 

commercial and technical library is one of many 

departments, and must conform to the general 

architectural scheme; even its position in the build¬ 

ing is governed by factors which must be balanced 

against the needs of the other departmental libraries. 

Nevertheless, a brief review of certain building de¬ 

tails which the librarian and his committee must 

bear in mind may not be out of place here, though 

they will be applicable to the building as a whole, 

rather than to a pan of it. 

While the value of a library depends primarily on 

the quality of its contents and the efficiency of its 

staff, the physical conditions under which it is ad¬ 

ministered are not without influence on the library’s 

effectiveness, The importance of good planning, 

which will provide suitable comfort for readers, give 
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them ready access to the books and periodicals, and 

allow the staff to provide a speedy and competent 

service, should not be underrated. Excellent work 

has been and is being done in inadequate buildings 

with makeshift furniture, and this is sometimes urged 

as a reason why change is unnecessary, particularly 

if it involves considerable expense, as it is almost 

bound to do. The experience of one of the two 

cities where new central libraries have been built sug- 

gests that a properly planned and equipped depart¬ 

ment both helps the reader and allows the staff to 

do their work more effectively, for though no major 

changes in the organisation of the commercial and 

technical library were made, its work has increased 

very greatly since it was removed to premises prop¬ 

erly plann^ and furnished for the purpose. 

Both branches of the department have somewhat 

similar problems. They must cater for two kinds of 

user—the casual reader who uses the enquiry ser¬ 

vice, quick reference books, or periodicals, and the 

student who may work for long periods on lines of 

study or research, requiring a high degree of con¬ 

centration and mental effort. While the former is 

not unduly troubled by noise or movement, the 

serious student needs conditions which give him 

comfort and quiet. Good natural and artificial light, 

sensible, convenient and comfortable furniture, easy 

accessibility of books and service, a layout plan which 

prevents unnecessary contacts between casual and 

serious book users, are all desirable. The well-planned 

library is a result of a rational balancing of all these 
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coDsIderitions with the type of $emce it is designed 

to give. 
PLAN 

The size of the public part of the library must be 

based on the number of books it is thought necessary 

to have on open access and the estimated peak 

attendance of readers. In making this estimate, due 

allowance should be made for the fact that as moat 

of the Urge number of periodicals provided are 

published on the Uat days of the week, an exception¬ 

ally large Influx of readers may be anticipated on 

these days. An area of 1,500 feet super is suggested 

as a minimum for the public room, apart from stack, 

workrooms, hling rooms, etc. If a smaller room has 

to be used, some material which properly bdongs 

CO it must be shelved elsewhere, and the library*! 

efficiency suffers. 

The t)p)e of plan most favoured is one in which the 

shelves are placed around the walls, the centre being 

kept clear of bookstacb or high fittings, and furnished 

with various kinds of desb, tables, or special fittings, 

for reading and for using maps and plans. Complete 

oversight is useful as a check against theft of books 

or parts of them (a serious problem during the book- 

starved war years) and it also helps the staff to offer 

immediate service to a reader who appears to be in 

difficulty, The service point should be sited so as to 

allow staff to control the entrance and yet be 

readily accessible to readers both when they enter 

the library and when they are working in it. 

Though there are practical reasons why wall 
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shaving is preferable to island bookcases, it lu$ one 

disadvantage if, as is often the case in a departmental 

library in a central building, the only natural light 

comes from side windows above the shelves along 

one side of the room, If the window light is strong, 

the reader using bools below them finds it diffi¬ 

cult to read their titles. Many factors affect the 

degree of nuisance this causes: the h^ht of the 

windows themselves, the distance between the win¬ 

dow bottom and the top of the shehes, and the 

existence of windows in other walls, Roof lightm| 

gives the best kind of natural lighting, particularly 

in a library with wall shelving, but this can rarely 

be provided in a composite library building. When 

there are side windows only they should be placed 

as high as possible, and never less than 6' 6 from the 

floor, so as to give an uninterrupted nin of wall 

shelving space. Low windows ^ve additional light 

and add to the room’s appearance, but they occupy 

valuable wall space and are sometimes used by 

readers to watch happenings outside the library. 

Moreover, as the shelving has to be fitted round 

them, it increases the cost considerably. Whenever 

possible, there should be windows in more than one 

wall; their cross light helps the reader using the wall 

shelves. These matters are subject to the architect’s 

calculations of the amount of window space required 

to give adequate natural light to the room. The 

accepted relation between window height and the 

width of the room must be obsen'ed; if it is not, the 

whole room, as well as the wall shelves, may be 
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iuadequatdj lit. The librarian should call the archi' 

tect’j attention to all the considerattona involved 

and ask him to make his plan and design his elevation 

accordingly. 
Constant weeding of outdated books from the open 

shelves is essential» but there can be little objection 

to as large a number of bocks as possible being placed 

on open access in this type of library, because, 

apart from the special quick reference sections, its 

users are mostly special students who should be able 

to use a large classified stock without difficulty. If 

space permits, alcoves might well be made by pro* 

jecting doubIe*$ided boolrcases from the wall shel¬ 

ving, preferably at the end of the room farthest 

from the entrance, provided that there are windows 

in that wall. These afford quietness and ^^atmos- 

phere’’ for readers engaged in close study. If this is 

done, it may be thought desirable to break the 

classification sequence and shelve in the alcoves runs 

of books not in frequent use so as to reduce the 

movement of readers in them. 

While the staff engaged on public service must 

have a reasonable amount of working space, this 

need not be very large, as the amount of clerical 

work they can do there is limited by the heavy 

demands of the public in a busy library. Most libra¬ 

rians prefer to separate service routine from general 

cleric^ work as much as possible; high standards of 

accuracy are needed in this type of library and it is 

not easy to achieve them if there are constant 

interruptions by readers needing attention. More- 
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over, assistants on public service, harassed by the 

thought of arrears of administrative duties which 

may have been allotted to them, are hardly lihely 

to give adequate attention to readers’ needs, If 

conditions permit, it is useful to have a small room 

or alcove behind the service counter where files of 

material in frequent use and staff indexes are at 
hand. Beside this should come the workroom 

for staff engaged in purely administrative duties, in 

which such noisy or untidy jobs as typing, repairs, 

and sorting and checking of periodical files can be 
don/:. 

As the library grows it may not be possible to 

pbce all the stock on open shelves and storage room 

for books in reserve will be needed, It may be that 

there is ready access from the counter to the main 

book stack, either directly or by lift or book conveyor, 

in which case the only problem is to find ways of 

ensuring that the time taken to deliver a book to a 

reader is as short as possible; if there is no main 

stack, a small stack room beside the workroom will 

be most useful. In a busy library of this type much 

more staff shelving and store space are required than 

is usual in departmental libraries, because of the 

large part that periodical files play in the library’s 

work, and the amount of space they occupy. 

If there is no possibility of providing adeqxute 

working or storage room and the public room is large, 

part of it might be screened off and used for this 

purpose, but the partition should always be carried 

to the ceiling. 
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Another deiirable provwion i« one or more small, 

sound-proof rooms, in which a translator oi abstrac¬ 

tor can dictate to a stenographer, or typing can be 

done by library users. These rooms can also serve 

for interviews or as research rooms for readers using 

a large amount of material. 

Frequent requests are received for photographic 

or micro-film copies of scientific and technical ar¬ 

ticles and other matter. It is presumed that a special 

department will have been organised and equipped 

to do this work in the central building. In planning 

a new library the need for such provision should not 

be overlooked. 

Potiiicn in the building 

The position of the commercial and technical 

library in the main library building is of great 

importance. It may be considered from two angles: 

(i) its accessibility to the public, and (2) its relation 

to other departments of the service. 

It is an axiom of library planning that the most 

used departments should be on the ground floor 

and as near to the main entrance as possible. 

The extent to which this principle can be applied 

in a particular building partially depends on the 

relative use of other departments. For example, 

if there is a very busy central lending library, that 

department would obviously take positional priority, 

and as the commercial and technical department is 

usually in more constant use—particularly for quick 

reference enquiries and periodicals—than the general 
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reference librar7, the latter can therefore be placed 

on an upper floor if the building is of more than one 
storey. 

In the event of two separate departments being 

organised, the difference between the commercial 
and technical sides of the work will again affea 

the placing of the departments. If the commercial 

library shelves the directories (which in at least one 

library are placed in the main hall in order to take 

traffic away from a library room) there will be a heavy 

use of these and other quick reference boob such 

as telegraphic codes, timetables, etc., and the li¬ 

brary should therefore be as near the entrance hall 

as possible. The same considerations apply, though 

to a lesser degree, to the technical library, particu¬ 

larly during the latter days of the week when large 

numbers of readers will consult the periodicals, 

not only for scientifle and technical study, but also 

to read advertisements and professional news items. 

On balance, however, it seems reasonable to give 

traffic priority to the commercial library. If the 

general building plan allows, both the departments 

should be on the ground floor. If the library is a 

joint one, the part of the commercial stock b 

greatest use should be shelved near the entrance, 

and the fanher end of the room should form the 
technical library. 

Book stack 

It has abeady been pointed out that the stock 

of the technical library, which must contain runs of 
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files of many periodicals, Is likely lo grow rapidly 

and that if the main stack is used for storage, 

easy access to it is necessary. The problem of the 

book stack, which has long dominated library 

phnning, has been largely resolved by the American 

experiments in “modular” or “adaptive” planning 

of libraries. Indeed, so many practical ideas of value 

in the functioning of libraries can be incorpor¬ 

ated in buildings of this type, that most of the 

factors formerly affecting planning are now either 

inapplicable or have been so greatly modified that 

a reappraisal of them is needed, and the librarian 

building a new library would be well advised to 

study in detail some of the new American libraries 

built in this style. It is possible, in an “adaptive” 

library, to place the book stack or part of It anywhere 

in the building, and to adjust the size or layout of 

a department at any time without considerable 

structural changes. Hence, many of the suggestions 

contained in this chapter, which are based on 

the assumption that a new library will be a “monu¬ 

mental” building, will not apply if the librarian 

or architect can convince the local authority that 

in planning a modern public library the effective¬ 

ness of its internal arrangements is as important 

as is the production layout of a factory. The over¬ 

riding principle governing the rclattonahip of the 

library departments to the stack is that the utmost 
economy of time and labour in providing service 

from the stack to the reader should be aimed at. 

In a normal type of building of several floors it may 
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be possible to arrange for all tke reference libraries 

to receive stack services from one lift, thus 

reducing power and staff costs, and avoiding the 

expense of conveyors. 

Staff uxrrkrooms 

The relationship between the staff service and 

that of the other departments in the building is 

also worthy of attention. The more the general 

library plan allows the staffs of several departments 

to work in adjoining rooms, the easier it is to arrange 

for staff coverage during difficult service times 

without unduly disturbing the work of the depart¬ 

ments concerned. When a departmental staff is 

entirely self-contained the problem of relief is a 

serious one; if the staffs of more than one depart¬ 

ment work side by side, as it were, there are fewer 

of the intei-departmental jealousies and little fric¬ 

tions which are so frequent a source of trouble in 

large libraries whenever relief switches of staff have 

to be made. In the technical library detailed en¬ 

quiries involving a great deal of research are often 

reedved. If several difficult questions are asked in 

quick succession at a time when the staff is weakened 

by illness or holidays, it is most helpful if an assistant 

from another department can be called across with¬ 

out waste of time or unnecessary argument to deal 

with simpler requests at the counter. 

There is another reason why it is useful to have 

the workrooms of several departments adjacent to 

one another. Frequent exchanges of books and con- 
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sultatlons among xht staff are needed to get the best 

use of the KbrarT^s resoiirces. Though mechanical 

aids such as house telephones, electric recorders and 

quick sendee staff Hits are helpful, they cannot be an 

effective substitute for the regular personal contacts 

among staffs working in close proximity. When a new 

central building is being planned, it is an excellent 

principle to have several staff workrooms at a central 

point, with the public rooms surrounding them. 

Lighting 

In a building devoted to the use of books, good 

natural and artiBcial lighting is a primary need. If 

the site is a reasonably open one, the architect 

should have no difficulty in providing adequate 

natural light to the main roomsj modern methods of. 

building construction and new materials such as 

glass brick have simplified his task. It may be noted 

that in the ^^adaptive’’ library little or no account 

is taken of natural light; there are no light wells, 

as these would Interfere with the principle of com¬ 

plete flexibility which is its essential feature, 

The system of artiflcjal lighting should be con* 

sidered at a very early stage of building, as the 

lighting ducts and points must generally be placed 

in position before •die concrete floors are run. It is 

rather surprising that the services of a lighting 

expert are rarely used, though it should be possible 

to install a scientifically perfect system of artificial 

lighting capable of giving the requisite standard 

of illumination throughout. The position of the 
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lighting points and the types of fittmgs to be used 

are sometimes decided ahnost casually, axid the 

efficiency of the latter is made secondary to the 

architect's aesthetic judgment. Specialist services 

such as those of the steel construction and heating 

and ventilating engineers are always employed in 

the erection of a great building and there appear to 

be equally strong arguments for bringing in an 

illuminating engineer as consultant at an early stage 
of the planning. 

As ^nges of point positions cannot easily be 

made once they have been fixed in a modern building, 

reserve lighting points should be provided freely. 

This also applies to electric heatmg and power 

points. It is advisable, too, to be generous with 

switches, even to the extent of switching practically 

every point separately, but when this is done in a 

very large room some master switches should also 

be installed. If general lighting is adopted, care 

should be taken to ensure that points are coupled up 

for switching in relatbn to the natural lightmg. 

The library may, for instance, be placed in a rect¬ 

angular room with natural light on one side only; 

on a dull day, the half of the room furthest from the 

windows will need artificial light, while in the other 

half the natural light may be quite good. An archi¬ 

tect usually groups lights for switching across the 

room, but it Is better to couple them along its length 

BO that the darker portion may be lighted artificially 

without current being wasted near the windows. 

If table lights are used for close work, some general 
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lighting is needed as well. One objection to table 

lighting is that it limits changes in the arrangement 

of the furniture; another, frequently expressed, is 

that it induces ^e-strain. Point lighting fixed on 

bcohcases is not usually satisfactory, for it fails to 

give an even standard of light on all the shelves. 

In general lighting the height, position and type of 

the fittings must be carefully considered to prevent 

shadows being thrown on the shelves by readers 

consulting bo^s there. 

The design of the fittings must be in accordance 

with the architect’s general scheme, but an efficient 

light output should be insisted on. It should not be 

uspoitible for experts to design electric light fittbgs 

wluch are decorative, efficient, economical and easy 

to clean. The last is important, as a film of dust 

reduces efficiency, 

Many library lighting problems, particularly the 

difficulty of cnsuting an even spread of light through¬ 

out, have been solved by the introduction of Buores- 

cent lightbg. Hot cathode tubes, however, have 

limited power, and the numbers required to obtain 

a suitable standard of lighting at reading level hardly 

add to the appearance of a room so equipped. If the 

height of the library allows, cold cathode fluorescent 

ceiling fixtures provide a highly efficient light, but 

the colour of the tubes must be carefully chosen 

under expen advice so that the right light quality 

is obtained for reading and harmonises with the 

scheme of decoration. In this case there is an entire 

absence of pendants. If the ceiling is high, cold 
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cathode installations can be obtained in a variety of 

pleaung pendant fonns. The relative costa of fluores¬ 

cent as against tungsten lamp lighting should be 

compared in relation to installation cost, mainten¬ 

ance and carrent consumption. Fluorescent equip¬ 

ment, particxzlarly cold cathode, ii expensive, and 

some library committees find the cost prohibitive. 

FOXNlTUaE 

Few of the fittings required in the commercial 

and technical library are special to it, but in view of 

modern trends in library furniture, some comments 

are offered on the general equipment of the room. 

% 

Gfnttal shelving 

Most librarians have warm preferences as to 

whether shelving should be of wood or metal, 

perpendicular or raked, adjustable or fixed. The 

choice is mainly a matter of personal taste or pre¬ 

judice; provided that the books are easily accessible, 

the decisions on all three points are not of over¬ 

whelming importance. In any case, as the shelving 

is the major part of the furniture, the architect’s 

views must generally be allowed to prevail unless 

his proposals would affect adversely the library’s 

work. 

Hardwood shelving can be made to conform to 

the architectural scheme more readily than metal, 

and there is no clash of material or colour between 

it and building fittings, such as doors and archi¬ 

traves, and the rest of the furniture. If an all metal 
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librai7 could be deigned so as to gwe a proper 

feeling to tbe materiaU it might be aesthetically 

satisfying, but it is hard to reaiat a sense of incon¬ 

gruity when shelves are of steel and the tables and 

other furniture are of wood. It is not easy, and is 

expensive, to ma^e changes in steel shelving should 

these become necessary, or to fix special features 

such as display htdngs in it. When alterations 

are made the colour cannot always be exactly 

matched; moreover, the colour chosen conditions 

the decoration of the library in the future. The 

light neutral shades which some manufacturers offer 

soon become soiled where the books rub the shelf 

surfaces. Wooden shelving, on the other hand, can 

be altered without difficulty and the new portions 

matched perfectly with the existing shelving. 

Should the shelving be perpendicular or raked f 

The size of the room affects the decision on this 

matter, for if it is small, six or even seven shelves 

per tier may be needed to accommodate the open 

shelf stock. The minimum rake should be one inch 

per shelf, and the bss of six or seven bches around 

all the shelving would reduce the floor area con¬ 

siderably, particularly if double-sided cases are used. 

The ideal type of raked shelving is a tier of Rve 

shelves, with the lowest i' 6' from the floor; the 

reader can see and handle all boob on it with 

comfort. 

Adjustable shelving has been standard for so long 

that librarians almost automatically insist on it in 

new buildings. In practice, the shelves are seldom 
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adjusted, even in tte suck, because of the labour 

involved in doing so. Adjustable shelves save much 

space in a “fixed location” library where the height 

of a shelf, once filled with books, rarelf needs 

changing, but frequent adjustments of one or more 

shelves must be made when larger books are added 

to the clashed sequence of a large library with 

a rapidly growbg stock. The same consideration 

applies to the open shelves, and there are two 

further disadvantages: the degree of adjustability 

in tiers of five shelves is limited and if there are 

varied shelf levels in different tiers, the library 

looks very untidy. Some librarians, who believe that 

movable shelves serve no useful purpose under 

modern conditions, have reverted to fixed shelving, 

which is cheaper to make. The few outsize books 

can be accommodated separately in s number of 

tiers with deeper adjustable ihdvei. 

Directory shelving 

Because of the constant use made of them, it is 

usual to shelve directories and other quick refer' 

ence business books such as telegraphic codes, time 

tables, telephone directories and certain annuals, in 

a special fitting near the entrance, Several pex^ni 

may be consulting the directories at the same time, 

and it is therefore advisable to spread the shelving 

laterally, and as most of the books are large and 

heavy, two shelves, the lower one a little above 

reading height when standing, are recommended, 

though, if space permits, one shelf is better. The 
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normal kind of enquiry—searchinf for an address— 

takes so little time to answer that many users do not 

trouble to carry the directory to a table; hence a 

combined directory shelf or shelves and reading 

slope may be found useful. The bottom shelf must be 

raised above the top edge of the reading dope to the 

width of the thickest book likely to be shelved, so 

that if a volume is left on the slope—as frequently 

happens—it will not be in the way of a reader who 

wishes to take another book from the shelf im¬ 

mediately behind it. In libraries where the direc* 

tones and other business quick reference books are 

not so heavily used, or where there is not enough 

space for long runs of shelving, three or perhaps 

four shelves might be provid^ behind a flat or 

gently sloping reading space at which the reader 

can sit when using the books. Here, again, it is 

advisable to lift the bottom shelf at least four inches 

above the table top. Other libraries merely provide 

normal shelving and readers use the books on 

adjacent tables. 

DisfUy fittings 

Special fittings for occasional displays of books, 

illustrations or other matter are useful, particularly 

in the commercial library, in which certain books, 

such as those on advertising or with isotype statistics, 

lend themselves to this purpose. Similar displays 

of important material are sometimes desirable in 

the technical library. The finings may either be 

in the form of fixtures in a tier of the wall shelv- 
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ing, or moTable, double-sided stands which can be 

placed anywhere in the room. The first type may. 

consist of large panels for posters with shelves be¬ 

low them. They do not interfere with the over¬ 

sight of the room> and make a welcome break in the 

pUm run of wall shelves, In one design the panel 

of cork linoleum ia recessed to the back of the 

shelving^ there are two shelves below, one in the 

form of a slope with a narrow ledge at the bottom 

on which books can be shown open, and the other 

an ordinary shelf which, if slightly tilted, can be 

used dther for boob shelved in the normal way or 

open. 

If adjustable shelving is used, and the tiers are 

of uniform width, it is a good plan to make a lightly 

constructed fitting of this type as a separate unit 

which can be placed in any tier of the wall shelving 

after removing some of the shelves. Being movable, 

it can be related to any section of the stock; if 

more shelving space is needed, the fitting can be 

taken away for a time and the tier used for its 

proper purpose. It is common knowledge that per¬ 

manent fixtures soon cease to be noticed, and there 

is much to be said for the flexibility and freshness 

this idea gives. In fixed shelving (or even in adjust¬ 

able shelving) an even simpler form of movable dis¬ 

play can be made of a cork lino panel with side 

supports, which will slip into a shelf and fill the 

whole of the space, the panel being fiush with the 

front edges. Posters can be fixed on it, and the 

shelf below used for the material on show. Cork 
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linoleum U i (uitable medium for poster panels, as 

drawing pins or other fasteners do not readilp mark 

its surface, and it can easily he replaced or painted. 

Many kinds of island display fittings have been de> 

sign^ for libraries and there is no lack of examples 

to choose from. It is advisable to make them low in 

order to allow oversight, but this limits the site of 

the poster panel. They thus lack some of the attract 

tiveness which the large poster panel gives to the wall 

fittings, which can be made to the full height of the 

shelving. 
Even in a special library, many readers remain 

unaware of the range of information available out* 

side their own fields of study and it is sometimes 

useful to show certain important publications in 

odd corners of the room when the design of the 

shelving allows. Occasional book slopes may be 

fixed on return walls or panels; they can be used 

for books in constant use, such as atlases. The ends 

of projecting bookcases, or wide panels among the 

wall shelving, which may mask ventilation or other 

ducts, sometimes give an opportunity for one or 

more occasional shelves, with a dispiny panel above. 

Generally, a shelf is preferable to a slope, since a 

slope can never be used for the normal purposes of 

a shelf, whereas a shelf can always be used to display 

books open by placing a movable slope or book 

rest on it or by constructing it with a slight backward 

tilt. Librarians, who have lost none of the mechanical 

ingenuity which gave us the indicator, have devised 

many ways of using a variety of movable display 
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fittings for uidtridual xtema and it it tiseful to 

hAvt an adequate supply o{ them. 

A tier reserved for recent additions is always 

useful. It can be made noticeable by its design: 

it may project from, or be recessed into, the wall 

•helving, or differ from it in width of tier, or cany 

above it a projecting comice with concealed strip 

lighting which illuminates the books and immediately 

attracts the eye. Some libraries show books in flood* 

lit glass cases at suitable points. These are usually 

built into a wall but in this kind of library books 

should be available for handling, and the glass front 

is perhaps better omitted. Many excellent examples 

of illuminated cases and fioodiit displays can be 

seen in modern stores where the librarian furnishing 

a new library can find plenty of useful ideas. 

7cbUs and ehairs 

Some librarians may prefer to use large fiat or 

sloping tables seating several readers, with or with¬ 

out divisions along their length; others may incline 

towards separate tables, or doable tables for two 

readers facing each other with a partitbn between 

them. 
There seems to be no conclusive evidence of 

readen* preferences for individual as against general 

tables, or vice versa. The former are uneconomical 

of apace and as they cannot be large they are not 

helpful to the reader consulting many books at one 

time; a small shelf must be provided in them for 

books awaiting use. Large fiat opert tables seating 
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six or more readers give plenty of space for books 

and other material, provided that not all the seats 

are occupied at one time. Table lighting by the 

troagh method, which houses concealed strip light' 

ing, helps to avoid the embarrassment frequently felt 

by readers who work facing one another. It may be 

thought desirable to provide a mixture of tables so 

that readers may have a choice: a number of indU 

vidual tables for those engaged on intense study, and 

flat double-sided tables for users of directories and 

periodicals. The shape and size of the room affects the 

choice of table to some extent, but whatever type is 

chosen, a reasonable amount of room should be 

allowed to each reader. The minimum space should 

be 2' 5* X 1' 9'. At least one large table should be 

provided where readers can consult loose maps or 

plans and make tracings from them if this is per¬ 

mitted. 

Many readers will work in a commercial and 

technical library for long periods at a time. It is 

reasonable, therefore, to give them the comfort 

of chairs designed to ^ve ease to the body when in a 

sitting position, and equipped with padded or sprung 

seats. Physical comfort and hard thinking are not 

necessarily incompacible. Simplicity in design is aes¬ 

thetically satisfying, and makes the chair easier to 
clean. 

Periodical racks 

As periodicals are an important pan of the stock, 

and thw number is large compared with those in 
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the other departments} their adequate display raises 

A iramber of difficult problems. The norm^ method 

of spreading them on the surfaces of reading tables, 

or placing them upright against a central rail or in 

a cavity in the table centre, is unsuitable in the 

special library, where tables are needed for other 

purposes as well. 

If new special fittings cannot be obtained and 

the librarian is compelled to use makeshift methods, 
one simple and cheap way is to put the periodicals 

on ordinary shelves in cloth covered boxes, each 

holding several titles. If sufficient shelf space is 

available to allow one box for each title some back 

numbers can be placed alongside the current one. 

Other alternatives involve the use of covers or 

cases, usually in quarter leather with cloth boards, 

into which the copy can be slipped. The cases 

can be shelved like boob, but either the tiers must 

be very narrow or supports should be fixed at 

interv^ds on the shelves to keep the cases up^ 

right. 
Cased periodicals can also be dispbyed in the 

old-fashioned but effective fitting known as a “toast- 

rack”—a long narrow table, with metal or wooden 

upright divisions—<he cases, lettered on the spine, 

being placed on their fore-edges. Another simple 

rack is In the form of a long wooden box along the 

length of a table, containing a number of narrow 

tiered compartments each of which holds a period¬ 

ical standing upright. If preferred, the front of the 

fitting can be slightly raked. A more recent and 
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attractive rack coii^ista of a series of curved oak 

uprights 2' 3' high, with teu flat glass shelves, spaced 

apart, slotted between thecn. Each tier holds 

eleven periodicals, the titles b^g shown on ivorine 

labels aflized to the front edges of the glass shelves.^ 

The ideal fitting would, of coune, allow the reader 

to identify the publication he wants without trouble 

and give him access to some of the Immediate back 

numbers. Such a method, in use in an American 

library, consists of a series of wooden wall slopes 

one above the other allowing the whole of the lar- 

gest periodical to be seen. The slopes are divided 

into sections to hold two magazines and are hinged 

at the top. When a reader lifts a slope, he finds 

back numbers on a shelf behind, and thus has ready 

access to a considerable range of periodical litera¬ 

ture without calling on the stafl service. A later 

development of this idea, in which the slopes are 

divided into tiers wide enough to hold three period¬ 

icals, is now in use.^ In this case the slopes are pivoted 

on the uprights and remain open when lifted to 

a certain level. This system is ezcellent, but it takes 

up so much room that it is very doubtful whether 

it is practicable except in libraries with plenty of 

space or few magazines. 

Another arrangement, which has been in use in 

a busy special library for many yean, is reasonably 

compact and seems to meet aU the librarian’s diffi- 

^Thii uble periodical tack u deacribed and illuitrated in the 
Library Jjfoaatitn Rerrri, 195). p. $97. 

^Library Jrttrnal, Vol. 77,1952, p. *097. 
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cQlti«a> comisu of z stria of ledges with slopes 

behind with sufficient backward rake on them to 

prevent the magazines from falling forward over 

the metal guards which hold them in place. Glass 

can be used instead of metal strips across the lower 

part of the slopes; h allows the cover to be seen 

equallf well, but the task of frequently cleaning 

such a quantity of glass is no light one. Tlie amount 

of overlap of the periodicals when they are standing 

on the slopes has been carefully calculated on the 

basis of the brgest one in use and all the titles and a 

fair amount of the cover are clearly visible. The 

slopes are in tien 3' 7' wide, each with a capacity of 

24 periodicals; the slopes are 9* in height. The 

rake projection of this six tier rack is i' d', and the 

lowest slope is 2' 2* from the Hoor. The ledges are 

1' wide, but some periodicals are now so thick— 

the American EUctrtnw and /ren and the 

British e/ tJu Ch^icai SocUty, for example— 

that it is difficult to fit them into the space between 

the slope and the metal strips without dama^og the 

cover and front pages. The ledges should therefore 

be made li* wide; this will increase the projection 

of a six slope rack to T 9'. 

In this fitting the periodicals are arranged in 

alphabetical order, and to help readen to replace 

used ones, metal holders bearing their titles are 

slipped over the metal supporting strips, which 

have square edges for this purpose. 'Ilils allows 

complete flexibility, which is important in view of 

the frequent changes in the odes taken. 
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Id making his choice of the best kind of periodical 
rack for his purpose, the librarian should have in 
mind the following points. A system which makes 
periodical coven necessary has two weaknesses. Good 
cases are costly, and as they must be lettered, the 
reader is not helped in Identifying the magazine he 
wants if he has to find it among several hundred 
more all lettered in the same way. The advantage 
of the open type of rack, in which all the periodicals 
are clearly seen, is that the one required can be 
instantly recognised because each has a familiar dis¬ 
tinctive cover. Cases are not really needed for the 
weeklies which repbce themselves before their covers 
become soiled or torn. Some librarians paste a copy 
of the cover of the periodical on the face of the 
case and varnish it> but it soon loob unsightly. 
The new clear plastic cases are useful, but they are 
expensive and the pbstic loses its clarity through 
use. 

Most commercial libraries stock many maps of 
various sizes. Some of them are too large to be used 
flat on a table. The most satisfactory way of dealing 
with large maps is to mount them on rollers so that 
they can be stored away without damage, and to 
provide a high fitting into which the top roller can 
be slotted. The map hangs down and is easily 
consulted. The holding mechanism should be made 
adjustable to take maps of different widths; the 
rolled maps can be stored in a long cupboard at the 
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bas« of the fitting. A simpler method is to proride 

ordinary hooks on a wall to hold the top roller. 

If certain maps are constantly in use, it is helpful 

to have a similar frame to hold the spring rollers 

to which they are attached. Each map can be 

identified by a label suspended on a cord by means 

of which the reader can draw it down. 

In one library, roller maps are kept in a series of 

large drawers, provided with adjusuble clips at the 

sides into which the rollers are ibtted. An index 

to the maps so stored is fixed behind glass on the 

top of the large fitting holding the drawers. This 

is of table height and the maps are consulted on it. 

It is also used for smaller maps stored under different 

conditions near by. 

Smaller maps and plans can be filed in one of the 

many standard type map and plan files on the market. 

The vertical plan file has a large capacity and the 

maps or plans in it can be readily consulted with¬ 

out the necessity of handling others, which is the 

main objection to storing them in fiat drawer files. 

Smaller filing cabinets, containing two drawers each 

20' X i s' are also available. They, like the larger 

vertical files, have stout manilla folders to hold the 

maps. These are supported by numbers of double 

manilla guides with strong springs inside them. Tlie 

constant pressure of the springs keeps the maps flat, 

but care is needed when repbeing them to avoid fold¬ 

ing or creasing. The choice must depend on needs and 

personal preferences, as there are advantages and dis¬ 

advantages in both the vertical and fiat methods of 
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filing. Some librariaiu are rerertmg to the ^'old 

fuhioaed** method of storing plans Qaz, When draw¬ 

ers are used for this purpose* it is xu>t easy to with¬ 

draw a particular map* and eren more difficult to 

replace it* without crearing it or others, unless all the 

maps are taken out. The older method was to make 

holders conaUtiog of two large doth covered boards 

hinged tc^ether like a large book cover. The bottom 

board is provided with cloth fiaps on the open sides. 

These are folded over the maps wUch are placed on 

the bottom board, and when the top board is low¬ 

ered, the two are tied together with tapes on the 

three open sides. Th^ are then stored on Eat map 

shelves Urge enough to take them. Provided that the 

number of maps placed in each holder is limited, 

the cases are easy to handle and the maps in them 

are rarely damaged. 

CaUiloguf 

It is not proposed to deal with details of standard 

fittings, such as card or sheaf catalogue cases, which 

have been described and discussed in detail in many 

text-books. It may be thought advisable to design 

a stand which will hold the catalogue and provide 

shelving for the bibliographies, abstracts and period¬ 

ical and other indexes which will be stocked, par- 

ticuUrly in the library. 

StaJ^ strviee foini 

The methods of admlnistracion adopted will 

govern the position and derign of the staff counter 
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ot enclosure. If tlie American practice of using the 

library jointly for reference and home study is 

adopted, an island enclosure on the lines of those in 

use in lending libraries may be necessary, and there 

U no lack of excellent examples in modern libraries 

to choose from.^ Provision would, of course, have to 

be made in it for card or slip indexes. It may not 

be thought advisable to isolate the public service 

staff, particularly in a library with a wide range of 

external contaco; it creates many problems, and 

there are strong arguments for placing the service 

point in a position which ^ves direct contact with 

the filing, stack and work rooms. In this case, there is 

no need to house the staff indexes in the counter 

itself and it can be fitted quite simply with cup* 

boards and shelves to hold material ne^ed for rou* 

tine jobs. Open shelves in so prominent a part of 

the furniture soon become untidy, and those who 

believe that neatness is next to godliness in libra* 

rianthip are advised to cover them with hinged 

wooden flaps fitted with spring catches. There 

should, of coune, be at least two desk spaces, pre¬ 

ferably in wells a few inches lower than ^e counter 

top, where the service assistants can perform their 

limited clerical duties without covering the counter 

with their records. The service point should be 

indicated by a clear and well designed sign with 

some such word as '‘service”, “enquiries*’, or “in- 

fonnation”, for it is unfortunately true that despite 

a century of public library service, only a compara¬ 

tively small percentage of people realise that boob 
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ire sources of information of all kinds and that the 

library is the proper place to come to for it. 

The design of other fittings must depend on the 

requirements of the service the librarian develops, 

and his own observation and ingenuity, 
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The sdeciion ol scaff with the requisite qualities 

and training is so imponant to the success of the 

work of the commercial and technical library that 

it is dealt with in some detail in relation to the 

needs of the department. Though the duties of 

the librarian of the general reference and of the 

special library are in many ways wilar, the differ¬ 

ences are sufficiently notable to justify careful exam¬ 

ination. 

Thi naturt of ih* ttrviee 

In a general reference library, in which almost 

the whole range of knowledge is covered by the book 

stocky the librarian is expected to have a high stan¬ 

dard of judgment of bo^ values in all the subjects 

represented. He must be able to produce the material 

needed by those undertaking study and researchy 

to assist the reader to select it, and to provide ans- 

wen, or books that may give the answers, to a wide 

variety of questions asked by non-student—and often 

quite casual—users of the department. 

The librarian of the commercial and technical 

library deals with a comparatively limited range of 

subjects, but the number of books in each of them 
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is generally much greater than in the reference 

library; in addition, he has to be familiar with, and 

select from, a range of specialised material in the 

form of periodicals and the publications of govern¬ 

ments, societies, chambers of cornmerce, research 

associations and the like. Hence, he should possess 

a more detailed knowledge of the subjects included 

in his library and the literature about them than 

the reference librarian. 

The commercial and technical librarian, too, is 

more frequently called upon to And specific mforma- 

tion for 1^ readers, and must use the books himself, 

and interpret their contents, in order to do so. 

To help in this work, he finds It advisable to compile 

detailed catalogues and indexes, and, if his service 

reaches so high a standard that it attracts industrial 

research workers, summaries or abitracti of material 

likely to be useful to them. In addition to the 

normal skills of Hbrarianship, considerable factual 

or technical knowledge is needed to keep these 

records current; and this is essential if they are to be 

really useful 

So far as the above activities are concerned, the 

work of the commercial library and the technical 

library varies merely in degree, according to the use 

to which the services are put; and the training, 

experience and aptitudes of the staff which help to 

make the one efficient are usually equally valuable 

in the other. There is, however, one important 

difference between the two types of library. The 

majority of the users of a commercial library are 
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not students, and are unfamiliar with the use of 

books; the7 ask for iniormation on matters of fact 

readily gathered from well-known sources easily 

interpreted by a competent Ubrarian. The number 

of enquiries entailing considerable research i$ small 

compared with the general Tolume of work done, 

and even when research is needed, the available 

sources of information are often comparatively easy 

to nse. 

For example, in the fields of applied economics, 

trade conditions in various countries, statistics, etc., 

the publications of certain government departments 

cover much of the ground, and record facts in a 

clear and handy way. It u unfortunate that in some 

subjects, notably in marketing research, the litera¬ 

ture available for public use is often very limited 

and the gaps in the information it provides wide 

and disturbing, though firms engaged in competi¬ 

tive trading can obtain much of it through com* 

merdal agencies specialising in such work. A some¬ 

what paradoxical situation thus arises: while, taken 

as a whole, the commercial enquiries received are 

simpler than those met with in the technical library, 

the percenuge of failure in answering them is 

higher. 

In the technical library, only a small part of the 

librarian's work is concerned with answering the 

fairly simple kind of question asked by what may be 

called the casual user. By far the greater proportion 

of readers are technicians and technical students 

who know their subjects, are mostly acquamted 
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with the literature on them, and are therefore able 

to £nd the books and other material they require 

without difficulty. In addition to these two classes 

of library users, there is a small body of research 

workers, concerned with work in a limited field, 

who need the stafiU help in tracing sources of 

specialised publications, and smaller firms without 

research facilities also come for information of a 

highly technical nature. Many of the enquiries they 

make can only be satisfied after patient and know¬ 

ledgeable search. In this respect the technical 

librarian’s work is closely akin to that of his reference 

library colleague, though in a narrower and more 

intensive field. 

As many of the services given to users of both 

the commercial and the technical library are of a 

like kind, the same staff can administer a joint de¬ 

partment quite effectively; In some ways there Is 

considerable overlapping between the two branches. 

In cities where the number of readers justifies the 

provision of separate libraries, a larger proportion of 

them are likely to require more specialised informa¬ 

tion, and a correspondingly greater degree of spec¬ 

ialisation in knowledge and training will be required 

of the staffs. 
The factors governing the selection of the staff 

for the commercial and technical library may be 

summarised as follows:— 

t. More precise knowledge of the literature of 

the subjects included is needed than in a 

general reference library. 
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2. Detailed indexes, analytical catalogues and 

summaries most be compiled and kept 

c\iiTcnt. 

3. The staff must have the qualities required 

for quick reference work In the commercial 

4. They must be competent to provide detailed 

infonnation from thrir records and interpret 

it to the reader in both sections of the 

library. 

5. They must have sufficient technical know¬ 

ledge to trace specialised sources of informa¬ 

tion for the research worker, to advise the 

technician and the technical student in the 

selection and use of technical literature, and 

to obtain precise information of an advanced 

scientific and technical kind for industrial 

users. 

Staff rt^irtmtnU—Uhraty Uehni^tu 

Consideration of the needs of the service suggests 

that the librarian must first of all have a thorough 

training in librarianship; but some aspects of that 

training require further analysis. Though technical 

competence in classification, cataloguing and index* 

ing is of the hi^ieei importance, it should not be of 

the kind that all too frequently implies unimagina¬ 

tive orthodoxy. Tlie type of indacing and analytical 

cataloguing required can rarely be done under the 

rules laid down for general library catalogtiing. The 
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cffectivenefts of such records for thdr purpose largely 

depends on alert anticipation of possible demands, 

and a quick mind and eye for the occasional useful 

Items which are sometimes found in the most un¬ 

likely places. It would be undesirable to attempt 

to make analytical catalogue entries for every chap¬ 

ter, or part of a chapter, of all the books in the 

collection; yet unless each new book is examined 

to see whether it contains matter which strengthens 

sections of the library In which the literature is 

scanty, particularly in regard to local commerce or 

industry, and such material is intelligently selected 

and recorded in the catalogue, it is unlikely that 

the best value will be obtained from the library. 

The librarian must, if necessary, make his own rules, 

and use his trained Intelligence to build up his 

catalogue into a real guide to the contents of the 

books, as well at to their title pages. To do this 

he must exercise a judgment rarely asked of the ortho¬ 

dox cataloguer since the mental diKipline needed 

in the compilation of a dictionary catalogue was 

removed from the duties and training of British 

librarians. 

When applying the classification (except in those 

libraries which use an advanced scheme such as the 

Universal Decimal Classification), the librarian is 

frequently compelled to sub-divide classes which 

have become overloaded because of the specialisation 

of his stock. The classification schemes in common 

use have sectional weaknesses which are compara¬ 

tively unimportant in a general library, but they may 
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lundicap readers in a library where more precise 

deBnition of certain classes is sometimes needed. 

Rigidity in the interpretation of a normal library 

classification scheme shonld be aToided. The tech* 

niques of classification and catal^uing are not ends 

in themselTcs, bnt means to the end of making the 

boob in the library seire to inform readers; they 

merely attempt to codify principles which experience 

has shown are generally appliuble to the proper 

interpretation of a library's contents. When they 

fail to do this, as sometimes happens when readers* 

needs are specialised, the librarian should not hesi¬ 

tate to substitute his own methods for those of the 

theoHsu. 

The skills employed in selecting matter for ana¬ 

lytical entries, and in choosing suitable subject head¬ 

ings, are the tame as those needed in the compilation 

of all kinds of information indexes; only the form of 

the entries is afieaed by the dedsion to place them 

either in the public catalogue or in a unified staff 

index of information. All special libraries need ex¬ 

tensive indexes in one form or another; their extent, 

and their type, depend on how the library service 

develops, but their value is measured by the know¬ 

ledge, intelligence and judgment the librarian brings 

to their compilation and use. 

Other general library techniques are of coune 

needed, but in the main they differ only in detail 

from those in common use. AU the stafi should 

have had experience in other departments and be 

fully aware of their scope. 
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Personal p^tiei 

111 all reference libraries^ in which a ^eat deal of 

penonaJ serrice is ^7en, the librarian should be able 

to deal with the reader in a wap that invites his 

confidence. This is particitlarlp important in the 

commercial and technical librarp, where it is so 

large a part of the work. All librarians are familiar 

with the exasperating person who states his problem 

SO obliqnelp the real nature of the enquirp only 

emerges after much searching has been done, when 

it is usuallp found that it could have been answered 

in a few moments had it been clearlp stated in the 

hnt place. In the technical, and to a lesser degree 

in the commercial Ubrarp, this common difficulty 

is met with oftener than in a general reference 

library. One reason for it u that representatives of 

business houses, research workers and inventors 

sometimes wish to cover up the real nature of their 

enquiries in order to keep it from the knowledge 

of competitors, and they naturally took upon the 

librarian as a poiuble source of leakage of informa* 

tioo. Assistants who have the rare gift of being able 

to encourage the enquirer to *'open up*’ not only 

save a great deal of time, but are also able to deal 

more effectively with the enquiry because, unless its 

precise nature is made known, the information 

gathered can rarely be really useful. 

In a library devoted to the needs of those engaged 

in business and industry, the way in which an 

enquiry is dealt with is by no means unimportant. 

Alertness and a pleasant and brisk manner are helpful. 
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TK« mere fact that biuuxeas men are impreited 

speed and efficiency is worth attention; and neither 

can be acquired by any form of external education 

or text'book instruction. 

Mental and aptitudes 

The **flair for finding*’ U perhaps the most 

important attribute of the commercial and technical 

librarian and his nafi. Though it can be developed 

by training and experience, it is largely innate, 

and assistants who are not naturally endowed with 

it should be transferred to departments where other 

gifts are perhaps more uiefoJ. A librarian of a great 

city has said that in his view, for good service in 

a special library, ‘'memory and observation are im* 

portant, alio a degree of imagination and intuitive 

insight”. The word “intuition” has a somewhat 

unfortunate association in these days, but it well 

describes an aptitude of the utmost value. So 

important ii it, and so rarely is it found, that the 

larger libraries often try out many assistants in the 

reference departments before discovering one who 

has this quahty. It is closely allied to the questing 

intelligence of the scholar, but in this case It must 

be accompanied by a right sense of practical needs. 

This intuition or flair allows the assistant to follow 

an enquiry through to the end, to use his developed 

visual sense and memory to work on it In the most 

unlikely sources, and to worry over it mentally 

until a solution has been found. The good searcher 

is one with a quick, inquisitive mind, and a high 
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sense of library book values. Important though all 

these attributes axe, however, the^ are no means 

the onlf things needed is dealing with personal 

em^uiries and compiling adequate indexes and other 

essentul records. It would he a mistake to assume 

that those who have them, but little else besides, 

will make good assisunu in the commercial and 

technical library; but vnthout these gifts they are 

unlikely ever to be good. 

Batkground knwfUdg* 

It is generally and rightly accepted that a Ubrarian 

must be ‘^educated*’ b the sense of having a well- 

stored and critical mind, and those who work b 

a special library should not be less well endowed 

in this respect than their colleagues b other depart¬ 

ments. Indeed, as their work is concerned with 

exploitmg a limited field of knowledge for the benefit 

of many who are themselves experts, it is reason¬ 

able to expect that the7 should have a deeper and 

more detailed grasp of it than is usually possible 

b a general library. It is argued, with some degree 

of truth, that the general librarian can sometimes be 

handicapped by having exceptional knowledge of 

certain subjects, as it tends to ghre bias to his book 

selection. This argument does not apply to the 

special library, b which bclusiveness, rather than 

balance, is needed m portions of the stock. 

There are divergent views as to what constitutes 

an “educated** librarian, some arguing that the 

term can only be properly applied to university 
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graduates, and others that graduation cannot pro- 

vide a real test of the possession either of the kind 

of knowledge or the type of mind needed for libra* 

rianship. Such discussions are largely sterile, because 

neither «de appears to be capable of making a dis¬ 

passionate judgment of the case on its merits.^ It 

is not proposed to air these ancient and unprofit¬ 

able prejuices again, but rather to attempt a brief 

examination of the qualities required of the worker 

in the commercial and technical library. 

It lurelp does not matter whether the librarian 

acquires knowledge through reading alone or read¬ 

ing with the help of a teacher or lecturer, so long 

as he becomes a knowledgeable person. Rather ab- 

surdlf, librarians sometunes claim, on the one hand, 

that a well-stocked library provides the best means 

of self-education, and on the other, that one can 

only educate oneself by attending lectures and un¬ 

dertaking courses of formal study of subjects that 

often appear to have little relevance to reasonable 

needs in the world to-day or to the mental growth 

of the student. The intelligent librarian who reads 

widely and critically, and gives some time to reflec¬ 

tion, is likely to discover a form of mental self-reliance 

of the utmost value in his work. But many well-read 

people do not properly apply the knowledge they 

absorbj they merely fill their minds with facts 

which remain mental lumber unless they can be 

reader latcreeted ia matter b adriaed to read Maij 
Walcoa'a teioperace irude Thu gndnate la the 
Lihr*ry IU<frdy 19^ pp. 16^169. 
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coordinated into a coherent and well-reasoned line 

of thought. SimiUrly> those who have continued 

their rtudies at a nni7er8it7 for an additional three 

^ears are not necessarily better informed because 

of it unless they have allowed theii reading to stray 

wider the courses set. Even then there can 

be no guarantee that they hare formed any kind 

of critical judgtnent, or have developed good mental 

habits. Observation of the work of the products of 

these di^erent methods of self*education*^for all 
education is self-inflicted—may lead to the conclu¬ 

sion that the one is no more capable of producing 

persons with wide knowledge and good minds than 

the other. The wise librarian will not appoint his 

stafi on the basis of any certified test of ^e p<Mes- 

lion of s certain smount of'knowledge» professional 

or other—though minimum requirements mutt be 

satisfied—but by whether or not they have intelli¬ 

gent and enquiring minds, developed by critical read¬ 

ing, and are capable of thinking outside the range of 

conventional accepunces. 

In the commercial library, where much of the 

work it of a quick reference type, background know¬ 

ledge of commercial tubjecu, though desirable if 

the other qualities are there, should not be the 

prior consideration. The library may be more effic¬ 

ient if the librarian is a good librarian first, and a 

good student afterwards. As he will have an alert 

and receptive mind, he will soon be able to acquire 

suflicient knowledge of the contents of the com¬ 

paratively limited range of boob in his library 
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to prorido tht coedfol background to his service. 

These consid^atioiu appl^ to some extent 

to the type of technical library which confines its 

work to the technician and technical student; but in 

those which attract research workers and industrial' 

ists, the librarian may End himself at a loas when 

dealing with them unless he has had some sdentiEc 
training. 

In a technical library much used by ipecUlists 

it is sometimes hard for a laymaa to Interpret many 

of the ideas and discoreries ita material contains 

unless he has found sufficient interest in them to 

undertake courses of study. The needs of research 

in a library concerned with humane studies rarely 

demand specialised knowledge on the part of the 

librarian; bibliographical competence and judgment 

are certainly required, but they can be acquired by 

persons with the right type of mind and ^u cation 

while working in the library. But a background of 

scientific training is often useful to the librarian of 

a research technical library, just as historical train* 

ing is needed in an archivist. It is true that the 

great advances in scientific knowledge and its prac¬ 

tical applications have narrowed research to an ex¬ 

tent that makes it difficult for a worker is one field 

to judge the value of work done, and the literature 

about it, in another. Nevertheless, this does not 

invalidate the point of view here advanced that a 

general scientific training will help the librarian to 

select and use his book stock, and assist his readen, 

more cfiectivdy than he could do without it. There 
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of course, exceptions to this nstement, since 

the human mind is so unpredictable that it is unsafe 

to generalise. 

^accice in this country offers little guidance. 

Only TWO Ubraries employ assistants with science 

degrees in their commeicul and technical libraries. 

So many iacton hare to be taken Into account in 

the seleaion of staff that it seems inadvisable to 

attempt to lay down any hard and fast rules. The 

decision as to whom to employ should be based on 

the needs of the service, and on a careful assessment 

of the abilities^in so far as they are capable of test 

candidates to deal with them. In a library in 

a district with a lin^ dombant industry, which 

would be reflected m the book stock and the use of 

the library, the range of research would be corres¬ 

pond mgly narrow, and there would appear to be 

advantages m haring at its head a person who had 

done some work b the subject, provided that he was 

not lacking in other essential wap. It is usual, in 

such a library, to enlist the aid M specialists when 

selecting and discardbg books and a librarian with a 

scientific traming would be better able to check 

the value of such adrice (for experts, bebg human, 

are liable to error and prejudice like others) and 

moreover could meet the majority of his readers 

on an advanced common ground. Where a library 

caters for such a variety of bdustries that a high 

degree of specialisatbn is unlikely to be reached, 

the need for scientific training is much less obvious, 

as the work is likely to be of a genera) reference 
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library character within the range of technical 
mbjeccj corered. 

A library organisation demands, above all things, 

high standards of accniacy in hs working, and this 

is a matter of good habit acquired by long train- 

ing in a well-administered library. Hence, whatever 

conclusion is reached about the relative importance 

of scientiiic training and library practice, the qualities 

that can be developed by experience should never be 

discounted. It would certainly be an unmistakable 

sign of zeal in a librarian trained on normal lines if 

he voluntarily undertook a course of study in science 

or technology. The parallel interest of a graduate 

in the essentials of hbrarUnihip, or his lack of it, 

can unfortunately only be proved after his appoint¬ 

ment, which partly explains the hesitation some 

librarians feel in acceptmg graduates without other 

evidence of their aptitudes. 

Min or womtn librariam 

In this country, most commercial and technical 
libraries are staffed by men. The argument most 

frequently used in support of male staffs is that the 

majority of the readen are men and prefer to be 

served by male assistants. This prejudice does not 

exist in America, but it is still in evidence in Britain, 

though of late years it has become less strong. It 

used to be commonly believed that women have no 

aptitude for scientific matters, but the number now 

receiving higher education in science shows that 

this belief is unfounded. One practical point of 
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imponsace is tlut however efficient the indexes, 

catalogues, abstracts and other records, the^ can 

be made much more fniltfnJ if they are supple¬ 

mented by the librarian's memory and observation. 

As it takes time and mnch practice among the books 

to build up a mental guide to the library*! contents, 

continuity of staff service b desirable. The heavy 

loss of competent women staff through marriage 

seriously affects the efficiency of a library which 

depends so much on the spedalbed knowledge they 

acquire, and men are somedmes preferred to women 

for thb reason alone. 

7k^9rttical training 

Professional qualifications in librarianship are 

awarded by the Library Association and by the 

School of Librarbnship and Archives, University 

College, London. Those of the former may be 

obtained either through private study, or through 

full-time attendance at one of the Library Schoob. 

Correspondence classes conducted by the Associa* 

tion of Assistant Librarians and part-time classes 

arranged at various colleges throughout the country 

are available for the student undertaking private 

stndy. Entrance to the London Unirenity School 

of Librarianship b open to honours graduates. A 

qualifying period of one year in an approved library 

and five passes in the General Certificate of Educa¬ 

tion (except for graduates) are requited of students 

who wish to sit for the Library Association examina¬ 

tions, 
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The Libraiy AssocUtioo eiammatioiit sjUabus has 

now been broadened to include sections suitable 

for those who wish to specialise in the work of com* 

znercial and technical libraries. The Registration 

£:rainination (Group D) provides a test in the litera- 

ture of science. In Part z of the Final examination 

there is a paper on special libraries and information 

bureaux, and in Part 3 the student ma^ sit either 

for literature and Ubrarianship of the social sciences, 

including commerce and law (useful in the commer¬ 

cial library), or literature and Ubrarianship of science 

and technobgy. It will be seen that in order to 

qualify for work in a commercial and technical library 

through these examinations, the assistant must pro¬ 

gress beyond the Registration Examination. 

The lyUabus of the School of Librarianship of 

University College, London, has also recently been 

revised, and training for special Ubrarianship is now 

given equal place with o^er subjects. Previously, 

one paper offered an alternative between (a) public 

library administration, and (b) university and special 

Ubraxy administration. The second section has now 

been divided, and the ^^special** libraries course ex¬ 

tends over three terms instead of one. Apart from 

this option, all students cover the same courses of 

study. 

The London School of Librarianship instruction 

in special Ubraries docs not lay any emphasis on the 
work of commercial and technical departments in 

public libraries. It is a more general course designed 

to cover the main principles of special library tech- 
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niqoet, and, in general, one descriptive lectore only 

is devoted to a particular type of library. 

TLe Association of Special Libraries and Informa¬ 

tion Bureaux provides training courses wkicL last a 

week, twice a year. Tlie Association has recently 

given consideration to the establishment of a sys¬ 

tem of examination for information oBteers. It is 

argued, with some degree of truth, that the kind of 

library training provided by the Library Associa¬ 

tion and the London Univenity School of Librarian- 

ship examinations ii not wholly, and In some cases 

not even partially, relevant to the work of an in¬ 

formation officer, and that examinations based on 

an entirely different syllabus are needed. Though 

this divergence of views does not really concern those 

intending to qualify for service in a commercial 

and technical library, for which, as has already 

beeu suggested, a gc^ basic training in librarian- 

ship is essential, it is mentioned here because tome 

te^nical librarians, trained in public libraries, may 

wish to apply for siinilar posts in Industry. It may 

perhaps alio be useful ii the distinction between a 

special librarian and an information officer it made 
plain. 

The provision of libraries for the research and 

technical staffs in industry has increased rapidly 

during recent years. Some industrialists find it hard 

to realise that the tools of research, in the form 

of an adequate library and a competent, trained 

librarian, are needed hy firms which wish to survive 

in an age of scientific and technical development. 
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It is not uncommon for persons to be appointed 
as ‘^Ubraiian” or ‘^mformation officer*’ wto hive no 
training or qualifications in librariinsbip. In all but 
the largest firms, some of which have splendid 
libraries, the range of material in works libraries 
is generally not brge, and the duties of the informs^ 
tion officer are mainly devoted to finding sources of 
material and making abstracts from journals, and 
circularising the results to the vaibns departments. 
The abilities needed for this work are not neces> 
sarily those required by a special librarian, who, in 
addition to acting as an infonnation officer, must 
organise and control a library, sometimes of consider* 
able size. If a clear definition of the land of work to be 
done by persons using the description “infonnation 
officer”, as distinct fr^ “librarian”, could be made 
and generally accepted, the creation of an exami¬ 
nation system for information officers would be a 
wise step. It is difficult, however, to make such a 
definition; and the rather limit^ syllabus which 
would probably be suitable for information officers 
would not be likely to provide an adequate teat 
of the training and competence of the librarians of 
some of the major libraries of scientific institutions, 
research associations and industrial extablishments. 
Some sensible comments on this matter appear in 
paragraphs 50-53 of the Report by the Pane! on 
Technical Information Services of the Committee 
on Industrial Productiyity.* It is to be hoped, 
however, that all concerned will reach agreement 

tf VoL 7,1951, pp> la 
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on systems of mining and examination appropriate 

to t^e needs of both types of woriers in their 

respectiTe spheres; it is liot enough to try to base a 

distinction on the word ^^docomentation”.^ So far 

as anyone has attempted to define h, it appears to 

mean the exercise of a minor part of the duties 

librarians have been doing for years. 

Practical Ifaining * 

The value of written examinations has been called 

into question by persons of eminence in education, 

whose opinions naturally merit consideration. The 

element of luck in the questions let, the ease with 

which those who hsve photographic minds can 

absorb facts, the advanuge the skilled writer has 

over the pen-tied, can all be nsed as arguments 

against the system. A written test too often merely 

assesses the candidate’s ability to pass an examination 

—that is, his possession of the skills which go to that 

task. These skills, and the study the student must 

undertake, have value. Knowledge and intellectual 

awareness are needed ball branches of library work, 

and the exammation system does at least weed out 

those without them; moreover, no one has been 

able to discover a more effective method of assessing 

fint part of ProfcMor Edj Velaad«r*a tddreat qd **The 

InfenutMA $cmce aad the Ccottcx Orfaninaoa of the 

Viapl Swedish Aesdenf of Eaeioeerifie Scioeea, Stockholm’* 

(lateraacioas] symposliun oa the orgioisatiofi of KiCTirific tod 

iadustritl tesevch, OXE.C.) gives some idee of the wtf in 

which *’docomeiusboa** b aa^ to describe techniques which 

leeoi to ▼ur little from nonasl libruj prsedee. 
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c«rtaiji abilities, however limited the test Jiiay be, 

So the examination sytteoi must stay, intelligently 

planned, one hopes, in relation to the needs ^ 

the profession. The syllaboses for examinations in 

Ubrarianship arc based on the accepted methods of 

academic Institutions, and take little account of 

other aptitudes needed, some of which cannot be 

measured by any wrinen test. A really adequate 

system of professional education would therefore 

include actual detailed work and training in libraries 

selected for the competence of their administration, 

where good habits of mind and action could be 

encouraged, and the student could learn to exercise 

administrative judgment and acquire a proper sense 

of values in the practical problems which he 

would have to solve in the course of his normal 
duties, 

The successful practice'^of UbrarUnthip requires 

qualities not commonlf found together in one 

person; good intellectual equipment and practical 

ability. An entrant who is endowed with a naturally 

good mind and is eager to learn should, in all but a 

very few exceptional casea, become a competent 

librarian if properly trained. It is unfortunate that 

many people with a literary or general bookish bent 

assume that this is all that is needed in librarianshlp 

—a misapprehension unfortunately shared by some 

appointments officers. The fact is, of course, that 

practical aptitudes are absolutely essential for a large 

part of the librarian’s work, though thef perhaps take 

a larger place in the administrative departments or 
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the home reading and other general service libraries 

than in the special library. 

Whatever his previous literary or bootUh back¬ 

ground, the assistant can only obtain what may be 

caUed “a library sense of book values** by working 

in a library and by constantly exercising his mind 

in learning to recognise the distinction between 

his own preferences in books and their value for 

library purposes. In the special library, one with 

wide intellectual interests is preferable to another 

whose reading has been almost exclusively devoted 

to pure literature. He should be encouraged to study 

the stock and appraise the value of individual books, 

apart from what he learns about them in the course 

of his duties, in order to gain a discriminating know¬ 

ledge of the library’s contents. Though there may 

be a pUce, even in the commercial and technical 

library, for a few purely routine assistants, with 

little book knowledge and no ambition to have any, 

who can do the background administrative work 

well and deal with simple enquiries, it is better 

to select those who express a preference for the 

work and have the requisite abilities, as the number 

of staff can never be large enough to carry any 

assistants who are unable to pull their full 

weight. 

Though the librarian can only advise his staff to 

gain a detailed knowledge of the book stock, he can 

and should train them to do all administrative work 

well. Every new entrant will naturally be made 

familiar with departmental routine, but something 
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oioTt is When carrying out certain duties, 

be should be encouraged to exercise good habits of 

thought and action necessary for their successful 

performance. Concentration on the job in hand, 

observation, speed and accuracy in working have 

Utile or nothing to do with intellectual capacity 

they can become part of the administrative equip* 

ment of almost every assbunt, provided that the 

organisation is pbnned to bring them constantly 

into actios. It is important both for the library 

and the assistant that they should be acquired. 

Every library conuins great numbers of records 

which must be accurately kept. It is obviously 

impossible to make a double ch^k of all work done^ 

moreover, unless aU the luff are properly trained, 

errors will continue, with their deplorable effect 

on the public service, whatever systems of check are 

devised. Assistants can so easily become slipshod in 

their work, and the habit, once formed, is so hard 

to eradicate, that the librarian owes a duty to his 

younger staff to compel them to observe strict rules 

of work while they are still young enough to be 

malleable. It is an axiom of administration that 

bad work, undetected, drives out good. Unless every 

error is brought to the notice of the assistant who 

has made it, inefficiency mil tend to increase^ the 

able members of the staff will be led to believe that 

their good work remains unnoticed and eventu* 

aUy they will become discouraged and lapse into the 

ways of their less competent coUeagues. The need 

for absolute accuracy in library processes should 
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be unpre9$ed on dJ new estsants and tlLe7 Bhonld 

be taught to check all their work ontil the action 

becomes automatic; speed come Uter. 



CHAPTIR 7 

BOOK STOCK 

Before the libramn begins to coosider bis choice 

of books for the commercul and technical librar7> 

be must hare his general lines of policy clear. Some 

librarians, whilst they would not envisage anythmg 

less than full stadeot service for the technical Ubrary, 

may prefer to keep the commercial library as an 
information service only. Where the two sections 

are administered together, it ia logical and more 

practical to give aimilar full service in both; if they 

are kept separate, each may have io own range; 

but in either case, the decision must be made before 

book selection is begun. 

This is panicularly important because the nucleus 

of a library of this kind is usually composed of boob 

withdrawn from the general reference library, so 

that the decision must be made in the knowledge 

that any second thooghts will involve much confusion 
and extra work, and that in the final rearrangement 

the general lines of division must be clear to those 

who normally nse either the general or the special 

libraries. The problems raised by these requirements 

are rather di^eient in the commercial and the tech¬ 

nical sections because subjects which may be con¬ 

sidered “commercial” drive much more deeply into 
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the adj^icent dassea of social science, which are aor* 

auU^ the sphere of sradents of the humanities, than 

do an7 of those corered in the technical library. It 

is therefore more convenient to discuss the stoc^ of 

the two sections separately. 

THE COUUEECIAL 1.I8EAET 

The selection of books and other material, both 

as regards type and range, most depend almost 

wholly on the demand for them. In using the word 

'^demand”, it is not suggested that only books 

which have been asked for should be nocked, for in 

the special library supply often creates demand. 

The majority of readers simply do not come again 

if they find it lacking in what th^ consider to be 

essential records. Suggestions for improving the 

stock are usually only made by readers when they 

have gained some confidence in the library's value 

and when the staff have been able to establish friendly 

and helpful relations with them. In its initial stages, 

therefore, the library mutt attempt to anticipate the 

needs of its readen. Its material can later be adjusted 

to satisfy their known wants, and this process must 

be continuous. As all books must be up to date, and 

the high price and frequent reissue heavily used 

books such as directories make the cost of book pro* 

vision proportionately greater than in the general 

libraries, carefxil check should be kept on their 

use to find whether or not th^ justify their 

purchase. 

The most important purpose of the commercial 
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library is to act as a bosmcss inloruiattop bureau. 

Though few commercial libraries beep records of 

the use of the quick reference books, or the number 

of enquiries for informatiou of a factual nature, 

there can be little doubt that readers who come for 

such purposes greatly outnumber those who under* 

take detailed study or research on commercial sub¬ 

jects. This point is mentioned here to emphasise 

the importance of providing material to answer 

commercial enquiries in such range and quality (or 

up-to-dateness) that a high standard of efficiency 

and accuracy is attained. Whilst librarians assume 

the responsibility of ensuring, so far as it is possible 

to do so, that infonsatioD given by the books they 

issue in all branches of knowledge should be reli¬ 

able, the onus of accepting this informatbn rests 

on the reader. The harm that may be done by a 

book which is factually inaccurate is rarely meaiur- 

able in a general libraiy. In a commercial library, on 

the other hand, much of the information given 

is of a type that would make error costly to the 

enquirer; moreover, the source would be known, 

and the library's prestige would suffer in con- 

sequence. Efficient staff service is essential because 

of the amount of factual information which has to 

be provided by the staff for enquirers unused to 

books and sources, but even the most competent 

assistant is unable to make up for deficiencies in 

the boob. This applies with particular force to 

quick reference commercial boob. A comparatively 

small selection of current good boob of this type 
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u tlierefore general^ more useful than a large stock 

which has not been kept up to date. 

Dinetsruj and annuais 

Directories arc probablf the most used hooks in 

the commercial library. Those who use them are 

not as a rule familiar with the use of boob as sources 

of information, and are likely to be impressed when 

they find that the library can provide definite an¬ 

swers to questions which are often urgent and may 

be important. From this point of view directories 

are the special library's equivalent of the *4ntro* 

ductory^’ type of book stored m lending libraries: 

they are the ground bait for potentially good library 

users. Directories should therefore be adequate in 

range and number, and the latest editions should 

aiwap be available. 

The gaps in the directories published in this and 

some other countries directly affected by the war 

have not been ffUed at the time of writmg; and it 

seems unlikely that they will be for some time to 

come. Other sources of information have to be 

found to supplement them, such as telephone 

directories and annuals, some of which, though not 

true directories, are nevertheless very useful. Their 

value depends so much on local needs that there is 

no point in attempting to give a list of even the more 

outstanding ones. Tht librarian must make his choice 

from the following sources, or examine the large 

numbers stocked in the libraries of cities with wide 

commercial interests. 
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7hs Direetory of DntcUrus^ Annuals and kifertnce 

Booksy 1950. (Business Poblicatsooi.) 

Henderson, G. P., comf. Currfnt British Direc- 
torusy 1953. (Staples.) 

Trade lists issued b7 such firms as Kelly^s Direc¬ 

tories, Butler’s Adyerrising Services (including 

Overseas publications) and Vaughan’s List of 

Diuctoriesy Who*s Whoy Brsss Gvidts and Tsar 

Books. 

Library Lists, such as thoee issued by the Cities 

of London and Westminster Public Libraries, are 

also helpful, and the invaluable Guiit to Rtference 

BookSy by Constance M. Winchell (American Library 

Aaiociatlon), based on Mudge’s standard work, 

should be the librarian’s constant companion. 

Most British directories ate published by the well- 

known firm of Kelly, who issue at intervals lists of 

those available, though with a saddening number 

of asterisks denoting volumes out of print. They 

comprise, first of all, full-scale directories for Urge 

towns; these contain official information and sections 

covering streets, names of residents and professions 

and trades, each section being arranged alphabetic- 

ally. It should be noted that in the residentUl lists 

only those persons who inhabit premises above a 

certain standard are included. London it covered by 

the Pest Office London Directory. The old Kelly’s 

county directories, planned on somewhat similar 

lines, hare been replaced dnee the war by over a 

hundred small local directories of London suburbs, 

and of provinciaL towns with their adjacent areas. 
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T]ie$e contain two lists, one of private residents and 

one of tradesmen. 

The next group of home directories is comprised 

of those dealing with certain industries and trades 

such as building; chemical indostries; leather; watch, 

clock and jewellery trades, etc. Unfortuiutely the 

Kelly’s trade directories are all of pre-war vintage, 

but certain long established ones issued by other 

firms, such as Ryland’s Cm/, /fen, Suely Engineering 

and Hardware Indujtrufy and Worrall’s Torkshire 

textile Industry^ can be obtained in post*war edi- 

dons. International directories like Kelly’s Directory 

0/ Merehanttf Manu/aetvrerf and Shippers, and direc¬ 

tories of induitries published abroad, include British 

firms. The five issued by Camille Rouaset on the 

chemical, leather, electrical, textile and hardware 

and metals industries, with an Index in four langu¬ 

ages, are an example. 

A supplementary source is provided by annuals. 

These are published by agendet such as trade associa¬ 

tions and periodicals concerned with certain indus¬ 

tries, which produce annual handbooks or supple¬ 

ments. For instance, valuable information can be 

found in Cahinet-maker Tear Bock (Beuu); Pottery 

Gazette Reference Bock and Directory; British Plastics 

Tear Book (Ili5c);The Gat World Tear Book (Benn); 

Bnyeri Guide (Supplement to Ckemisiry and Indus~ 

tfy)i Shipping World Tear Book and Who's Who: 

British Chemicals and their Manufacturers, published 

bf the Association of British Chemical Manufac¬ 

turers, and many others. 
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From the Urge number of foreign and common¬ 

wealth directories avaiUble the librarian must choose, 

with much selective caution because of their high 

coat, those most liJccly to meet the needs of the 

town^s industrial and mercantile interests. Details 

of them can be obtained from the sources before 

mentioned. Certain publications, which have almost 

become standard, such as the Didot-Bottin series 

(France)^ Annuario GfntraU d'Itedia(^X9ly)\ Thacker’s 

Diftct&ry of India and Pakistani Thomas’s Re^Ur 

of American Mamfaoturtrs (United States); and 

Anuario Kraft (South America) will probably find 

a place in any commercial library. During recent 

years the appearance of several German directories, 

like the impressive Bequna series, has been welcome. 

Many industrial and business directories are pub* 

lished in the United States. The November Z952 

issue of the Cleveland Public Library SuUeiin of the 

Business Information Bureau gives a useful list of 

them. Mention has already been made of the useful¬ 

ness of annuals of all kinds and telephone directories; 

the latter can be obtained for many countries at 

reasonable prices from the Controller of the Post 

Office Supplies Department in London. 

There are many other records of a special type 

which may be classed variously as directories, annuals, 

year books, etc. They list people, organisations and 

activities, and selection from them can only be made 

after a careful study of sources. Some, however, are 

so well known as to merit special mention: the Direct 

tory of Directorsi the Stock Exchange Tear Booki 
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Sell’s TiUgrafkii Jddrgsstsf Gareke’s Manual of 

EUctriHty Supply; the Municipal Tear Book; and the 

Hospitals Tear Baak, for example. Tlie professional 

directories and registers covering me^cinc, law, 

accountaocj, dendicy, clerg/, surveying, etc., will 

also probably find a place on the directory shelves. 

Some of the annnals, particularly those published 

by periodicals dealing with industries, may not be 

found In directory lists. In new of the scarcity of 

good direaories in Britain, the librarian should keep 

a careful watch for such publications and subscribe 

to the periodicals which issue them. His sources of 

directory information can be greatly extended at a 

comparatively small cost in tl^ way. Tliey arc also 

useful as records of trade marks and trade names. 

In dealing with aonuals in this section emphasis 

has been placed on those which serve, even in part, 

the purpose of a directory and would naturally be 

shelved with them. Hiere are many other annuals 

of different kinds: year boob of societies and organisa¬ 

tions which record the year's work in certain fields 

of study, or conference papers and similar material; 

those issued yearly by national and international 

organisations; and the records of professional and 

technical bo^es. These will probably be shelved 

with the normal stock of the library. 

Telegraphic codes 

No fewer than 98 different telegraphic codes are 

on stock in public commerdal libraries, the largest 

number in any one library being 54. The libraries 
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of the mercantile and seaport cities naturaUy make 

the most generous provision of them. 

It has been suggested that as most firms have their 

own copies of the codes they normally use, and list 

them on their letter-heads, there is not much point 

in the library providing them as well. The fact that 

in most libraries codes are well used suggests that 

many smaller firms do not possess copies of chose 

in common use and that even the largest business 

houses are sometimes faced with the problem of 

decoding messages based on one of the lesser known 

systems. 
Every commercial library should provide some of 

the popular codes, such as the A.B.C.; Btniley'ji 

Mareoni Intirnationali Rud^lf’Mossti and Wtstfrn 

Union, the first two of which are in considerable 

demand. Beyond this minimum, the librarian has a 

wide range of choice which might well be based on 

the number of requests received. The nature of the 

town’s business interests will, of course, influence 

the selection of special codes. Seaports will require 

such records as Bog Commgreial Pkrasg And Bkipping 

Codg! Lombard Skipping and ^Transport Codg; ScottU 

Code', the Shipownrrs' 7tUgraphie Cedgy or others of 

like nature. Industrial centres, according to the kind 

of products they make, will probably stock such codes 

as the Seama Trcknie^ CahU Codr (British Electrical 

and Allied Manufacturers’ Association); BgntUy'i 

Wool Supplgmgnti Burntin^s Intgmational Cotton 

Codfi MoNriirg Codg for Mining, Mgtaliurgieal and 

Civil Enginrgrs; Sglfoyn*s Intgrnational Chgmical Codg 
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and tnUntAiitmal TtU^aphu Cpdf for ih« Iron and 

Susl Trad/Ji ^iXtiU CabU Cod*; Ztbra Wood Code^ 

and io on. 

WLereaa, in the case of directories, the librarian 

has to limit their aumbers because thc^ are costly 

and must be renewed at short intervals, be may 

safely work on an opposite principle in buying codes. 

Though supplements are sometimes issued, codes 

do not ^^date’’ quickly: they are like dictbnaries 

of language in aJwap having a possible use, whatever 

their age. The Em cost is often the only cost, and the 

librarian may therefore feel justified in providing 

a reasonable range of them even though some 

may only rarely be used. 

7imi tablis 

An adequate range of rail, road and air time 

tables should be stocked. The regional guides of 

British Railways can all be obuined free. Bradjhaw 

and the London AB.C. should also find a pbce, 

together with any local A.B.C. or other guides. 

For the continent, Bradshat^s Contimnial Guide 

is the best known, but Contirunlai 7ime 7abU 

may be preferred because it is cheaper. The Con-^ 

iintntal finu Table of British Railways is useful for 

main line routes with connections from London. 

These should be sufficient to cover the needs of 

most library users. 

The growth in the use of the roads for long 

distance journeys makes it necessary to provide infor- 

mation about coach and bus services. The A.B.C. 
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Ccack Guidt^ published three times a gives 

time tables and fares for long distance express 

routes, with a selection of local bus services 

which usefuUj' connect with them. For other bus 

guides it is necessary to approach the individual 

companies. 

BradskaufU International Air Guide^ issued month¬ 

ly gives full details of air lines throughout the world. 

The somewhat similar Official Airline Guide is pub¬ 

lished monthly in Chicago, U.S.A. 

The librarian should watch for the publication 

of new guides to travel by air and road as these 

services are rapidly expanding. 

Trade catalogs 

To answer the common question, “What firm 

makes a particular type of article^*’ catalogues of 

the products made by manufacturers should be col¬ 

lected and adequately bdexed. Producing firms are 

always willing to send their catalogues and to keep 

the issues current; the librarian’s main difficulty is 

to fix a reasonable limit to the number he can accept. 

Only experience of their use and the requests re¬ 

ceived for others can guide his choice, but he will 

probably find it best to begin his collection with the 

catalogues of the large and well-known firms, both 

home and foreign, concerned with products used 

locally. 

Maps and plans 

No rules can be laid down about the number 
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and kiod oS map$ and plans which shoold be stocked. 

A few standaid atlases should certainly be provided. 

Some librarians find it advisable to take from the 

directories ail town plans which can be removed 

and hie them apart; such plans, folded, are easily 

stored, occupy little space, and are always useful. 

There need be no limit to the size of the collection. 

Large maps, on the other hand, are costly, as are 

the methods of mounting and storing them. Here 

again, use and demand are the determining factors: 

the seaport towns will naturally provide far more 

than the industrial towns, which usually End that the 

atlases serve ah reasonable needs. A collection of 

plans of docks of British and foreign ports has 

also been found helpful in the commercial libraries 

of seaports. 

Thf Main hfik sUck 

Most of the books and other material described 

in the previous pages are heavily used by readers, 

and they will probably be placed apart from the 

main sequence on special shelving near the entrance. 

From this point the main stock of the commercial 

library may be mired with that of the technical 

library. This would ensure that boob useful in both 

sections—for example, in some subdivisions of class 

53i^would not be overlooked; on the other hand, 

not all the boob constituting the commercial library 

would be immediately apparent. The Dewey dassi* 

hcation, which is found in so many British libraries 

that it is used as the basis of discussion through* 
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outf mixes certain subjects usually considered 

^‘commercial” and “technical”—for example, boob 

on business methods are classified in 650, a tech* 

nical sub-division—so, If the layout of the room 

is suitable and there are sound administrative 

reasons for doing so, the boob may be sepa* 

rated into two divisions, each with its own Dewey 

sequence. Neither course is deebively better than 

the other. 

The librarian must make up his own mind what 

subjects his commercial library is intended to cover. 

His final decision will be influenced partly by his 

understanding of the fields of knowledge concerned 

and the needs of readers, partly by such practical 
considerations as the nature of the available prembes, 

the arrangement and scope of the other departments 

of the library, and the funds at his disposal. The 

choice will, however, largely be determined by the 

answer to a basic question: is the library stock to 

represent “commerce” as a field of knowledge, or 

to provide material of practical value to the business 

community only? 

To embark upon the creation of a library of the 

first type, serving business man, student, historian, 

general enquirer, and all other possible usen, b not 

80 easy as it appears at first sight. There is no part 

of the Dewey classification in which a group of 

subjects suitable for a library of this kind appears as 

such; the only scheme, in fact, which could confi¬ 

dently be used as a guide for coverage b that drawn 

up by the Library of Congress, in whose cbssifica- 
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tioD Sections HD to HJ Eiye been compiled with 

care to bring into logical jutaposition all the past 

and present'da^ factors which affect the economic 

and commerci^ state of the world. But this is a 

scheme designed for an adyanced research library 

aiming at completeness, in which an informational 

or selective service is of secondary importance and 

no account is taken of *'uscr‘interest’*. The tables 

sweep into their net, for instance, economic history 

from the most ancient rimes, and exhaustive lists of 

labour topics which are properly social and political 

studies. Carried to this logi^ conclusion, a depart¬ 

ment having boob on the trade relations between 

India and Imperial Rome, accounting methods in 

Assyria and the leisure pursuits of the modem work¬ 

ing cbsses, fhtjowmy se Work and all the Utopian 

economic planning schemes of the t94o's, would be 

too large and too scholarly to be run as part of the 

commercial library; it would bring in students not 

realif interested in commercial aaivities as such, 

and in many cases requiring so many boob from 

other departments that service would be compli- 

cated by the constant passing of boob from one to 

ancTther. Students of economic and commercial his¬ 

tory nearly always work in a mental environment of 

general history. Moreover, there would arise a very 

teal conEict of principle. It has already been said 

that the main considerarion io book sele^on for the 

commercial library must be to take demand and use 

as guides; but if the library is to cater for serious 

students of recondite subjects it must be prepared 
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to stock many important boob whicli can only be in 

occasional demand, on the principle that “a good, 

reference library must have it”. In this connection it 

is of interest to note that in one library, with long and 

successful experience in the administration of a com¬ 

mercial department, it has been thought advisable to 

reorganise the service by transferring the boob suit¬ 

able for the student of commerce to the general 

reference library, and making the commercial library 

purely an information service. 

Nevertheless, the librarian may, if he has space 

and need for so large a special library, think it 

advisable to keep all subjects related to commerce, 

communications, finance and economics together; 

in which case it is enough to say that he will choose 

for the commercial library all boob which can be 

suitably classified in Dewey’s sections, 310, 330-334, 

336-338, parts of 340, 380 and the sub-divisions 

of 650 which specificaEy relate to business methods, 

with the appropriate bibliographical divisions of 

class 000, and commercial and economic geog¬ 

raphies. 

If the library is meant to serve the current needs 

of business men and workers in practical fields, 

certain sub-divisions of Dewey can be lifted from the 

tables and the stock confined to those boob clearly 

classifiable within them. Border-line cases can be 

decided by the reader-interest test, the more easily 

as it is almost always possible for the classifier to 

find an alternative number in Dewey—a scheme 

distinguished by a useful vagueness of outlook— 
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whicE would briag a pardcolar book witMn the 

daises repreeuted in the general reference library. 

In a few cb$ses» noubly parts of 331 and 3S0, t^ 

line of division between the two department! cannot 

be kept clear bj Dewe^ sub-numbers; there will have 

to be some in each depanment bearing the same 

number, but distinguished from one another by 

Tcader-interest. A reader is not likely to go into a 

‘^commercial’* library for Dm^siay Book because the 

claisider has put it at 336.42. 

The librarian who deddes to limit the commer¬ 

cial section to current needs must keep a continual 

check on the growth of the stock to make sure that 

it serves its avowed purpose and does not become 

a mongrel. Departmental librarians always have an 

erpaniioniit tendency because they naturally dis¬ 

like laying “we havea*t got it”. This is particularly 

to be kept in mind in the case of files of serial! and 

periodicals. Whilst files for a few yean are needed 

for purely informational work, there will come a 

point when they hare lengthened so far that they 

are useful only to the scholar, and will become 

unbalanced in relation to the rest of the stock. 

This can be prerected by transferring them to the 

general reference library, or discarding them after 

an agreed number of years. This matter should be 

decided with some care when a new serial is added to 

the stock, as it is all too easy both to harbour useless 

material and to regret discards with some bitterness. 

The test should rather be whether the information 

given in the files can be obtained elsewhere than 
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whether the recent issues have been much used, as 

in the case of historical material demand cannot be 
anticipated. 

The paragraphs below list the subjects which it 

is essential to cover in the commercial library, with 

some notes on classification. These subjects are 

presented as minimum requirements; other classes 

can be drawn in according to the views and circum¬ 

stances of the individual librarian. The Dewey 

numbers given are those of the 14th editbn except 

where direct reference is made to the 15th edition. 

(a) Bibliographies and catalogues of libraries on 

the subjects covered. 

(b) Books dealing with economic conditions, 

statistic, current or recent surveys of commerce, 

industry, trade, finance, living conditions affecting 

the visiting merchant, markets, resources, products, 

etc., divided by countries. 

A certain amount of confusion can arise here. If such 

boob are classified at a sub-dirision of it may puzzle 

readers if the theory of staristica and demography are placed 

in another department; while some will seem to the classifier 

to be correctly placed at 330*9, m which case they will be 

confused with books on economic history shelved in the 

reference library. A good way to provide a dear<uc line 

between the two departments is to place all boob classified 

at 31^313 and all those at 330*9 in the general reference 

library, and to dasufy all economic and commercial surveys 

at 314-319. J{ this practice is adopted, the public will find 

all recent information about a country at the one number. 

The China Ttar Bo»k and the Department of Overseas 
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Trjde*5 St/rvfy of Ee$imaie C^nditimu x%'ChimA will be to> 
getber in the cpauDcrdal hbmT; Saa Yat Se&*$ InUrnatwtai 
DfVfUpMd»t if Chi9d, an exeroK in plasmiag hj a poUcical 
leader, and Tawsey^a Land snd Lshtut in China will be it 
350*951 Ia the referencs Hbruy. 

c. Trade, cotxunerce and commuiucations. 

Dewey has, of amne, 1 foil diviiion with ihi» title, and 

It firtt lighc it wonld teem ample to pat everything at 3S0 

in the cominerdal library. Tliete it, however, roots for 

ditagTeeBeat here, at oearly everywhere. Few Ubrariasi 

weald regard philately (}S3*aa) at a raiuble subject for the 

coBmerdal li^ary; and a can can be made for regarding 

the hittory of rotdt and tea*roates (at distinct from road- 

making and na^gation) aa oi general Uftorical, rather than 

coamercial, Interett. To hiftorice of commerce, and of tncb 

bodiea ai the great trading conpai^ of the 17th and iSth 

ce&tuiiea, the pmuta mentioned ia pp. S57~S matt 

apply. The librarian matt therefore claiiify and allocate 

hli boob according to oter-interett. 

(d) Boob on the working population and their 

employen, in 10 far a» they deal with marten arising 

within the place of wor^ are of equal interest to 

merchants and mannfactuiers. They are suggested 

for the commercial rather than the technical library 

because wages, hours of work, etc., affect prices, oat* 

put and nitimately markets. They are also of nse to 

the genera] public asking questions affecting their 

own economic welfare, to whom a commercial lib¬ 

rary naturally seems to deal with money, insurance, 

etc. The speddc subjects which seem to belong to 

the commercial library are: wages, cost of Irving; 
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social insurance, workoien’s compcnaation (if the 

i5ih edition of Dewey Is used these two subjects 

will be sub-divisions of 3^8), superannuation, arbitra¬ 

tion and conciliation machinery within the factory 

(but not the trade union itself, which links up with 

other subjects in the general reference library); dis¬ 

cipline (within the organisation); hours of work, 

safety, hygiene, industrial education, special condi¬ 
tions for particular types of worker. 

All these will be classified at various lub-diviiloiii o{ 
331*1-33 r8. AH boob trctiing the lower iacorae groups at 
part of the communlry—social surveys, housing, living 
conditions, standard of living, demography, etc.—are better 
in the general library, where they are shelved with social 
care, delinquency, education, historical background, crime, 
justice, and other subjects dealing with man In society. 

(e) The study of business method is alio common 

to commerce and industry. Office methods (building, 

equipment, organisation, administration, hies and 

correspondence); writing, typewriting, shorthand; 

book-keeping, accountancy, costing; industrial man¬ 

agement (finance, retail ^op management, buying 

and selling); advertising and public relations; are 

the subjects covered by the sub-division of 650, 

which would be a class easily lifted out from the te^- 

nical library were it not for the awkward intrusion of 

655, which is a table for the technical books on 

printing, and 654 and 656, which are better merged, 

as is recommended in the I5ih edition of Dewey, 
in 583-388 and 621.38. 
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(f) The sub-divisiom of and 336 (banlang, 
building societies, pawnbroking, money and ex¬ 
change, inveatment, credit, interest, public finance, 
taxation) present no difficulty, except that books 
on such matters in ancient and mediaaval times 
should go to the general reference library in accor¬ 
dance with the principles already outlined. 

(g) Insurance, classified by Dewey at 368, can be 
placed without difficulty in the commercial library. 

(h) The only subject in the 350^1 which might 
usually be found in the commercial library is local 
government finance (352,1), which is likely to interest 
the same type of reader as accountancy and taxation. 
If the practice of the 15th editbn of Dewey is 
followed, and everything related to rating placed 
at 336,28, AO difficulty arises. AU the other subjects 
in 350 relate to government as such and are better 
in the general library. 

(i) Whether any boob on law are mduded in the 
department must largely depend on local practice. 
There is certainly a case for having those dealing 
with the companies acts, advertising, trade marks, 
employers’ liability and such subjects in it; but if 
all legal text-boob have always been shelved in the 
general reference library, there are equally strong 
arguments for keeping them together there, since 
law as a subject is one of the humanities, If it is 
thought advisable to divide them, Dewey’s action 
in singling out, in parts of class 347, some aspects 
of bw of special interest to the business community, 
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may be followed by placing the following divisions in 

the commercial library: 347.2 (real property) j 347.3 

(chattels, including sale); 3474 (contracts); and 347.7 

(commercial and maritime law). 

The number 347.9 (civil trials, procedure) as 

treated in Dewey is of little help to the public 

librarian, probably because it was drawn up by an 

American. County courts, for instance, which are of 

modern foundation and whose business is largely 

concerned with financial and industrial disputes, 

have no obvious place in the table; 347.99 is usu¬ 

ally filled by classifiers with a medley of historical 

matter on manor courts, wards and liveries, Star 

Chamber, forest courts, and similar organisations 

quite remote from commercial or even modern legal 

concern. The other places (347.91 co 347.98, on 
duties of justices, procedure, law of evidence, etc.) 

would logically be found in the general reference 

library, The librarian will probably find it easier 

to put all this class there and, if he thinks it neces¬ 

sary to have a section on county courts and civil 

suits in the commercial library, to invent a special 

number for them. 

Books of an encyclopaedic nature such as Hals- 

bury’s tarn of Englani^ HalsburyU or Chitty’s iSw- 

tuUs or the Puhlie Genial Acts^ and law lexicons 

such as Wharton^s or Burrows’s fVords and Phrases 

judieially defined, are equally well placed in any 

of the reference libraries. The decision might well 

be governed by the proportion of other legal works 

in one or other departments, or by the purely 
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practical consideration oi easy accessibility, as tbey 

are mainly used for quick reference. 

The Statutory Iwtrununu are in even heavier 

demand than the encyclopaedic vorks, and much 

the same arguments can be used for placing them 

in one or the other of the departments. Where there 

is an information bureau dealing with questions 

of a personal and social kind, it will probably be 

found best to divide them by subject, as about a 
third of them can with advantage be used there. 

The rest are so largely concerned with matters 

such as prices, conditions of import, agricultural 

procedure, etc., directly affecting the business man 

that If It is thought undesirable to split them, their 

proper place Is in the commercial library. Much must 

depend on local conditions (for instance, in many 

places social welfare questions are dealt with in the 

general reference library), and the decision taken 

with regard to the statute law in general. It is essen¬ 

tial that the whole series should be easily available, 

whether together or separately, if enquiries are to 

be answered quickly and accurately. It should be 

noted that so many lists and indexes have to be issued 

to guide the itafi through their complicated amend¬ 

ments and cancellations that they are more easily 

administered if kept together. 

(j) Financial rights and dues, the bw and practice 

rebting to them, and the different ways in which 

industrbl and private enterprises may be financed, 

are subjects dealt with by Dewey in ways which 

indicate no sharp division between a commercial 
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and a general library. For instance, 355 represents 

the different ways of dealing witK land, but many 

boobs commonly classified at 333.1, .2, .3, .7 de^ 

with older forms of economy-^ipen field farming, 

manorial rights, iSth century enclosure, royal forest, 

arguments about the ownership of land as the key 

to a regime or political reform—which are of no 

Interest to the enquirer for present'^y information. 

Co-operation, put by Dewey at 334, has wide 

political and social meanings, but there are boob 

on the actual working of agricultural or Indnstrial 

co-operative finance which the business man may 

require. Free trade and protection (337) represent 

policies affecting the whole national life; but except 

when hii balance of mind is upset by political excite¬ 

ments, the trader is only interested in the actual 

duties currently imposed. It b therefore suggested 

that the commercial library as here envuaged should 

stock the following range of books in the classes 333, 

334 and 337: 333.5 rent of land for cultivation; 333.6 

rent of land for building, general works on rent; 333.^ 

mines; 333.9 water and air ri^u; 334.1 biding 

societies; 334.^ to 334.6 co-operative banks, insur¬ 

ance, stores, factories, etc., from the point of view of 

internal administTation and finance only; 337.4 sub- 

sidies; 337.5 duties on special articles; 337.6 duties on 

raw materials (boob explaining the scales in opera¬ 

tion, not argument for and against). Some of these 

subjects are modified in a helpftsi way in the 15th 

edi^n of Dewey, but the Outlook b still predomi¬ 

nantly American. 
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(i) Finally, the selector approaches the subject 

of industrial orgamsation, whi^ Dewey puts at 338, 

divided illogically partly by nature of product and 

partly by forms of organisation. The librarian in 

charge of books of current and useful Information 

must consider user-interest almost entirely in this 

section, and the arguments already outlined con¬ 

cerning commercial and industrial history must be 

examined carefully here. Are people who use a 

business library really Interested in the organisation 

of the guilds merchant in the fifteenth century? 

In casu of doubt, a good test is: does the book help 

the industrial organiser, or does it seek to set the 

industry into the general pattern of the country’s 

history? By this test, Ashton’s Inn and SuA in 

tkt Indujtrial Jitvolution is a history book; it seeks 

mainly to show what effect the industry had on 

the development of England at that day, and how 

the people then developed the industry. Andrew 

and Brunner’s Capital Dtvtlopmtnt in SuA, on the 

other hand, is a study of present-day problems of 

moment to all senior officials and owners of busi¬ 

nesses, A book on Big Business ’^as a power” should 

have a political number, not be shelved with books 

on the finance of running or forming a combine. 

Histories of individual firms and particular tech¬ 

niques are more properly in the province of the 

technical library and will be dealt with later. 

With these factors borne in mind, the following 

inb-divisiona are suggested for the commercial 

library: 338.1 to 338.4 boob on the organisation, 
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productive capacity, etc., of ihjt icdustriea listed; 

338.$ books on prices, current finance; 338.7 to 

338.9 corporate industries, monopolies, industrial 

legUlacion: current description and discussion. 

EngUsh-foreign dictionaries of comrnercial terms, 

and such commercial and economic geographies as 

are of use to the normal commercial user should also 

be included in the stock. 

THE TECRKICAt LISKAIY 

The technical library will require a wide range 

of scientific and technical dictbnaries, English- 

foreign and foreign-English. The librarian may 

find it necessary to buy every good one published, 

because such dictionaries are much used, the staff 

frequently have difficulty in identifying the needed 

word, and new terms are constantly appearing as 

research and production advance. He should certainly 

not omit Pitman’s Tfcknieal Dicticiuuy of Enginetr- 

ing and Indvjtrial Scuntf in seven Languages^ by 

Ernest Sbter and othen, or Teehnologisfhe Wirier^ 

buck, originally by Egbert von Hoyer and Franz 

Kreuter, edited by A. Schlomann (English, French 

and German); and he should remember that a great 

number of enquiries will be for words in Portuguese, 

Russian, and other less well-known languages. 

One of the main services of this library will be to 

help in tracking down books, and even more fre¬ 

quently periodical articles, on certain subjects in 

which the local industries have developed specialised 

interests. Some subjects, being clearly of outstand* 
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ing imporuiice, will be bibliographicall^ covered ai 

the outset; in other caseij the librarian must be on 

the alert to notice tendencies in current research 

SO as to ensure that his bibliographical aids will be 

equal to anj^ demands likely to be made on them, 

The development of fabrics woven of glass fibre, 

for instance, would stimulate an unwonted interest 

in glass technology in a textile town. He must also 

note that certain subjects which appear, at first 

sight, to bear little relation to one another, often 

interlock in books. It may not be immediately appar* 

ent, for example, that the student of refractories for 

metallurgical use can find basic information on clays 

in books on ceramics. 

The acquisition of bibliographies on these subjects 

is an obvious step. Periodical indexes are perhaps of 

even more importance, The En^ngering Indtx and 

the Industrial Arts Indtse, both American cumula¬ 

ted publications, should be found in any technical 

library. The former indexes a wide range of periodi¬ 

cals from many countries; the value of ^e Industrial 

Arts Indix, though its subject coverage is broad, is 

somewhat restricted by the heavy preponderance of 

American journals among the much smaller number 

it analyses. Both carry the latest printed information 

procurable and between them cover a wide field. 

They can be supplemented by the Library Associa¬ 

tion Suhjgit Indtx to Pgriodieeds, but as Is pub¬ 

lished only in annual volumes, it cannot be used for 

current material. 

Next come the many series of absuacts available. 
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Some, dealing with basic science^ such as Ckmicai 

AbttfAcU (American Chemical Sodetf) and the 

separate or expanded series which are now carrying 

on the work of the discontinaed British Abstracts^ 

should certainly always be stocked. It may also be 

thought desirable to have the well-known Chemisckts 

Zentralhlati and the broader based BuUrtin Analy^ 

iiqtu. Complete sets of those relating to local Indus- 

tries should be provided. Some, such as British Cera¬ 

mic AhsiracUy Baking Abstracts or Late kesearek Bui- 

Utiny would obviously only be useful in certain li« 

brariei, but others wUch come fairly frequently into 

the Reid of enquiry should be added. 
Selection of subjects for the technical library 

is simpler than in the commercial library in that 

specific sub-dirisiona of the classification readily dec* 

lare their right of inclusion; for instance, it is easy to 

decide that ercTything clasuiied at 670 and its sub* 

divisions should go in. But before the choice is made, 

it is at essential to decide on aim, size and subject 

coverage as it is in the case of the commercial libraiy. 

The aim will almost certainly be to serve the 

general needs of the advanced snident and the tech¬ 

nician and, in the local industries or other special 

interests, the research worker. Elemenury text-boob, 

unless they contain information not otherwise ob¬ 

tainable, will not be stocked. 

The size of the library and its subject coverage 

are, of coune, closely intenelated, as m a library 

intended for the student any Umitation will be in 

the subjects and not in the number of books carried 
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in «ach of them. The librarian’s hist tasi will be to 

decide what, within the limits of the space available, 

he is to call ‘^echnolog^”. Is he to include every¬ 

thing designated by Dewey “useful arts” and transfer 

the whole of the 600 class? Or is he to confine him¬ 

self to those industrial and engineering subjects 

which are the concern of people normally thought 

of as technicians? In the Utter case, he will probably 

exclude medicine and the domestic sciences, and 

possibly agriculture; for though the modern farmer 

needs electrical and mechanical appliances, he is no 

more a mechanic than the radiologist who interprets 

an X-ray film is a photographer. 

Such a decision is not enough in itself; a depart¬ 

ment contsming only boolfS classified in the 6oo’s 

would not satisfy the industrial research worker. The 

older academic names of the useful arts as applied or 

mechanic sdencts express a fact, and a century ago 

it was relatively easy to recognise and apply a dis¬ 

tinction between pure and applied science. Then 

technicians were primarily engaged in perfecting the 

actual construction and working principles of mach¬ 

ines, but the gap between their work and that of the 

pure scientist has been narrowing rapidly in propor¬ 

tion to the increasing speed with which the discoveries 

of the laboratory worker are being taken up by the 

industrialist or the engineer. Though the scientist, 

intent on his search for knowledge in itself, may have 

little interest in the use made of his discoveries, 

others eagerly seek to apply them; indeed, an increas¬ 

ing proportion of scientists now actually work for 
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thote wlio$e biuiness it is to do bo. In the proymcUl 

universities, too, the reUdons between scientists and 

industry are close. The more advanced the technical 

processes, the more closely the findings of the pure 

scientist are involved in their evolntton. There are 

technical studies in which propositions can only be 

clearly stated in terms of mathematical formuls; 

and die intrusion of physics into research and ex* 

periments which ultimately find expreasion in indus* 

trial processes has become increasingly evident dur* 

ing recent years. These trends are affecting the way 

in which advanced technical boob are being written, 

and subjects which previously appeared to be quite 

distinct are being lii^ed up in bwb.^ It is becoming 

more and more difficult for the librarian to separate 

boob on pure and applied science in certain fields, 

and in trying to make sure that related boob are to* 

gether, he will find himself transferrbg many whole 

classes to the commercial and technical library. This 

inevitably leads birp to con^der whether it is wise to 

try to make any distinction between science and 

technology, since, if any attempt is made to do so, 

the number of boob in the other departments 

of the main library may often be less than those 

transferred. 

It will also be found in practice that the separa¬ 

tion of those scientific boob which might reason- 

diridlog line bemveo pure Asd applied edeoce u m fut 
b«cocakg sebolow tbt tke AnericaA Chemical Society bu 
comlMDed io two editorial board* aad Ima one Tolume ob a 
panicolar rabject for aD poipOMS and all oaen.** /aed 

VoL *8, X95J, p. 395. 
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ably fit into the librarian’s concept of “technology” 

may cause a great deal of confusion among readers. 

However carefully subjects and individual books are 

chosen, there must always be occasions when some of 

them seem to be in the wrong library. Sensible ad¬ 

ministration and co-operation between the various 

departments in the main building can overcome 

many of the resulting difficulties; but if, for any 

reason, the special library is placed elsewhere, much 

duplication of imponant and costly books is needed. 

As in all subjects theorv and practice imperceptibly 
merge, it will probably oe thought best, in the inter¬ 

est both of readers and library administration, to 

recognise the futility of attempts to separate them 

and transfer all scientific as well as technical books 

to the department. 

Ic will be noted that all booh on science are meant, 

and not merely those sciences wliich have industrial 

technical applications. If the subject groupings in 

che new library are wide and inclusive, there will 

be fewer difficulties in administration. 

In the foregoing argument it has been assumed 

that if he decides to have a science and technology 

library, the librarian will simply transfer to the new 

department the whole of the 500 and 600 classes 

of Dewey. It may be, however, that he has decided, 

as was suggested earlier, to omit medicine (610), 

agriculture (630) and domestic science (€40). In 

that case, he will find it easy, if he so desires, to 

exclude three sciences—botany, zoology and biology 

—which as the study of living organisms provide 
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the natural factj on which these human practices 

are baaed. 

Selection is not, of coune, really as simple at this. 

Once his basic stock is agreed upon, the librarian 

will iind himself up against manj little problems 

both about subjects and individual books, and might 

just as well solve them bj his personal views as 

otherwise. For instance, it has already been suggested 

that the 650 class, with the exception of printing, 

be put in the commercial library as of interest both 

to traders and manufacturen; but it may be thought 

preferable to keep printing in the commercial library 

on the same grounds, and have the advantage of 

shelving a whole class together. 

Ano^er decluon involving the 650 class will prob* 

ably be made according to local conditions. Subjects 

ebssiSed without apparent alternative by Dewey in 

the 700 cbfs are those branches of drawing, letter* 

ixig and design which are the province of the poster* 

artist, the man in charge of advertisement layout, 

and the colour printer. A worb’ publicity manager 

must know something of all of them; but the man 

who draws a poster or designs a brochure cover is 

primarily an artist, who will usually look for boob 

on his subject in the general reference library. If, 

as is likely, there is a school of art in the neighbour¬ 

hood, it is better to keep all boob on the graphic 

arts, including those meant for commercial designers,' 

together in the appropriate sections of the 700 class. 

If there is no such school, the number of boob 

needed will be fewer and more directly related to the 
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needs of persons actually employed as commercial 

mUts, and might be classified at 659; in which case, 

if the commercial and technical sections of the library 

arc kept sepaiate, they will be shelved in the com¬ 

mercial library. The present writer*s preference, in 

normal circumstances, is for keeping all books on the 

principles of the graphic arts together in the 700 

class; it is ivot easy to draw a line between art and its 

applications. 

Many similar difficulties will arise with other 

subjects, such as photography. As no question of 

principle is involved, the librarian should base his 

decision on hli own judgment and the practical 

needs of his library and its readers. 

Certain kinds of publicatioDS essential to the 

technical library are dealt with in more detail 

below. 

Govfrnmfnt puhlicaiions 

British government publications are announced 

by Her Majesty’s Stationery Office in daily, monthly 

and annual lists; and in this very large IIdd of basic 

literature there is so much that is essential that some 

chief librarians have attempted to solve the problems 

of selection and supply by placing a standing order 

for everything issued, allocating the documents 

to suitable departments as they come. The output 

is, however, very large, and includes many series 

of purely administrative Interest; a few years of such 

collecting results in a considerable unnecessary 

expenditure of money, and the time spent in sorting 
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and tlie space used in storing many of tliem are also 

wasted in a public library. The only real advantage 

of the all'in standing order is that delivery is imme* 

diate—a matter of some importance in cities where 

there is no branch of the Stationery Office—but it is 

generally possible to decide on a large range of 

annual and series standing orders which will be 

promptly delivered, and to obviate some of the 

delay with non-serial items by using H.M.S.O.'s 

conveniently designed order form as soon as the 

daily lists arrive. Telegraphic ordering when the 

notices about important reports appear in the 

leading newspapers on the day of publication can 

be used in special cases. The Stationery Office 

does not print or sell the poblications of the nation¬ 

alised industries, and there are some small publica¬ 

tions, such as the Department of Scientific and 

Industrial Research's TraiuUui ConUnuList of Ruj- 

Stan Perioduahy which do not appear in the lists. 

How to hnd out about these extra publications 

is discussed exhaustively by the contributors to 

Governnunt Information and tko Rtsiarch ff'orkor, 

edited by Ronald Staveley (Library Association, 

1952). Other aspects of the search for government 

publications, including the problem of finding 

copies of older ones, are dealt with in R. D. Roberts's 

Introduction U Reference Books, 1948. There is no list 

of items still in print, so that eveii a careful search 

of H.M.S.O.'s sectional and departmental lists 

is no guarantee that a copy of the desired item can 

be acquired. The departmental lists arc not very 
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oJd, and for bibliographical enquiries such publica¬ 

tions as P. S. King and Son’s Catalogue of Parlia¬ 

mentary Puhluatitms^ 1800-1900, with two supple¬ 

ments to 1920, should be used, The Inter-depart¬ 

mental Committee on Social and Economic Research 

is planning a series of glides to sources, of which 

three—Lohout Statuiics, Cenwos of Sritain^ 1801- 

1931, and Local Got'emment Statu tics—have so far 

appeared. In many cases the librarian will find himself 

falling back on the long files of the Cumulative 

Book Indext Whitaker’s Cumulative Book Lists and 

Reference Catalogue of Current Literature^ the English 

Catalogue of Books^ and the other normal sources of 

book selection, 

The United States Government, probably the 

largest publisher in the world, issues a Monthly 

Catalog. A guide through the maze of departments 

and sub-departments is provided by A. M. Boyd’s 

United States Government Puilicationsy revised by 

R. E. Kips in 1949. It describes the relationship 

of the departments, and the sort of material each 

publishes. A fair selection of United States govern¬ 

ment publications appears in the Cumulative Book 

Index, and many of Aese which are really of interest 

to the British public are mentioned in the usual 

sources of book selection. 

The United Nations Organisation issues each 

month, through its Department of Public Informa¬ 

tion, Documents Index: United Nations and Special¬ 

ised Agencies Documenu and Publications. It is sold by 
H.M.S.O. 
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SoeuiUj 

Public librari« sIlooM be memben of all institu¬ 

tions carrying ont work bearing on theii specialised 

subjects. Apart from their journals or transactions, 

societies often issue information and ephemeral ma¬ 

terial which is up to date and authontative, and 

some of them sporuor valuable tezt-booht. Sub¬ 

scriptions to American societies are particularly help¬ 

ful because It is not always easy to obtain their 

new publications quickly if they are ordered through 

the normal channels and they often allow favourable 

discounu to membert. 

Sponsortd fuhluations 

A considerable number of scientific and technical 

works are being produced by private Rrmi m addition 

to those published under the authority of societies 

and univenity presses. Many handbocis concerned 

with shop practice and other matters are compiled 

by comp^ent technicians employed by larger organi¬ 

sations, and being officially sponsored by them, are 

often more practical and valuable than the normal 

text-book, which has not to pass so searching a 

test. Others deal with the production and proces¬ 

sing of certain materials, and have outstanding 

value. The librarian should watch for these in the 

routine checks of reviews and announcements in 

periodicals. Some are offered free in regular lists in 

periodicals (in the case of American firms in, for 

instance, Irtm Agg and occasionally it requires 

a carefully worded request to secure a copy; others 
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are offered for sale and advertised in suitable 

perlodical»~tbe book on Fan Engineering Issued 

hy the firm of Woods of Colchester is a good 

example. 

Standard sfeeijicaiians 

One of the most frequent and important types of 

practical enquiry is for copies of standard specifica¬ 

tions and similar ‘^footrole” publications. The 

position with regard to their publication is somewhat 

complicated. 

In Britain a government assisted body, the 

British Standards Institute, issues specifications for 

minimurn standards for nearly every type of pro¬ 

duct and undertaking. Librarians of large libraries 

who take out full subscriptions are supplied with 

all the specifications; their names, listed in the ins¬ 

titute’s Tearhook, show users where a whole series 

can be consulted. Several ofiiclal bodies, such as 

British Railways and some other government con¬ 

trolled undertakings, make their own standards. 

Apart from official issues of this type, specifications 

are printed by private firms for their staffs’ guidance 

when fulfilling contracts, and the librarian should 

be on the watch for any information about such of 

them as deal with subjects in which the library 

specialises. 

In the United States the official body, the National 

Bureau of Standards, is an establishment of the 

Department of Commerce. On request, and in 

accordance with its own programme, it carries out 
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tests in all the sciences except the biological, and 

undertakes research calculated to produce acceptable 

standards of measurement of pressure, velocity, 

electricity, etc,, and to eliminate waste and dupli¬ 

cation in industry. It also acts as a clearing house 

of technical information. Its publications are labora¬ 

tory reports and ruggestion handbooks rather than 

minimum standards in the sense of the British body’s 

publications. In the United States, on the Con¬ 

tinent and in the Dominions, the functions of the 

British body are carried out by private societies 

(such as the American Society for Testing Materials 

and Deutsche! Normenausschuss), private firms, 

and by industries collectively (for instance, Bureau 

de Normes de 1’Automobile). Indian Railways, and 

similar official undertakings, issue their own stan¬ 

dards, many of which are useful in technical libraries 

and should be sought for when there are gaps in 

the information available in the library. A list of 

foreign standard making bodies is issued by the 

British Standards Institute. 

TranslatuHS 

The provision of translations of current foreign 

papers, generally articles in periodicals. Is a matter 

for library co-operation rather than a problem of 

book selection. As soon as important items are 

noticed in foreign journals, research workers in many 

fields want translations of them. In institutions 

and large firms translating is usually done on the 

spot, but students and others will come to the library. 
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In places where an interchange organisation, or some 

similar form of liaison, can be established, the 

loan between members of translations made by 

any one of them will be an important part of the 

service. Copies of translations made further afield, 

or loans if photocopying is not possible, can only 

take place at present through the agency of an 

index kept at the headquarters of ASLIB, which has 

the inevitable disadvantage of many contributory 

indexes that it is about two years behindhand. 

The Department of Scientific and Industrial Re¬ 

search issues a Translaud Contents List of kusHan 

ktricdicoh (duplicated) each month. 

In the United States, indexes are made bf several 

OTganisationi, such as the Ccnsulcanca’ Bureau in 

New York, where the index is only about a year 

behindhand, and arrangements are made for the 

purchase of issues and reprints, Translations of all 

articles listed in Engimfrin^ Indtx can be bought 

from the Engineering Society Library, New York. 

Lists of translations on sale in the field of metal¬ 

lurgy are issued by Henry Brutcher of Aliadena, 

Cal^ornia. The Science Museum Library sells 

photocopies of many translations from Russian 

periodicals. 

The librarian can only be guided in the choice of 

translations by his readers* enquiries and suggestions, 

and will rarely be able to obtain transbtions of very 

recent material (which are usually most in demand) 

except in his own district; but many important 

papers will, of course, be of use even if they are not 
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lieard of until somo suggestion sends him to ASLIB’s 
index. 

Abstracts 

It has abeady been suggested that all technical 

librarians need complete sets of abstracts in certain 

fields. Abstracts can be chosen from the Royal 

Society’s List of Periodicals and Bulletins containing 

Abstracts in Great Britain^ I950> which gives useful 

particulars of the number of abstracts included and 

the extent of the indexing. United States and other 

foreign abstracts may be found by careful search 

through Ubich’s Periodicals DirecUsryj published 

by R, H. Bowker Company, and a joint publication 

of UNESCO and the International Federation for 

Documentation, Index Bibliografhicusi Directory of 

CuTTttii Periodicals^ AhstractSf BibUografhies^ Vol. i, 

Science and Technology (1951). ASLIB is to under¬ 
take a revision of this volume. 

Atomic energy reports 

Nuclear physics is a subject which has proved to 

be of interest and value in many departments of 

research, and the technical librarian will find it 

necessary to be able to tell many types of enquirers 

where such publications 3$ the unclassified and 

declassified reports of the United States Atomic 

Energy Commission may be seen or borrowed. 

Copies are deposited at the Science Library, Science 

Museum, London, and the Science and Commerce 

Library, Sheffield City Libraries, which will lend 
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them on request. The Commission has lately begun 

to send out some reports in the form of microcards, 

which will restrict their use to those places where 

there is a microcard reader. 

The corresponding reports of the Atomic Energy 

Research Establishment can be purchased from 

and may also be borrowed from Sheffield. 

The repona issued by Atomic Energy of Canada 

Limited are also now being received at Sheffield and 

will be lent on request. 

BOOK SBUCTIOM IN THE COMMEECIAL AND TECHNICAL 

LtBKAEY 

N€UJ h^ks 

The special department crested, as it usually is, 

by removing certain lections from an established 

reference library, will already have a sufficiently 

good basic stock to obviate the necessity of making 

prolonged searches in bibliographies. Many of the 

standard lists in the fast devebping fields of science 

and technobgy are now becoming tools of biblio* 

graphical or historical, rather than current, research. 

The librarian in search of ideas for filling apparent 

gaps in his basic stock will, of course, check Sestet- 

mann’s H^orld Bihhograpky oj Bihlioirupkus for lists 

on particular subjects; Bestermann’s headings are 

very specific, but his lists include only separately 

published works. The Wilson Bihliografkic Index 

is up to date and cumulative. Biblbgiaphies of 

special subjects, including perbdical artides and 

privately printed material, are often announced 
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<^uite obscurely and sliould be constantly’ sou^t 

in periodicals, society reports and bulletins, etc. 

Apart from these standard aids to book selection, 

the librarian will do best to concentrate on the 

sources from which he can select new books or new 

editions. 

The book on approval is even more useful to the 

technical than to the general librarian, There are 

booksellers who specialise in acquiring a wide range 

of technical books, including American publications, 

quickly, and such a bookshop should be visited 

regularly and books chosen for careful assessment 

in the library, 

The British I^ational Bihliop^apky, after the ex¬ 

perience of several years, has become a check-list 

pariicnlarly useful to the special librarian. He may 

not use, and indeed may violently disagree with, its 

over-elaborate classification, but he can check par¬ 

ticular sections with an ease and thoroughness he 

could not achieve with the older alphabetical lists. 

Titles dealing with his own preoccupations will be 

under his notice almost immediately after publica¬ 

tion, and those of limited interest issued privately or 

by small publishing houses frequently meet his eye 

in the British National Bibliography before they are 

overwhelmed in the spate of present-day printing. 

The Catalogue of Laois's Mediealj SeimtifU and Tteh- 

nical Libraryy the Department of Scientific and In¬ 

dustrial Research’s Libraries (monthly), the ASLIB 

Bulletin^ and lists such as the New York Public Lib¬ 

rary’s New Technical Books, though too late to use 
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for current buying, are useful la cheddng for 

omissioiu. 

The assesament of new publications, however, is 

largel)* a matter for the experts who review in 

periodicals. The first essential for good technical 

book selection Is to take the right journals, and the 

range of periodicals must be constantly strengthened 

by the double test of use by the public and the 

standing of their reviews. The librarian, who cannot 

be an expert in more than a fraction of the fields he 

covers, must be ready to seek and accept expert 

advice on books wherever and whenever he can, 

He will probably find that about half the periodicals 

he chooses for the department will contain reliable 

reviews, and should check them carefully ai a regular 

routine. 

Industrial and ^tchnical Books fuhlisked 

in tht Vnittd StaUs of Jmmca, TstUr 

in Print with Annotations^ was issued in 2946 by the 

National Research Council's Committee on Biblio« 

graphy of American Scientific and Technical Books; 

it has been kept up to date by a supplement published 

in 1947, by yearly lists in the Lihrary Journal each 

May, and by a supplement to 1952, which has just 

appeared. This excellent source is natnrally affected 

by the usual time lag. The Cumulativs Book Indtx 

and the Bibliography of Tschnical Rsports issued 

monthly by the United States Department of 

Commerce, Office of Technical Services 

Riports)i give more recent information; but the 

advance notices and catalogues of American scientific 
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and technical publishers, such as Elserier, McGraw- 

HUl, PentoQ, Reinhold, Van Nostrand and Wile7, 

the booksellers’ shelves, and the reviews in periodi¬ 

cals, are the best sources for American books. 

Many important United States publications are 

technical reports direct to authorities responsible 

for the research they describe and are often most 

desirable to have but difficult to find. The ‘TB” 

list mentioned above is one source; a valuable 

article by John E- Woolston, American technical 

ReforU and kcw io obtain theirii on the agencies 

through which they can be found and acquired, 

appeared in the yovnial of Documentation for Dec¬ 

ember, 1953. 

In this field it is even less profitable than in others 

to suggest that book selection can be carried out by 

rule. No text-book lore can help the technical 

librarian who, like all special librarians, must find 

his own way about and develop his own flairs. 

Replacements 

The selection of replacements presents some 

problems. It is particularly important in this depart¬ 

ment that all information offered should be the 

latest available; whilst this is an ideal to be striven 

foe in all libraries, in the commercial and technical 

library it is not only 2 basic ideal but one more 

capable of realisation than in the larger and less 

manageable stocb of the general libraries. Neverthe¬ 

less, the cost of books only slightly revised has to be 

pondered; and the librarian must be on his guard 
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against those publishers who only too often issue 

as a new edition a work which has only the most 

trivial alterations. As far as possible, new issues 

of text-books which do not need replacing from the 

purely physical point of view should be seen on 

approval; and when it is decided not to replace, or 

to replace for the commercial and technical library 

only> copies of the older edition should have a slip 

pasted on the title page warning the reader that 

certain passages have been altered in a newer 

edition otherwise unchanged, or giving such other 

information as is appropriate and necessary. 

Dusariing 

Discarding is even more diflicult. When librarians 

talk of the stock being *'up-to-date^* they usually 

mean that the most recent books and mformatvon 

on all subjects are available, but the statement 

should also imply that material which has become 

seriously outmoded is cot in the library. It is much 

more difficult to dbcard books than to add them, 

but discarding is a serious problem which must be 

faced. Arbitrary decisions based on dates and other 

factors which may seem to offer incontrovertible 

arguments In favour of discarding may in some cases 

easily result In the destruction of basic materbl of 

historical value. The issue can be evaded for a time 

by keeping the open shelves current and relegating 

doubtful books to the stack, but the ever expanding 

catalogue will ultimately compel action. The librarian 

is unable to get any help from bibliographies, and 
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if tc very properly questions his own judgment in 
some he should ceruinly seek expert advice. 
It is to be hoped that a time wQl come when 
bibliographers show as much concern with books 
that may do harm by being retained in a library 
as they now exercise in lining those they presume 
will do good. An authoritative ‘‘discarding*’ body 
is becoming an urgent need in days when soentific 
and technical developments are proceeding at a 
breathless pace and readers more and more expect 
to be given suitable boob rather than exercise their 
own judgment in selecting them. Meanwhile, lib¬ 
rarians who are fortunate enough to secure the ser¬ 
vices of a reliable expert in dealing with a whole 
class, would help their colleagues by circulating 
copies of his recommendations, as was done by one 
librarian who published a comprehensive list of 
additions and discards on accountancy, a subject 
much changed by the 1948 Companies Act. 

Pfiriodicals 

The choice of periodicals is even more dependent 
on local needs than the selection of boob, for though, 
in the main, the same range of interests has to be 
covered, the number which can be provided out 
of the many thousands available is so small that 
selection is a matter of some difficulty. On the other 
haryi, errors are not so costly; it is easy to test ch^ 
value by use and equally simple to replace them 
by others if they fail the test. 

Every library should have the standard journals 
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of the professions represented In the book stock if 

there are sufficient practitioners in the town to justify 

their provision, e.g, the various branches of account¬ 

ancy, medicine, etc. Some magazines of recognised 

importance—Economist, Natitfg, SuHst—should also 

be taken. The bulk of the holdings will consist of 

trade and scientific and technical journals. 

Many long established and authoritative ones will 

be knovm to the librarian—in fact, they will probably 

be stocked before the special library is formed—and 

others can be chosen from such sources as Willing's 

Press Guid^i the World List of Scientific Periodicals, 

Ulrich's Periodical Directory, and List of Holdings of 

Scientific and Technical Periodicals, published by the 

Department of Scientific and Industrial Research. 

It is always advisable to see one or more copies 

before making a decision. When his choice moves 

into highly specialised fields, the librarian should 

seek advice from research workers and such learned 

bodies as are accessible to him, particularly in selec¬ 

ting journals in foreign languages. 

The periodical holdings are rarely static because, 

now that publishing them has become a rather 

hazardous business, many die and new ones con¬ 

stantly appear. They should be regularly checked 

to ensure that the selection does not lag behind 

events such as the founding of new industries or the 

success of an invention, both of which usually 

stimulate the production of new journals. Even 

long established ones need attention, for their 

(quality fluctuates mysteriously, probably reflecting 
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editoikl changes. Though the possession of a long 

file maj make the librarian reluctant to change, he 

must not hesitate to replace any which have ceased 

to have relevance to current needs. When showing 

signs of journalistic decrepitude, they should be 

taken oS the public racks for a time to test readers* 

reactions before they are discontinued. 

The department should not be allowed to become 

a dumping place for unworthy publications given 

away by some publishers and propagandist organisa¬ 

tions. A rigid check on the quality of gifts should be 

maintained. Di^erent standards would, of course, 

apply to the magazines issued by banks and chambers 

of commerce, or local works journals and those of 

well-known firms which have acquired a reputation 

for the excellence of their technical articles, such as 

Progress (the magazine of Unilever). 

Navspajiers 

The only newspapers the commercial library 

will generally stock are those concerned wholly 

with finance and shipping and certain trade and 

industrial supplements of the more important news¬ 

papers. The Financial Times and the Suck EseckoTige 

Daily Official List (London) should find a place, 

together with any local stock exchange publication. 

One of the largest and most successful commercial 

libraries in a city with extensive American connec¬ 

tions provides the Flew York Commercial and Ftnan- 

dal Chronicle and the Toronto Financial Post. This 

library also displays the commercial, financial, ship- 
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ping and adTertbetnent pages oi TimtSf Man^ 

cfujter Guardian and Liverpool Post. Seaport towna 

miist hayt Lloyds List and Shipping Gazitu and 

miy also find tlie Journal of Cmimrce (Liverpool) 

helpful. 
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PATENTS AND TRADE MARKS 

PATENTS 

United Kingdom patent specifications and abridg¬ 

ments) and tbe name and subject indexes and other 

records, are supplied as published by the Patent 

Office to the public libraries of Belfast, Birmingham, 

Bolton, Bradford, Bristol, Cardiff, Glasgow, Halifax, 

Huddersfield, Hull, Keighley, Leeds, Leicester, 

Liverpool, Manchester, Newcastle-upon-Tyne (kept 

for the last sixteen years only), Nottingham, Preston 

and Sheffield. London is served by the Patent 

Office Library and the Science Museum library, 

and Edinburgh by the Royal Scottish Museum. 

The annual output of specifications is about 20,000. 

United States patent specifications, which reach 

a total of some 40,000 a year, are provided by the 

Patent Office at the public libraries of certain 

industrial centres as well as at the Patent 'Office 

Library itself. Some libraries also stock the patent 

publications of other foreign countries, but the 

United States issues are by far the most important 

to British industry. A list of the holdings of foreign 

patent records is given at pages 182-188. 

Industrialists must have ready access to patent 
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specifications relating to their own interests and to 

parallel lines of invention. Some of the larger firms 

build up their own collections and employ special 

staff to deal with them; others rely on Chartered 

Patent Agents to select and supply specifications 

and to notify them of developments likely to be of 

interest. In any case, however, the deposit public 

libraries are frequency called into service even by 

firms with excellent patents departments of their 

own, and smaller businesses use them extensively. 

In some deposit libraries the patent library is a 

separate unit, but the majority find it possible to 

deal with enquiries through the commercial and 

technical library. Before the war, when the publica¬ 

tions of the Patent Office were up to date, it was 

comparatively easy for an intelligent assistant to 

help readers to use them. Unfortunately, staffing 

and printing difficulties in the Patent Office during 

the war years and since have left gaps in the issues 

of abridgments and indexes, and as the classification 

has alio been frequently adjusted to include new 

subjects, the task of searching is now one of consider¬ 

able complexity. It is advisable, therefore, to detail 

two assistants whose duties overbp to study and 

master the procedure of search so that an adequate 

public service can be given. 

During the past decade, the use of the patents 

collections has decreased in many of the deposit 

libraries. There are two main reasons for it. Because 

of the war-time deficiencies in the issue of patent 

publications, it is almost impossible to make a 
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conclusiTe search in proTindai Ubnnes alone, and 

jnan7 firms whidi formerly relied on their own 

staffs to keep abreast of patent literature through 

them have been compelled to employ agents who 

can use the detailed records of the Patent Office 

Library. Secondly, the free-lance inventors who 

formerly made their own searches in public libraries 

are not now so numerous. Many patents are the 

products of systematised research and eicperiment 

in the laboratories and workshops of the Urge 

Indus trial combines, and the processes which ulti¬ 

mately lead to their acceptance are carried out by 

patent agents or the London staffs of the firms 

concerned. 

A detailed statement of the present patent position 

can hardly be given here, but the following summary 

may be helpful. The reader is referred to three in¬ 

formative papers in ASLIB Proeeeiin^s: Bennett, 

E. M. Sfarching clastijui faunt ZftciJicAtvms (Vol. 

4> PP* D^rison, G. H. Tacts conctming 
PaUnts offartievlar inUrert to Industrial Librarians 

and Injormation Offietrs (Vol. 5, pp. xoi-xio]; and 

Mathys, H. R. Taunts as a source of Information 

(Vol. 4, pp. ^4). 

The Official Journal published weekly, 

gives current infonnation on applications, amend¬ 

ments, complete specifications accepted and patents 

sealed and kept in force by payment of annual fees. 

It also includes a subject matter index of the 

complete specifications listed in the issue and a 

group allotment index of abridgments shortly to be 
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publl^ed, as well a other information on patents 

and registered designs. A Gr^uf AUotmeni Index 

is published for each series of 20,000 numbers. 

Another regular ^earlf publication is the List of 

Patents in Foree. 

An annua] Index to Names I0/ Afflicants in con~ 

metion with Complete Speeifieotions was issued up to 

1930, after which date each Tolnme covers a group 

of 20,000 numbers. The last volume, dated 1952, 

includes specifications 540,001-560,000, which were 

published in 1944. A search in a deposit library 

by name of patentee involves the use of the annual 

i^ez, followed by a tedious and time wasting 

examination of the lists in the weekly OJieiaJJournalt 

but for those who are able to visit the Patent Office 

Library a series of annual name indexes of applicants 

is maintamed on cards for the current years. There 

are also card indexes of accepted patents under the 

name of the patentee for the period not covered by 

printed name indexes. 

The AbridimmU are abstracts of specifications 

and are intended to proride an easy way for searchers 

to examine nomben of patents without the labour 

of reading through the full and sometimes long 

and detailed specifications. After 1931 (specification 

No. 340,001) they were issued m 40 subject groups, 

and in 1949 (specification No. 600,00x) the number 

increased to 44. This system of grouping is designed 

to enable those interested in particular subjects to 

confine their studies to them and to related subjects; 

by purchasing the relevant group volumes, they 
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have at hand a convenient bTie£eT record of all 

patents they may require. The abridgments are 

complete to specification 500,000, issued in 1939* 

Publication ceased at the outbreak of war, and 

began again at 560,001 when hostilities ceased. 

Since then, numbers 500,001 to 520,000 have been 

issued, and the first sheets of the remaining gaps 

have begun to appear at the time of writing. 

Current abridgments are in sections for binding 

and an index is also supplied, after some delay, 

when a volume is complete. There is always a time 

lag between the publication of the specifications 

and the abridgments. 

The majority of enquiries received are for patents 

dealing with particular subjects. In trying to satisfy 

them the librarian will find it necessary to study 

with care the various indexes which have been issued 

from time to time. It is of course obvious that 

an expanding notation had to be devised to pro¬ 

vide a symbol for each specific subject, precisely 

as is done in the various editions of a library classifica¬ 

tion to keep pace with the growth of knowledge, 

but the searcher struggling throu^ the many 

changes and adaptations wldch have been found 

necessary may perhaps be forgiven for wishing that 

it had been possible to devise at the outset a scheme 

flexible enough to allow consistency of treatment. 

It is probable that the staff of the Patent Office, 

faced with an expanding range of subjects of in¬ 

vention which must be fitted into a limited frame¬ 

work designed for a simpler age, share that view. 
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As the use of the sabject indexes is explsined in 

detail in Mr. Bennett's article referred to above, 

it is not necessary to attempt to give a foil descrip* 

tion of the processes of subject search here. It U 

sufficient to point out that under the present 

system a symbol, comprising a class number and a 

press mark, is provided for each specihc subject. 

The clas^cation symbol for the subject required 

can be found by using the various printed indexes, 

but as these cover a considerable period, during 

which several changes were made in the classlfica* 
tion, it ii not sufficient to find a reference in one of 
them; all those issued over the period of search 

must be examined before the searcher can be certain 

that he has found the correct symbol. The next 

step is to examine the appropriate group abridgment 

volumes, each of which is indexed, to find details 

of the actual specifications required. In searching 

for specifications for which the abridgments have 

not yet appeared, the enquirer can use either the 

manuscript subject iirdexes In the Patent Office 

Library, or the microfilm of them now held by many 

deposit libraries. The Patent Office Library is now 

bridgiog the gap between the publication of the 

full specification and the inclusion of the corres¬ 

ponding abridgment in its group by providing a 

classified set ot full specifications, using the class 

marks printed on the specification and providing 

addirional copies, where necessary, to cover more 

than one class. 
Ocher pnblicatioDS available at the deposit libraries 
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are the Annual Rtf on of tfu ComftroUer-Gen^al^ 

and the Reports of Patenty Desigfty Trade Mark and 

other cases. This is published monthly, and there is 

an annual index of cases which also contains digests 

of them. The librarian should have on «ock for 

distribution to readers copies of the following 

pamphlets: Instructions U AfflieanUfor Patents; In- 

strvctions as to the preparation of Specification Dtau/^ 

ings; and Instructions to persons who wish to regisUr 

Designs; all of which can be obtained on request 

from the Patent Office. 

Photo-copying of foreign and out of print United 

Kingdom specifications is done at reasonable prices 

at the Patent Office which is well equipped to carry 

out this work on an extensive scale. 

The unsatisfactory position in which the provincial 

patent searcher now finds himself has recently 

received most careful consideration at the Patent 

Office. A welcome rigidity in the subject indexing 

has been introduced by printing the class number 

and press mark on each published specification. It 

has now been decided to simplify the procedure of 

search by adopting the Powers-Samas punched 

card method, which has been successfully used in 

the United States Patent Office. Under tWs system, 

which will operate from the ist February, 1954, m 

Classes 40 (7) Radio navigation, radio location and 

radio aerials and 40 (8) Electric impedance networb, 

the searcher must select the classification marks 

of the specifications he requires from the current 

Classification Key. At a charge of los 6d per class!- 
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ficaiioD mark, a File List of nximbcrs of all specifica¬ 

tions covered bjr it for tlie last 50 years and current 

CO within a week of the date of the searcher's 

application will he supplied. Having obtained the 

numbers, he can then consult the specifications 

either at the Patent Office Library or at the nearest 

deposit library. To minimise the enormous wear and 

tear on the millions of cards by frequent sorting of 

them by mechanical speed processes, sorting will be 

carried out in subject groups. 

The adoption of this system will be greeted with 

relief by the librarians of the deposit libraries. When 

it is fully in operation some time hence (for the 

preparation of the carda is obviously a job of some 

magnitude) the libraries* staffs will be relieved of 

the laborious and often frustrating task of helping 

' searchers. It is possible, too, that an increaied use 

of the patent collections will result without added 

itiain on those who administer them. 

Methods of filing patent records vary. In some 

libraries, the specifications are bound in volumes. 

Though this bis the undoubted advantage of 

reducing the risk of misplacement, a reader con¬ 

sulting a brge number of specifications has to handle 

many heavy, bound volumes, a disability shared by 

the staff, who must replace as well as pT<^uce them. 

Moreover, with costs at their present level, the 

annual charge for binding 20,000 specifications is 

considerable. In other Ubranes, the spedfications 

are filed loose in boxes, into which th^ should be 

packed fairly tightly to prevent sagpng. Perhaps 
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the mo$t coTiTenient method is to use board folders 

with a cloth spine and with the ends secured hj 

tapes to pievcni the contents from slipping out of 

the folder. A suitable size of folder is one that will 

carry about loo specifications. In the loose filing 

methods, only the actual specifications need be 

brought to the reader, but the utmost care must be 

taken in replacing them, for a misplaced specifica¬ 

tion is a lost one among the great number in stock. 

It will probably be found necessary to bind all the 

other United Kingdom patent publications in 

libraries where they are weU used. 

A similar method can be used for the United 

States specifications, whose numbers provide a serious 

problem for the librarian with limited stack accom¬ 

modation. The recent issues are most commonly 

used, and if the earlier ones are rarely or never 

asked for, the librarian may deem it desirable to 

discard them when necessary. They are indexed 

under name and subject in the Index of Patenu 

ijsued from the Uniud StAUe PaUni Ojice^ which is 

published weekly and reissued in annual volumes. 

Other foreign speciAcatbns, apart from the German, 

are generally so little used that there appears to be 

no sound reason why deposit libraries should 

duplicate collections already in existence, provided 

that the friendly collaboration which is so marked a 

feature of modern librarianship is extended to the 

interchange of foreign patent publications. More¬ 

over, it is reasonable to suggest that the few readers 

who have need to inspect this material should do 
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40 at the Patent Office Library, where by far the most 

ertensire range of fordgn patent publications is 

on stock. It is, of course, a rule that United Kingdom 

patent specifications must always be available in 

the deposit libraries and their loan is therefore 

not possible. 

Many journals regularly print abstracts of selected 

United Kingdom and foreign patents; Chemical 

Abstracts (published bp the American Chemical 

Society) and British Abstrofts (now superseded by 

separate series on much the same lines) are well* 

known examples. Though of little use to patent 

searchers, they provide a quick and easy way of 

keeping i check on patents relatmg to subjects of 

research, and are l^pful in the preparation of 

scientific and technical bibliographies. Finns which 

check patenu as published will be helped by PaUnU 

Abstracts Joitnudy now being produced by the Tech¬ 

nical Information Company if Liverpool. The jour¬ 

nal provides a remarkably quick and efficient service 

by priotmg abstracts of all British patents recently 

published, and is divided into three groups—General 

and Mechanical; Chemical; and Electrical. 

Holdings of Coounouweslch and Fordgu Pateoti Publica- 
tsota in libraries in the United Kingdom 

PATENT OFFICE LIBRARY 

Patent specifications 
These are received from the following countries:— 
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Aostralia, Austria^ Belgium (full (pecificetioDi dace 1949 

only)} Bermuda, Canada (full apecificatioas dnce 1949 only), 

Cicchodovalda (now incgulaxly), Denmark, Eire, Finlaai 

France, Geiroany, Hungary, India, Italy, Netherlanda, 

Norway, Poland, Sweden, Switzerland, Trinidad, United 

State*. 

'Hiere are certain gaps in the above collections owing to 

the war, but in the main they are very representative. 

Abtidgmenta 

Official Journals containing abridgments:— 

Australia The Australian Official Journal of Patents, 

Trade Marb and Deugos 

Belgium Recueil des Brevets dTnventiott 

Canada The Canadian Patent Office Record 

Eire Official Journal of Commercial and In¬ 

dustrial Property 

Ficdand Scomen Patentllehti 

Germany Das Fateotblatt (Abridgments to 194$ 

only) 

India Abridgments of Specification! 

Japan Patent Gazette 

Meaco Gaceta de la Propiedad Industrial 

New Zealand Patent Office Journal 

Norway Norilc Tideode for det Industrielle 

Rettsvern 

Poland ^admosci Patent owego 

Spain Boletin Official de la Propiedad Industrial 

Sweden Svensk Tidskrift f6r Industrlellt Rat tskydd 

U.S.S.R. Bulletin of the State Bureau for tbe 

Re^stratlon of Inventions (To No. it 

of 1949 only) 

Official Gazette of the XJ-S- Patent Office 
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?UBUC LIBRARIES 

AUmiALU 

patent spedficstipw 

Binni^im, Glasgow and Mandioner, 1904 to date. 

Official Jovnal of Facenu (contalnic^ abndgmeats) 

Birtninghain, 1905 to date^ Glasgow, 1907 to datej 

Mancbesttf, 1904 to date. 

QOtlHILAXO 

Patents (abridgments) 

Mancheater, x66o to 1B85. 

VICTOUA 

Patent apedfications 

Mancheater, 1854 to 1888. 

Patents and Patenteca. Indew* (eontaining abridgments) 

Manchester, 1873 to 1891. 

wxsTUK AUfruatA 

Supplement to Government Gatette (containing lists 

of complete tped6cauons accepted, etc.) 

Manchester, 18^ to 1906. 

CAHAna 

Patent Office Record (containing abridgments) 

Belfast, 1943 to date; Birmin^am, 1873 to date; 

Bolton, 1931 to date; Bristol, 1938 to date; Glugow, 

1879 TO date; Hnl), 1940 tO date; Leeds, 1928 to date; 

Manchester, 1873 to date; Nottin^iam, 1947 to date; 

Sheffield, 1950 to date. 

Patents of Caiuda 

Manchester, one volome containing brief descripticns 

of apedfications from 1824 to 1849. 
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BUS 

Patent specificatioiu 

Belfast, Birsu£|ham, Glasgow and MancKester, 1927-8 
to date. 

OfBcial Joamal of Industrial and Coamsrdal Fropercf 

(containiog abridgments and Trade Marks) 

Belfast, Birmingham, Glasgow and Manchester, 1928 

to date. 

OBKMANT 

Leeds holds the following:— 

Patentschriften 

Pre-war spedficarions 80974 (*^9^)—678,143 (Angust, 

*939)' 

War time specifications- On request the Patent Office 

has agreed to fnnush Leeds free of charge with 

photo-copies of anp German War-time specifica¬ 

tions held in London. In addition to this a number 

of these War-time specifications! publication of 

which had been dela)'ed, are now being issued 

each week by the German Patent Office. They are 

in the range 680,000 to 767,000 and In September, 

1953 totalled some 5,000. 

Post-war specifications 800,001 onwards. 

Indexes 

The following four items are general iodezes not 

confined to any one year:— 

Nummemliste der deutschen Patentschriften mit 

Angabe der IClasse, Unterklasse u&d Grappe. 1934. 

(Numerical list of patents ^ving allocations into 

classes, sub-dasses and groups, from Specification 

No. I to 567, 340, December, 1932. A rimilar 
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vceUj list has be«a recaved vnth the first post-war 

spedficitiooi.) 

Gmppenliite der deotschen Patentschriften mit 

Afigabe der to jeder Elaue, Unterklasse, uad 

Groppe gehSreadeQ NiuniaerQ. 1934. 

(lift of tpedfiatioaf arranged tuder clauea and 

groups, from Spedficatioo No. 1 to 567,549, 

December, 1939O 

Later editiofii of the above two indexes have been 

published, but were out of print when the delivery 

of German tpedficatioiu began again in 1953. 

Stichwbrterveradehnii. Alphabetuche Zusanunen- 

steUnog teehnischer GegenatSnde mit Aogabe der 

dangehdnges FatantUaasen, Grappen und Unter- 

gmppaa. 1951. 

(Subject index to the patent elaanfication.) 

Oroppendotcaluag der PatentUaiaeo. 1949. 

(lilt of patent elaises and groups.) 

Annual Index. 

Verxeichnis det rota Rdchspatentamt im Jahre[i937] 

erteilten Patente... 1896-1957, 1949, 1943, and to 

date, as published. 

Abichtutt 1(1) Kach den Kommem geordnete 

Uberacht... 

(Numencal list giving allocation 

Co classes, etc., elso acceptance and 

issning dates.) 

(b) Nach den Ahtenadcheo geordnete 

Uberaicbt... 

(Kumetical list arranged ooder 

**applicatiop, or proviazonal, ooni- 

ben*' and giving allocations to 

classes, etc. and final patent num- 
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bers, This “Part B” first appeared 

ia the aaQual index for 1916.) 

2 Nach Patentklassen geordnete 

Uberccht... 

(List of patents arran^d bp 

classes.) 

3 NameaverzeicKois der Pateatin* 

haber. 

(Index of patentees.) 

4 Ven^cbnia der in die PatentroUe 

eiagetragenen and am i MKrz 

[193S] ooch nicht gel5scht<n 

Pat cate. 

(lilt of patents in force.) 

Sections i(a) and s ^ these annual indexes 

supplement the first two of the general indexes, 

the Nummemliste and the Gruppeidiste men* 

tioned above. 

Patentblatt und AuszUge aoi den Patentschriften 

Glasgow, 1926 to 1939; Leeds, 1950 to date. 

HIW ZKALAND 

Patent Office Journal (containing abridgments) 

Birmingham, I9iz to date; Glasgow, 1914 to 1939; 

Manchester, 2914 to date. 

SOOTH AniCA 

Ofiidal Journal of Patents, Trade Marb, Deaigna and 

Copyright 

Manchester, 1948 to date. 
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CtirmC TTATH 

PauDt spedBcsdogs 

BiimmgbaQiy last 50 jtus; Gin^oWt Leeds, aod Man* 

Chester, 1893 to date; Sheffield, last ij Tears. 

Plant spedficaoopa 

Btrsmtkfham, Glasgow, Leeds, Manchester and 

Sheffield, 1931 to date. 

Index of Patents issoed from the United State* Patent 

Office 

Files for Tarriog pesiods are held hr the above libraries. 

Annoal Report of the Commissioner of Patents 

Manchester, 1865 to i$7i, 187610 1919. 

Official Gatetie (coetaining abridgments) 

Blnniogham, 187a to date; Glasgow, 1929 to 1951; 

Leeds, 1872 to date; Manchester, 18B0 to date. 

General Index of the Official Gazette and monthlT 

volumes of Patents of the United States Patent 
Office 

Manchester, 187210 1875. 

Liverpool has holdings of patent poblicarions of Aastnlia, 

Canada, Eire, New 2^nland and the United States, bnt 

sun7 of the files were destrored bj eoeniT action and have 

not Tec been complecdT replaced. 

TftADK MAXES 

A Trade Mark is a distincore srmbol—a word, 

usQillT a fancifoi or ioTented one, or a design, or a 

combination of both—nsed bp a manufacturer or 

trader in relation to his goods for the purpose of 

distinguishing them from the aimilaT goods of other 
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matiMfacturers or traders. TJie act of registration 

of a trade mark entitles the owner of the mark to 

bring an action for infringement against anyone 

using the same or a similar mark in relation to the same 

goods. Application for registration should be made 

to the Registrar at the Patent Office. Alternatwelf, 

in the case of te^ctile marks, applications may be sent 

to the Manchester Branch of the Trade Marks 

Registry; or, in the case of marks for metal goods, 

to the Cutlers’ Company, Sheffield, if the applicant 

is carrying on business in Hallamshire or within 

sis miles thereof. Registration lasts for seven years, 

and can be renewed for further periods of fourteen 

years by payment of the requisite fee- A pamphlet 

entitled Instructions to persons who tcish to register 

Trade Marks is issued by the Patent Office for free 

distribution to intending applicants. It describes, 

clearly and briefly, the whole procedure of applica¬ 

tion for and registration of trade marks, and 

librarians should keep a small stock for the use of 

intending applicants. 

Art accepted mark is advertised in the Trade 

Marks Journal, first published in 1876 and issued 

weekly to all patent deposit libraries. It has an index 

of names of applicants. 
The help the commercial and technical librarian 

can give to an intending applicant for the registra¬ 

tion of a trade mark is somewhat limited. He should, 

of course, give him a copy of the above mentioned 

pamphlet, and show him the two following Patent 

Office publicatbns, from which he can find out 
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how application forms ho most submit: List 

9f Goods in eatk ef the tlassts of t}u SuhstiiuUd 

ClassifitAtion of Goods and Mfhabtiieal Indtx to tks 

SuhstituUd Cldssijuotion of Goods^ botE published in 

1938 in conneaion with the Trade Marks Act of 

that year. The enquirer may also find it useful 

to see examples of already adrertised marb in the 

^fAdt Journal. 

It is obrioualy impossible for the Patent Office 

to print an index of registered marb on the detailed 

lines of those published for patents. On application, 

the Registrar will cause a check to be made whether 

a mark submitted is on record. If the enquirer 

wishes, he may himself undertake a search among the 

classified representatsoos and indexes of trade marks 

in the Patent Office. Similar searches can also be 

made for marb for textile goods at Manchester. All 

these searches are made subject to a fee. 

The usual library enquiry is “What firm uses a 

certain trade markr* Sereral sources help the 

librarian to answer this question. Some directories 

provide alphabetical lists of trade names, and these 

are probably the most useful; lists of marb are also 

given in certain journals, such as Paint, OU and Col¬ 

our Jounaii Food Proctssin^, Patkaging and Marigi~ 

ingi Mtn*s Wear, etc. These are particularly valuable 

for tracing recently published marb. In addition, 

certain journals publish annual supplements or year 

boob, which include lists of trade marb and names 

^for example: Decorator Trade Reference Book and 

Diarys Cabinet Maker Tear Book and Buyers' Guide; 
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Jr&nmtmgfr Dirtctory of Branded Hardwarei Mach~ 

iiury Market Tear Booky etc. Sometimes periodicals 

publish full lists runuing through several issues. Iron 

Agi (American) published io,oco trade names, an 

alphabetical list spread over ta months’ weekly 

parts; Chemical Engineering (American) publishes 

a list in the December copy each year; and Welding 

issued a special list of trade names for welding 

equipment in the September, 1949 number. Other 

useful sources are published by the National Trade 

Press and Heywood’s, such as Fconoear: Directory of 

Trade Marks and Trade Namesi Watchmaker^ Jewel’ 

let and Silvermiih: Directory of Trade iVam#/ and 

Punch Marks; Furnishing Show Book and Directory of 

Trade blames; and Fashions and Fabrics: Bra^d 

Merchandise and Trade Marks Directory. Another 

new publication, which will probably increase in 

value as the number of subscribers grows, is the 

Directory issued by the Trade Marks Directory Ser¬ 

vice. 

It is advisable to record in the directory index the 

fact that a directory includes a list of trade marks. 

If many enquiries are received, it may be considered 

worth while to compile a card index of marks listed 

in other publications which are not so well known as 

sources of mformation. As in other indexes made by 

the librarian, the labour involved in its compilation 

should be measured against the time taken to satisfy 

enquiieri without it. 



CHAPTER Til 

ORGANISATION AND 

ADMINISTRATION 

Maht of the admmUtradve methods of the com¬ 

mercial and technical library, particnbriy those 

affecting the public service, must conform in the 

main to the general or^nisation of the composite 

library system of which tt is a part. Other services 

are peculiar to the department and are dealt with 

in some detail in this chapter, but some of the 

general methods also justify special treatment. 

9T )6XKt f^ertnce and horn reading library 

If the building is suitable the question may arise 

whether the American practice of mabing it a joint 

reference and home reading library should be fol¬ 

lowed. 
At first sight there appear to he certain advan¬ 

tages in adopting such a conne. The librarian’s 

experience in administering a library comprising 

compaxitively few subjects, wluch makes his book 

selection and his advisory service to readers highly 

competent, could be ofiered to a much larger pub¬ 

lic; home reading borrowen would see wider ranges 

of books and periodicals; and the concentration of 

the stock in one department would increase their 
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chances of obtaining the boohs they want. Though 

expenditure on boohs would increase at first because 

much duplication would be necessary, in later years 

it would probably be less than before the union. 

The librarian contemplating this step would have 

to decide whether to transfer from the lending 

library all the books on the subjects covered or only 

those of advanced standard. In the former case, the 

increased use of the library by “popular” readers— 

whose heaviest borrowings would coincide with the 

infiux of readers of periodicals on Fridays and 

Saturdays (when most journals appear)—‘might well 

make serious study impossible. If only advanced 

bocks were stocked, and the more elementary books 

still remained in the lending library, readers in both 

departments would be inconvenienced, since the 

advanced reader sometimes wishes to clarify a point 

in a less erudite work and vice versa. 

In a joint library books must be dmded into 

“no-loan” and home reading—for a basic stock of 

purely reference and standard books must always 

be at hand—and arguments will inevitably arise 

when disappointed borrowers demand to know why 

all of them cannot be lent. Some users of the science 

and technology library are becoming more and more 

unwilling to work in a library, and many are quite 

ready to complain that the only time they can 

study even such books as Thorpe’s Dictionary of 

Afflied Chimistry or Kempe’s En^tuers* Tear Book 

is in the evenings by their own firesides, Though 

such readers have an undoubted nuisance value, 
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their ccunplaints in a large new technical library 
where only adranced bo<^ are provided are not 
considered to be serious enough to call into 
question the wisdom of using the library for both 
purposes. 

l^e librarian*! decirion wOi also depend on the 
way the library has devebped. If it has hitherto 
provided a normal reference service and has few 
active industrial and research connections, the 
change might well be successful. If, on the other 
hand, it is already an extremely busy library with a 
firm place in the city*s business and industrial life, 
dealing each year with thousands of enquiries and 
undertaking searches for research purposes, the 
advent of a home readmg public would react un¬ 
favourably on its work. Some of the staffs time, 
now devoted to special work with readers, would 

be diverted to the mechanics of issue. 
The fact that American libraries run such joint 

libraries successfully is not wholly relevant. The 
comparative use of public libraries is much less there 
than in Britain; their readers are used to depart* 
mental libraries; and their more generous finances 
allow them Co provide boob on a scale beyond the 
reach of all but the most prosperous public libraries 
in this country. 

If a jomt reference and home readmg library is 
established, it may become necessary, in certam 
circumstances, to provide a students’ room for 
advanced work, with easy access to the boob and 
periodicals. 
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Degree of independence 

One of tke earliest administrative decisions which 

will have to be made is the amount of independ¬ 

ence to be allowed to the librarian, The selection of 

booJra and periodicals is highly specialised; the staff’s 

contacts with the public hy correspondence and hy 

telephone are generally more numerous and urgent 

than in other departments; and the nature of the 

service involves frequent changes in organisation, 

The librarian ma7 claim with some justice that no 

one but he is fuDy conversant with readers* needs 

and that interference with his work may be 

unjustified and unhelpful. On the other hand, 

the chief librarian must have means of satisfying 

himself that the department is working properly, 

even though its librarian Is known to be competent 

and industrious. The reconciliation of these points 

of view is a matter of some judgment and delicacy, 

for much depends on the right decision being 

made. 

To some extent the final choice must be affected 

by the general organisation in operation throughout 

the system and the amount of departmental freedom 

it allows. For example, the chief librarian must keep 

a check on expenditure on boob even when there 

is a fixed allocation of funds to the different libraries. 

Moreover, he must try to prevent the growth of 

excessive departmentalism, and the jeabusies, mis- 

understandmgs and deliberate obstruction which 

sometimes arise from it, by ensuring that a too 

enthusiastic librarian does not encroach on his 
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coUeagaes* work extending his book stock into 

subjects aJlotted to them. AH new book purchases 

should therefore be subject to central approval, but 

the chief will be well advised if be interferes 0DI7 

rarely with the librarian’s recommendations and 

then whh very good cause. Discardh^ and replace¬ 

ment should be left to within a framework of 

agreed principles. 

Once the basic methods have been laid down, 

the commercial technical librarian should be 

given a reasonably free hand in general administra¬ 

tion provided that he submits to higher authority 

proposed changes affecting systems in common use. 

The techniques of public service should not differ 

in the various branches of the reference library; 

classification and cataloguir^, for example, should be 

closely co-ordinated. B^ond fh^ experiments in 

detailed methods should be encouraged. It may 

sometimes lead to irritating reversals of administra- 

twe detail when several librarians successive^ hold 

the post, but the chief librarian should bear with 

patience the natural derire of each to prove how 

much better his ideas are than those of his pre¬ 

decessors. 

personal contacts play so large a part in successful 

administration that ^e librarian and his staff 

should be helped in every way to make and maintain 

them. It is a good plan to arrange for a new librarian 

to visit the consuls and other officials of foreign 

governments and the more important firms where he 

can make the acquaintance of thdi librarians, 
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iniormation officers and research woriers. The chief 

librarian should never interpose himself between 

the staff and readers; indeed, wherever possible 

he should add to the librarian's prestige by inviting 

him to make decisions in the course of his contacts 

with important users of the library without invoking 

higher authority. A petty minded chief officer, 

jealous of his own prerogatives, can be a very severe 

handicap to an enterprising commercial and tech¬ 

nical librarian; a wise and competent chief will 

allow him as much freedom as possible and judge 

his work by results. 

Comsp(mdinct 

There is much to be said for giving the librarian 

authority to correspond directly with his clients on 

departmental notqjaper canying his name. In a 

large library system the cliief librarian most work 

on the general principle of departmental respon¬ 

sibility and allow the bulk of the correspondence 

to go direct to and from the various libraries, merely 

reserving to himself the right to sign personally 

letters of particular significance or importance; and 

this can only be done by making the heads respon¬ 

sible for deciding which outgoing letters to submit 

to him. On the other hand, incoming correspondence 

provides the chief librarian with one of his few simple 

and regular means of keeping in touch with the work 

of the system. He will not be interested in purely 

repetitive routine letters, but he may find it profit¬ 

able to arrange for copies of non-routine outgoing 
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conapondence not signed hy Iiim to be submitted 

the iollowing da^, so that he can keep himself current 

with the department’s main activities and be able to 

deal more or leas adequately with those telephone 

enquirers who mistakenly assume that he has the 

details of every branch of the service at his finger 

tips. 

There is unlikely to be sufficient departmental 

correspondence to jnstify the appointment of a 

secretarial assistant, though it is not unknown for 

the librarian, in the course of his empire building, 

to ask for one. Like his senior colleagues, he will be 

able to call on the suS of the secretarial and typing 

pool for dictation. A good deal of copy typing is 

required, but the smaller jobs can usually be done 

by the staff themsehes. A library assistant should 

be expected to be able to perform creditably on the 

typewriter; it la often uneconomic to write copy 

which latex must be ^ped. 

All correspondence ^ould be filed with the 

general library correspondoice, where it can be 

uniformly classed and indexed by the filing assistant. 

None of these considerations applies to the 

separate commercial library in the business quarter, 

which must be largely self-contained in these 

tDatters. 

Stafi training and routine 

The commercia] and technical library must have 

a staff fully competent in library technique, and able 

and willing to give a high standard of personal 
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service. The^ must be supported by an organisation 

which has been carefully and int^gently planned 

to serve two purposes: to make it easy for the reader 

to obtain the information he wants, and to provide 

a framework of method by means of which the staff 

can carry out their duties efficiently, and add to their 

personal and professional competence while doing so. 

This last point is important. It has already been 

stressed in chapter four and some practical suggest 

tions are added here, Few people in any walk of 

life are naturally endowed with the habits of mind 

and action needed for the successful administration 

of an institution so much concerned with minutis 

as a library. They must be trained to acquire them, 

and the only way to do this is to plan the organisa¬ 

tion so that they are developed by practice, and 

encouraged by supervision. Work requiring accuracy 

and observation should be checked either by ex¬ 

amining sections of the work done or by evolving 

systems in routine processes by means of which the 

assistant can prove his own results. In certain 

duties carried out by more than one assistant as, 

for example, the receipt of current periodicals, 

the records should carry the initials or mark of the 

person checking the entry so that those who make 

mistakes can be identified; for the same reason 

other work should be allotted as a fixed duty to 

certain assistants, Systems of basic check, such as 

reverting to the original record in processes of 

repetitive copying, will reduce the possibility of 

error. There are many other ways of ensuring that 
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a8$iscaQt9''-<xcept tlie small oumlMr wKo never 

be taught these things and will always be incom-' 

petent librarians—reach high standart^ of efficiency 

in even the dreariest routine methods. 

Some librarians may feel that the importance of 

accuracy in the performance of regular duties in a 

research and information library can be oveTStressed. 

They may repeat the common argument that 

bibliographical excellence is all that really matters: 

provide the right material and knowledgeable 

service, they say, and the library will be successfnl. 

These are, of course, of fondamenial importance, 

but there is no reason why the administrative 

processes should not be equally well done, for the 

good librarian should show competence in all his 

work. A library service cannot be effective if two 

different scales of values are applied to its admini¬ 

stration, Even in a special library, the reader is 

usually better able to judge the practical aspects 

of the service than the pnrely piofesrional onea. 

The dreamiest of scholars expects, and has a right 

to expect, to receive the actual books he asks for in 

good condition and without an unreasonably long 

wait, and both he and the commercial and technical 

user will resent inattention and slcnrenly service. 

The departments work should therefore be as 

efEcient as forethought, staff training and well- 

planned organisation can make it. Operational 

meptitude in a library containing books extolling 

the virtues of business efficiency is hardly likdy to 

arouse the respect of those who use it. 
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Public service 

In addition to efficiency in routine, the $caif mu£t 

be trained to give competent and courteous service, 

for on this vital point of contact all else depends. 

Nothing is more indicative of the standards of a 

library, or more appreciated by readers when given, 

than speed, accuracy and general competence at 

the counter. The staff should be discouraged from 

dividing themselves into counter assistants and 

back-room workers; all should clearly understand 

that the public service has undisputed priority 

over all other work. The service point should never 

be left unattended, for a library does not deserve the 

name unless a visible librarian is in charge of it and 

instantly available for consultation. At slack periods 

it may be possible and administratively advantageous 

to have only one or two assistants at the service 

point, where frequent interruptions make work 

requiring continuous application difficult. As one 

assistant cannot deal with several readers at once— 

though a particularly quick and able worker can 

usually contrive to satisfy a number of simple 

enquiries while engaged on a mcxre difficult one— 

an electric buaier should connect the counter 

with the workroom so that the service assistants 

can obtain help when several readers require atten¬ 

tion. The next workroom assistant detailed on the 

rota for service should immediately drop any work 

on which he is engaged and go to the assistance of 

his colleagues; and if the need is pressing, another 

should be called out. 
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THoTigli the public service must have priority over 

other tasb, a sensible balance of valnes must be 

reached between them. Except perhaps at peak per¬ 

iods, it woold be absurd to engage iH the staff on 

it at one time; they would not be needed and 

other duties requiring concentrated effort tvould be 

neglected or badly done. Moreover, readers seeing 

several assistants on duty t^eiher may get the 

impression that the library is overstaffed, as they 

have lircJe understanding of the amount of detailed 

work required. This would inevitably arouse criticism 

from a ratepaying public asaa% willing to give 

credence to the stories of mnnicipal extravagance 

that K> delight the popular press. Local criticism 

is a force to be reckoned with and the public can 

find plenty of gronnds for adverse criticism of 

municipal ofHcers without the librarian offering 

others to them. Only the essential minimum of staff 

should be on view; the others should work in the 

workroom; but the rules about instantly answering 

a serrice call should be rigidly enforced. Asristants 

should be asked not to bunch together in public when 

discussing the department's problems; the proper 

place for such conferences is the workroom. 

It will be seen that the staff are expected to aim 

at high Standards of service, but they are not likely 

to reach them unless the librarian provides the right 

kind of leadership. The hard discipline of strictly 

applied method is usually only willingly accepted 

if it is justly shared by all; younger assistants rarely 

bring keenness to thrir work unless their seniors show 
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ability and application. Tho libiarian and icnior 

staff must take a fail share of diffictilt duty times, 

be prepared to do any job themselves, accept respon¬ 

sibility for bad work instead of blaming their juniors 

to the public or chief librarian, and protect their 

younger colleagues from the occasional rudeness of 
a few ill-mannered readers. A conscientious, j ust, able 

and hardworking librarian can get his staff to perform 

miracles of productive effort and arouse a remarkable 

departmental isprit dt corp. He will be wise if he 

accepts for himself more onerous duties than he 

asks his assistants to undertake, for if he does so, 

they have no grounds for complaint about any 

methods or conditions they may be asked to foUow. 

Whatever the pressure of other duties, he should 

make a regular practice of taking spells of counter 

duty to keep in touch with the library's users and 

their needs. 

Hours of opening 
Opening times should be based on a reasonable 

compromise between the needs of readers and 

the staff. There is no point in keeping open a com¬ 

mercial information service library in the business 

quarter when the insurance, banking, sWpping and 

other commercial houses are closed. In a joint library 

in the central building, where many readers study 

in the evenings and on Saturdays, general reference 

library hours are advisable, but directories should be 

available at 9 a.m. for use by commercial representa¬ 

tives. 
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Control oj sUek 

In the ca$e of a joint department administered as 

a reference librar7, every book recorded in the 

catalogue should be reasonably available at any 

time. The importance of this simple principle is 

often underestimated. Two considerations are in¬ 

volved: whether books are never to be lent out in 

any circamstances, and what methods are adopted 

to check misplacement and theft. 

If a strict “no-loan” rule is applied, the library 

cannot take part in any inter-library exchange 

schemes, and as most libraries receive through them 

at least as much as they lend it would hardly be 

sensible to adopt such a rule. On the few occasions 

when a reader requires a book which has been lent 

in this way any indignation he may feel can usually 

be dispelled by an ezplanauon of the position. 

These considerations apply with equal force to a 

local interchange scheme with industrial organisa¬ 

tions, though in this case any book on loan can be 

quickly obtained. Apart from these two exceptions, 

however, “no loan” should be the rule. It is assumed 

that the central home reading library will have 

copies of most of the books stored in ^e commer¬ 

cial and technical library except those of a purely 

reference or highly specialised kind. 

Provided that the open shelf stock is not too 

large, the worst effects of misplacement can be 

overcome by checking its order at least once daily. 

As even the best assistant may become careless 

when engaged on this tedious yet exacting job, the 
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senior stafi should make a daily test check of one 

or two tiers and point out any errors, Quick reference 

sections, such as directories, codes, etc., should be 

straightened and placed in correct order many 
times each day, 

Theft is a much more serious problem because 

books may be out of service for l^g periods until 

their loss is discovered. Readers cannot wholly be 

depended on to report missing books, and stock* 

taking checks should therefore be made of open dielf 

boob as frequently as the other responsibilities of 

the staff allow. If the major part of the stock is on 

open shelves, complete stock checks can only be made 

occasionally. In this case it is advisable to concentrate 

on those sections which are important, are in constant 

use, and from which thefts are more common. 

As boob are constantly being transferred from open 

shelves to stack and sometimes vice versa, a simple 

card stock record of open shelf books should be 

made additional to the stock register proper. Habits 

of automatic observation by the staff, and judicious 

action against suspected readers, help to reduce losses 

by theft. 

Control of rtaders 

While it is highly desirable to protect boob from 

theft or damage, the librarian should not allow 

surveillance to become so keen that it might do 

harm to the library. The great majority of readers 

have a high sense of public responsibility, and It 

would be a mistake to introduce irritating routines 
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becAiue a lew o£ theiii> mosdy cas»,iali!>, do not reack 

this standard. All general measnrea adopted should 

be ncobtrosire, and the utmost freedom in the use 

of the library consonant with common sense should 

be allowed. Nerertheless, strong indmdual action 

^ould be taken against persons who enter the library 

without any intention of using its seryices properly. 

Tramps, loafers and the ment^y unbalance always 

giantate to a public library and sometimes penetrate 

into the most strictly ordered special library; others 

t>iinW of it as a plusant place where th^ can dt 

and read new^pers. Bnsiness touts who attempt 

to use the library as an office, and others who 

arrange to meet in it to discuss their a£alrs, are also 

troublesome. It is advisable to have in force a r^ula- 

tion empowering the librarian to "remove from 

the library any person not using h for the purpose for 

which it is intended**, a wide danse under which he 

can deal effectively with all these undesirables. 

Classification 

The librarian may be tempted to adopt a detailed 

scheme such as the Universal DedmaJ Classification, 

as is done with advantage in many libraries of 

societies, professional bodies and industrial research 

orgaoisatLona. Such libraries cover few subjects, each 

with a great deal of materiaL The stock needs close 

sub'dirision if its arrangement is to be suitable 

for the specialists who nonnally use it. A public 

departmental library, on the other hand, has a 

much wider range of subjects, indudisg many 
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whicli are only represented by more general books, 

and in this case a very detailed classification can 

in practice become a barrier between books and 

readers. Even in a general scheme, few books fall with 

ease and certainty into suitable classes, and the 

narrower the class, the more difficult it is to make 

accurate placings. There is thus a danger that the 

classifier’s interpretation of a book’s scope and its 

place in the classification may not coincide with that 

of the reader, who naturally assumes that the material 

carrying a particular class number on the shelves 

represents the library’s full holdings. As there are 

comparatively few users of private special libraries, 

their staffs are able to overcome any difficulties of 

close classification by expert personal service. The 

commercial and technical librarian, whose readers 

are numerous and of many types, has not the same 

opportunities for close personal contacts, particularly 

on very busy days. He must therefore adopt methods 

which help readers to find books themselves. If 

the classes are wide enough to ensure, with a reason¬ 

able degree of certainty, that each book has a 

definite bearing on the subject represented by the 

class number, the reader in an open access library, 

who is the best judge of what he needs, can make 

his own choice. With a broader classification he is 

less likely to be led astray by any misjudgment in 

the classifier’s interpretation of their contents. 

From this point of view, a general library scheme, 

such as Dewey, is quite adequate. There will, of 

course, be a few subjects—usually connected with 
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tie basic trade cpt indostry of the town—^in which 

closer cUssification is desirable. It is qoite possible 

to apply a local ezpanuon to them without creating 

a notation which may ran to an absurd length; 

and the weaknesses of some of the scientific and 

technical classes in Dewey can be strengthened 

with equal ease. 
One orerriding factor will affect the choice of a 

classification. If the essting reference libraries are 

abeady classified under one of the accepted systems, 

it is hard to suggest any sound reason for adopting 

another and more detailed one for the commercial 

and technical Ubraiy. The difficulties of doing so 

will be increased if dieie is a union reference library 

catalogue. Moreover, the reader who had to pursue 

part of his studies in another department of the refer¬ 

ence libraries would be confused by the existence of 

two classifications. The librarian must judge whether 

the additional work caused and the roisunder- 

itandings which would inCTitably arise through 

the adoption of a classification more detailed than 

the normal scheme in use in other departments 

would be balanced by increased efficiency in other 

ways. 

£ataUgu4 

Should the catalt^e be dictionary or classified? 

Here again* the form of the onion reference library 

catalogue, if there is one* must govern that of the 

special department if much additional, and perhaps 

unnecessary, adminstrative work is to be avoided. 
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It majr be permissible at this point for the 

writer to state a personal preference for the 

dictionary catalogue, and to express regret that so 

many librarians have allowed themselves to be 

persuaded to adopt the classified form, 

The labour of itering the whole of the catalogues 

of the large library systems which alone provide 

commercial and technical libraries is so great that 

few could attempt it; nevertheless, if there is any 

reasonable possibility of changing from the classified 

to the dictionary form, the librarian would be well 

advised to consider it. The simplicity of an alpha¬ 

betical record to the reader, who is used to alpha¬ 

betised arrangements, and the scope the dictionary 

catalogue offers for adequate and varied subject 

recording, are worthy of attention. It may be “iiat 

the comparative neglect of catalogues in almost every 

public library is largely due to the cult of the classi¬ 

fied catalogue which, though simple to make, is 

not so effective a guide to the Hbraiy's contents 

as the dictionary, and is confusing to the reader. 
American librarians are wiser. 

Cataloguing for the public catalogue in the 

commercial and technical library should generally 

follow accepted practice, and it is only necessary 

here to refer to a few special features. It is essen¬ 

tial to note dates and editions; the entries, with¬ 

out being overloaded with bibliographical detail, 

should be complete enough to allow the reader to 

identify a particular edition of a book, and the 

contents of serial or multi-volume publications 
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should be fvUI^ listed. When the stock is limited, 

the use of added and analytical entries might well 

be carried to considerable lengths. The library 

is concerned with local interests and Industries; 

the librarian should be familiar with their require¬ 

ments and should also know whether the published 

literature about them is strong or weak. When 

cataloguing new books, he should examine each one 

carefully to see whether in any way—perhaps in a 

chapter, or a series of chapters, or e^en, in special 

cases, in one vital reference—it providea new or 

additional information of local commercial or in¬ 

dustrial value. If h does, the fact should be recorded 

on the masn card and on one or more analytical 

entries under the appropriate subject headings. In 

special cases of this nature it may be thought desir¬ 

able to include references to some important articles 

in periodicals on file. 

This m^od of cataloguing should not be confused 

with the stafi information or other indexes, which 

will be dealt with latex. If space allows the public 

catalogue to be buih up in this way, there is no 

reason (except staSng difficulties) why it should 

not be as complete a guide to the iibrary*s contents, 

as dininct from a record of book titles, as the librarian 

can make it. Matters desk with by analyticals 

would not be duplicated in the staff index of infor¬ 

mation. Not every reader consults the staff, however 

warmly he is invited to do so, and if he conBnes his 

search to a catalogue which does not provide Kim 

with sufficient detail, he may leave the library as 
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that most deplorable of a librarian's failures, the 

dissatisfied reader who thinhs the library cannot 

give him the information he wants. 

The preparation and maintenance of so detailed 

a catalogue would make heavy demands on the time 

and skill of the staS, particularly if it is in dictionary 

form. If there are many analytical entries (and the 

limit to be set can only be based on the librarian’s 

judgment of the balance of values between the worth 

of the entries and the amount of work they cause), a 

valuable public record of information available 

in the library would be created. To keep its size 

within reasonable bounds, regular weeding of the 

analytical entries would be needed. New books 

would have to be examined, not only to find whether 

they provided material for further entries, but 

also to see whether they contained matter which 

cancelled out analytical entries already in the 

catalogue. In a small library with limited resources 

the expansion of the catalogue on these lines would 

add value to the stock; in the larger libraries it may 

probably be thought sufficient to provide analytical 

only in certain important aspects of local industry 

about which there is little recorded information. 

The card catalogue is undoubtedly the most 

flexible form yet invented, but there are many 

objections to it, The public do not find it easy to 

use; it occupies a great deal of space; and only 

one entry can be seen at a time. The sheaf form has 

certain advantages, being easier to handle and less 

costly in material and space, but the time taken to 
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insert and abstract slips is a disadvantage, particu- 

larl7 if manp analytical entries are mcluded. Until 

someone invents a new kind of catalogue which will 

give the leader a sight of several entries at once and 

be easy to keep carrent, the librarian must do his 

best with the material available to him. The balance 

of choice generally leans towards the card form 

for the public catJogaej but for subsidiary records 

such as those used for periodicals, directories, etc., 

other and from the public point of view, simpler 

methods, may be preferred. 

^toek records 

In the larger libraries clerical systems are 

c»mmonly standardised to simplify administration 

and save the cost of printing a vari^ of ruled boob 

and forms. If the central book buying department’s 

order boob or loose-leaf slips serve as an accession 

register, it may be thought unnecessary to duplicate 

it in ^e commercial and technical library; the 

departmental analysis of book expenditure can be 

made by recording the class and cost of all boob as 

they are prepared for service, provided that the 

book order department notes the price in each book 

processed. The trend is towards simpliaty in such 

unified methods, perhaps because mounting costs 

are causing librarians to re-examine their adminis¬ 

tration to see whether economics are possible by 

eliminating records which either duplicate others or 

do not serve a really vital purpose. 
As frequent cheeb must be made of the open 
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shelf books so that missing boob can be noted and 

quickl7 leplaced, ^he shelf or stock re^er should be 

accurate, current and flexible. Card sptems meet 

these requirements, but unless the staff have reached 

high standards of accuracy in working them, mis¬ 

placed and even lost cards can result in much 

confusion, and some librarians with long experience 

of card records dislike them for this reason. Many 

types of shelf register are in use, and the choice of a 

suitable one must be left to individual prcference. 

If the entries are sensibly spaced to begin with, 

a loose-leaf shelf register allows a considerable degree 

of flexibility and there is no danger of misplaced 

entries. One method which obviates the need for 

two records may be worth consideration in a library 

with a classified catalogue. If each catalogue card 

in the main class sequence is suitably ruled on the 

back, it can be used as a stock record, and, indeed, 

as a complete “history*' card of the particular book 

it represents. This system is perhaps more luiuble 

for lending libraries, where the library life of most 

books is short, and where the absence of catalogue 

drawers during stock-taking is not so serious. Some 

librarians may feel that a more permanent kind of 

record than the elusive card is needed in a library 

of reference, even in the commercial and technical 

department, where some of the boob have a reason¬ 

ably long life. It is assumed, of course, that the stock 

will be kept current by regularly weeding out those 

books which have little or no claim to ^e kind of 

bibliographical immortality which the librarian 
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trained in a general reference library likes to bestow 

on his collection. 

Issue methods 
Ideally, there should be no need to keep a record 

of issues, but librarians, who so often have to justify 
the cost of their services to critical finance com¬ 
mittees, generally find it advisable to be able to 
prove statistically that the department is earning 
its keep. There is no difficulty in recording issues 
of books from the stack, since the only practical 
method of service is to make readers complete 
application forms for them from which an analysis 
cd^e day’s issue can be made when the record has 

been cleared by the return of the book. 
Open shelf boob, which are most frequently used 

and may comprise a large pan of the stock, are not 

so easily dealt with, Readers often fail to record 

the boob they use even when issue slips mvitmg 

them to do so are near at hand. If readers are asked 

to leave their boob on the tables after use, issue 

returns can be made from them, This is unsatis¬ 
factory because there can be no guarantee either that 

the boob so left have been used for study or that 

others have not been read and replaced. It w generaUy 

assumed that these points cancel out, and that the 

recorded issues of open shelf boob made in this w^ 

are a fair measure of the number of boob used. 

It may be thought that regular counts of readers 

in the library at, say, half-hourly intervals m a 

business commercial library or hourly ones m a 
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fuU-scalc joint library, may be sufficient. One danger 

must be borne in mind. It is only possible to check 
the accuracy of issue records of books leaned from 

the stack on readers* application forms, and a 

librarian faced with a declining service may be 

tempted to inflate his other statistics, particularly 

U usually the case—the standing of the 

department, involving such matters as the number 

of staff allotted to it and even their salary grades, 

is judged, as it reasonably can be, on the use made 

of the library. If this is thought to be a fanciful 

objection it may be stated that the writer has had ex¬ 

perience of a sj^ematic inflation of issues over a long 

period with results that for a time were a grave em¬ 

barrassment to the chief librarian and the committee. 

Whatever method of issue is adopted, and even if 

no record is kept, it is always advisable, in a library 

in which use must play an important part in book 

selection, to note in each book the number of times 

it has been usedj all that is needed is a label Inside 

one cover on which the date of issue can be stamped 

or written. Such records are useful when decisions 

have to be made whether further copies of indi¬ 

vidual books should be bought or whether the stock 

in certain classes needs strengthening; observation 

is not always a reliable guide. 
Many items will be excluded from the issue 

statistics for practical reasons. It would be a needless 

irritation to readers to ask them to complete an issue 

slip every time they use a directory for the few 

moments such consultations usually take, and if they 
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are invited to leave these heavily nsed books on the 

tables replacement would be a considerable job for 

the staff. Other quick reference material in almost 

constant service should also be issued without 

record. There is no pomt in attempting to compile 

issues of uade catalogues, or of printed periodical 

indexes and similar publications which merely 

supplement the catal^c. It may be permissible to 

make an estimated record of the use of direaories 

should local conditions reqiUie jnstificatbn of the 

high cost of thtir provisbn. Unless no sutistics 

are kept for any books, all qnick reference material 

the issues of which arc not recorded is better shelved 

apart from the main sequence. 

Daily, monthly and other issue returns will 

naturally be in line with the general methods in use 

in ail other departments. 

Pfriedieals 

The current issue of any periodical taken must 

always be available; the Wes, whether bound or 

unbound, must be complete whlun the limits set 

for them; the reader must be able to find the current 

one he wants easily and quickly. 
Every librarian tries to observe these simple 

conditbns and finds that it is not easy to do so 
when large numbers of periodicals are taken. Com¬ 

mercial and technical libraries purchase several 

hundred, and also accept house journals of local 

firms, magazines issued by banks, chambers of 

commerce, etc. They are published at varying times, 
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and foreign periodicals are subject to the vicissitudes 

of post, shipping and air travel. Each of them must 

be in the library when it is “due”—that is, when it 

is available for purchase at newsagents; and the 

library that cherishes a good repuution should 

never fail to provide it. 
In the first place, it is advisable to set standards 

in the periodicals taken; a gift should not be accepted 

merely because it is a gift. It is a good principle to 

assess its value on precisely the same conditions 

as are applied to a purchase; if it is decided to 

accept it, the donor should be asked to guarantee its 

supply regularly and promptly for at least a year. 

The gift should then be treated in all respects as a 

bought periodical, even by sending reminders if 

it is overdue. 
Many methods of recording the receipt of 

periodicals are in use, and one most suitable for the 

requirements of the department must be adopted. 

It should ensure accuracy in the check of incoming 
issues and immediately declare those not supplied; 

it should record source, period of publication, cost, 

date due, and date of issue of title page and index. 

It is helpful, too, to include details of its ultimate 

disposal, e.g. when a volume begins, number of 

parts comprising a volume and the duration of the 

file. No liberties can be taken with periodicals and 

their files in the commercial and technical library; 

everything should move with almost mechanical 

precision so that each file is correct, for penodicab 

are the life blood of research. 
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It ii b/ no means uncommon even today, when 

war sbonages have been largely overcome, for peri¬ 

odicals to be stolen. It sbotiH not be left to readers 

to tell the staff that a periodical is missing; if thefts 

are fairly frequent the racks should be checked daily 

so that a new copy of any one stolen can be obtained 

as soon as possible. It would be wanted in any case 

for file. If losses are few, or confined to one or more 

very popular magazines, it is doubtful whether 

the time spent in a daily check will be justified. 

Regular thefts of certain periodicals can be guarded 

against by taking them off the public racks for a 

tune and issning them on request. 

Whether the periodicals dealing with commerce 

and trade should be dispbyed separately from those 

on technical matters depends on a similar decision 

to be made abont the arrangement of the two 

branches of the service in the one library. Periodicals 

can be arranged alphabetical^ by title or by subject; 

if the latter method b adopted, the subjects 

themselves must run ather by the classification 

or alphabetically. It would be unprofitable to argue 

here the merits of either system, because the decision 

as to which to adopt depends not on set principles 

but on the kind of reader nsing the periodicals 

and the purposes for which he needs them. In some 

spedal libraries there are sonnd practical reasons 

for gronping by class and perhaps for shelving the 

current and some recent cumbers with the boob at 

that class; but the readership of the public com¬ 

mercial and technical library b so varied that an 
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alpliabetical arrangement title, on special racb,. 
will probably best serve tke majority of users. Most 
of them ask or look for periodicals either by title or by 
some well-known contraction of the title, Moreover, 
if all periodicals are displayed without cases on open 
racks which allow each to be readily identified, 
the difficulties in alphsbetisation caused by the 
number of periodicals carrying such common 
introductory words as “Journal of” or “Review 
of” do not trouble the reader, who easily recognises 
the familiar covers of those he wants. 

Periodual index 
An index to periodicals is an obvbus need. Some 

librarians prefer to use one of the visible types on 
the market. These have many good points: the 
entries arc easily seenj they are flexiblci but if the 
very full type of index advocated below is adopted, a 
visible method containing so many entries would 
become very cumbrous, though the card-wheel 
type may be worth consideration, Others fly to the 
inevitable card-drawer index, which allows any 
number of entries, but suffers from the defects of all 
such records. The writer has used for many years a 
typewritten, foolscap size, loose-leaf indM, each 
page containing some twelve entries with four 
spaces left between them for additions. This has all 
the advantages of the printed pagej it is easy to usej 
and can be placed on the periodical rack itself. Its 
very popubrity might reasonably be urged against 
it, because wear and tear will often make it necessary 
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to retype ceruio page long before recorded changes 

in the entries compel a revision. Paper of good quality 

and a record ribbon most be used; carbon copies 

are quite useless. The actual amount of retyping 

needed is not large, and if the revision of small 

sections is undertaken as a regnlar monthly or 

quarterly routine it can be spread over a long period. 

The best kind of index is a title and subject list 

with plenty of alteraatrre title entries and with the 

relevant periodicals listed under the chosen subject 

headings. Though the work involved in preparing 

it and keeping it current is considerable, its value 

in exploiting the resources of a library in which 

periodical literature plays so important a part is 

immense. 

PfHodieal JiUs 
When released from public service by the sub¬ 

stitution of a later issue, a periodical loses none of 

its importance, for it joins the Urge numbers on £le. 

All should be kept for at least a year; some will be 

preserved for varying periods according to need; 

and many will be bound for permanent file. It is 

doubtful whether it is worth while to indicate the 

length of file in the periodical index, which will 

already be detailed enou^. Other records give the 

information. The permanent runs, which naturally 

Include the most important publications, are 

catalogued and it is usual, in the larger systems, to 

compile and keep cuirent an alphabetical union 

list of periodicals taken in every library, giving 
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location and length of file. A copy is held in every 

department and from it the staff can give accurate 

information to readers about the system^s holdings. 

It may be thought advisable to compile the additional 

special list to serve other commercial and technical 

library purposes recommended later in this chapter. 

To ensure chat numbers released from the public 

racks arc correctly placed, the act of filing should be 

recorded on a card or slip fixed at the storage point; 

the slip should also indicate the date when a volume 

is due for completion so that the binding assistant 

does not overlook it. 

It is sometimes convenient to split the files, keeping 

certain well-used periodicals near the service point, 

and placing the remainder in the stack or adjacent 

score, if there Is one. Deep shelving, in tiers 15* 

wide, prevents copies from becoming mixed, but 

normal shelving can be used by placing the copies 

on it longitudinally. There should be a bng table 

near the filing point for sorting each day’s returned 

loose numbers, checking numbers for binding and 

stripping advertisements from those to be bound 

skinned. All these daily tasb require a good deal of 

room and table space; staff time is saved and some 

errors are avoided if it is provided. 

It will only be necessary to bind in full library 

style periodicals which are to be kept permanently 

on stock; and even in such cases it may be thought 

that a cheaper style—possibly in quarter cloth and 

avoiding the now costly process of lettering in gilt 

by substituting a typewritten label—will be adequate 
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to preserve periodicals which map onlp be consulted 

at rare intervals when iheir contents become out¬ 

dated. There is no point in incurring the expense 

of binding those which are to be kept for a few 

pears onlp. There are several waps of sheMng 

rack unbound volumes: they map be kept loose in a 

box, sewn with string in three or four sections, 

placed between boards and made mto a brown 

paper parcel, or placed between board covers 

with a cloth spine and secured with tapes on three 

sides. Individual mgeauitp map suggest other 

ways. 

Directories—arrAn^erntm and indexing 

Time and labour will be saved ii directories and 

books serving the purpose of directories are arranged 

and indexed so simplp that readers can use them 

without calling on the services of the staff. In some 

libraries thep are classified bp Dewep, but this seems 

to be an unnecessary and perhaps confusing elabora¬ 

tion. Instead, it may be thought better to arrange 

them in a number of groups as follows:—British 

towns (arranged alphabetially); British counties 

(alphabetically); Commonwealth and foreign (alpha¬ 

betically by countries); trade directories (in subject 

groups); tdegraphic addresses; and telephone direc¬ 

tories. In the case of the trade directories, the 

order of the subjects, and of individual books in 

each of them, is not important, The subjects map 

be placed in alphabetical order, with a general group 

at the beginning or the end comprising directories 
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too wide in scope to come under U17 one of the 

subjects chosen. This aTrangement enables a reader 

who finds a trade directory from the index to see 

others beside it dealing with the same trades. Each 

directory should carry a large label with its own 

number clearly marked^ numbers should run consec- 

uUTcly throughout the shelves from 1 upwards. 

Additions can be inserted among those in alpha¬ 

betical order by adding letters to the preceding 

numbers; but in the trade directories it may be 

thought simpler to leave gaps in the number 

sequences between the subject groupings. This 

arrangement works well; it avoids the complexities 

of deification symbols and after reference to the 

index the reader merely has to idendiy the only 

book on the shelves carrying a simple number. 

Though directories will be recorded in the 

catalogue, a handier guide is needed. It is not 

enou^ merely to list them by title, or even by the 

place name, trade or industry appearing in the 

title, as the information they provide lus to be 

supplemented by year books and other sources the 

tides of which may not indicate their value or scope 

as directories. A comprehensive alphabetical index 

comprising titles, towns, countries, trades, profes¬ 

sions, etc., should be compiled from an examination 

of their contents. Common sense and the types of 

enquiries received will govern the number and choice 

of the entries. It is useful to mention specially those 

giving lists of trade marks, which are often asked 

for. All such boob should be fully recorded under 
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the heading ‘T'rade marks” arranged after the 

entries of an alphabetised Ust of the CTades and 

industries covered by them. The fact that a 

contains trade marks should also be menmned in 

the relevant entries m other parts of the 
A trpewritten loose-leaf index of the kind 

suggested for periodicals is recommended for this 

record. 

Jradg cdtak^s 
In most commercial libraries a coDection of trade 

c»t2bgu« has been found useful. All manufacturers 

are willmg to send deuils of their products to 

libraries, and circulars sent to fiims invitmg them 

to do so will meet with an instant and sometimes 

overwhelming response. 
Trade catalogues are issued in such a variety o! 

sizes and styles that it is not easy to shelve them 

satisfactorily. Most are small pamphlets, but some 
are large, heavy handsomely-bound volumes, while 

a few are linle more than leaflets. Perhaps the most 

practical method is to place them in boxes capable 

<A holding aU but the large bound volumes. 
Each library must fix the range of its trade cata¬ 

logues by a system of trial and error, and ruthlessly 

discard those for which there is no demand. It is 

doubtful whether the use of an immense collection 

will ever justify the shelf room it occupies and the 

time spent on gathering and indexing it. 
Most Ubraiians arrange the trade catalogues by 

subject, with an index of manufacturers’ names, 
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which also contains cross references to articles not 

adequately indicated under the subject arrangement. 

Here again, experience is the best guide to the 

method to be used. One library sorts them alpha¬ 

betically by names of firms with a full loose-leaf 

index of subjects. Card indexes are, however, more 

commonly used. The trade catalogues should be 

kept current by circularising important firms at 

regular, but not too frequent, intervals. 

Information and other indexes 

. Special indexes should be compiled to supplement 

existing sources of information and to provide new 

ones. Their number and the purposes they are 

designed to serve will naturally depend on the extent 

to which the library’s stock fails to satisfy enquiries 

without the creation of such aids. They place on 

record the results of staff research, and are particu¬ 

larly useful when there are frequent changes of staff. 

Some of the indexes in use in commercial and 

technical libraries are mentioned below, but it is 

not suggested that the librarian should begin to 

compile similar ones merely because he has not got 

them; indeed, no specbl index should be made 

unless it is known to satisfy a definite want. When 

it ceases to do so, possibly because the issue of a 

suitable publication makes it redundant, it should 

be discarded immediately. As these indexes will 

not generally be used by the public, the main 

objection to a card record is removed, and by 

using 5* X 3* paper slips, which are cheaper and 
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reduce the nomber oi drawers needed, a subsiantUl 

wring in cost and space can be made. 
The librarian should not hesitate to index freely, 

but always with practical ends in new. The most 

important is a general information index; this is 

essential in crery library. Some librarians prefer to 

make a clippings file inrtcad of a card or slip index; 

others hare both, using the card index for more 

fugitive items and reserving the clippings file for 

material rebting to more frequent enquiries. An up- 

to^te clippings file is an effccTive library show piece; 

the librarian who can produce for a reader a folder 

of cunent information, culled from many sources, 

experienco a fine sense of achievement, and the 

reader is (or should be) suitably impressed by the 

library’s efficiency. But the work involved is con¬ 

siderable: files must be weeded as well as built up; 

and the clippings file, if not sternly controlled, can 

easily become a monster whose appetite can only 

be assuaged by the expenditure of an inordinate 

amount of suff time. It is obviously uneconomic 

to select, cut out and index material which the 

librarian thinks iruiy be wanted at some time by 
some reader; a simple card or slip reference does the 

job more easily and less expensively; but if it is known 

that constant enquiries are leceiTed about certain 

matters only dealt whh in scattered pubUcations 

there are sound grounds for collecting such hems 

in a clippings file. 
The range of the general information index will 

depend, as always, on readers’ needs, but it might 
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well be made really comprehensive. It may com- 

prise (according to the librarian’s judgment) items 

which, in effect, supplement the analyticals in the 

public catalogue referring to mfoTmation in new 

books which is known to interest the library’s users; 

similar entries from periodicals; details of replies 

to exceptional questions and results of research 

undertaken; or any other information of this nature. 

To make weeding simpler, every slip should be dated 

as it is made. Whether or not certain entries axe 

deemed to be more useful in the public catalogue 

or the staff index is a matter for decision according 

to local factors. 
Other special indexes should be created when 

there are sufficient requests for information which 

cannot be answered from printed sources. For 

example, one important seaport commercial library 

has a large index of geographical names, compiled 

to record variations of, and changes in, the names 

of foreign places to help exporting firms to find the 

nearest port to which to direct their wares. It is 

supplemented by the Dictionnairg dgs bureaux de 

postfi published by the Union Postale Universelle at 

Berne (this lists every place in the world with a 

post office) and the Official List of telegraph Offices 

opened for International ^rafficy issued in Geneva by 

the General Secretariat of the International Tele¬ 

communication Union, both of which are valuable 

sources for place names. It is also useful to make a 

special index of publications which regularly prmt 

sutistics, such as the Builder^ which provides 
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monthly dcuUs of wage rat« in the buildiog indus¬ 

try, or Ueial Industry^ in which current prices of 

non-ferrous meuJs appear. Some other indexes 

in use are: world tariffs (some libraries find the 
Inumatimal Customs j9umal^riA the Board of TraiU 

Journal sufficient; others rely on the local ^mber 
of commerce to cotnpile such records); prices and 

markets reports; commodities (any which enter into 

world trade, supplementing such works as Brady’s 

Materials Handbook and Snell’s Chemicals of Com~ 

meree)\ commercial cases dealt with in 'ie law 

reports; commercial assomations, federations and 

unions; cable addresses (supplemcntbg Sell’s); local 

translators; and maps (if all maps are coEected 

from directories and other sources). Not all libraries 

will want to compile all or perhaps any of these; 

they are mentioned as examples of special indexes 

which have been worth while in some library, 

In the technical field, it is always useful to index 

the contents of periodicals for references to or 

articles on industrial processes on which the Etera- 

ture is scanty, particularly on aspects of research 

which it is known arc bemg pursued in the works 

laboratories. The object of such an index is twofold: 

to supplement the printed cumulated periodical 

indexes and abstracts by indexing periodicals not 
included in them, and to bridge the gap between 

the publication of the article and the issue of the 

printed index. This is a heavy task which should 

only be undertaken in rather special cdicumstances. 

Constant and careful weeding b otn'iously required. 
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To compile ttis index, regular and careful checb 

of the more important periodicals must be made, 

and the senior assistant who does the work should 

keep particular watch for announcements and notes 

about developments which map either affect local 

industrial processes in being or lead to the introduc¬ 

tion of new ones. In connection with this job and 

many others, it is helpful to make a typewritten 

alphabetical list of all periodicals taken in 
department, ruled to ^ve the normal information 

previously mentioned (e.g. length of file, period of 

publication, etc.) and symbols or letters showing 

in which periodical indexes and abstracts the contents 

are analysed. It serves several useful purposes. It can 

be used by new assistants as a simple check list of 

holdings and their disposition; senior staff dealing 

with research or special enquiries have in it a ready 

record of likely sources of information in certain 

fields; and when index entries of one kind or another 

are being compiled the list shows how far this is 

already being done by other agencies. Only those 

with long experience in the department can remem¬ 

ber such details of many hundreds of periodicals, 

and as in these days there is constant movement 

among junior assistants, this record, meticulously 
kepr and always current, is an invaluable aid to 

cfficiency. 

En^irifS 

Answering personal and telephone enquiries is 

an important part of the service. The majority are 
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eimple qn«tiona about facts easily collected by com- 

paratirely junior staffj the rest var/ from those which 

need for suitable answers a fair Imowledge of the book 

stock allied to experience in enquiry work, to the 

relatively few which can only be satisfied by a highly- 

trained librarian with an extensive and detailed 

knowledge of sources of information in relation to 

local commerce and industry. 
It is useful to keep a record of enquiries, exc^t 

the simple ones concerned with directory queries 

or factual information easily culled from well-known 

quick reference books. The exceptional ones should 

be recorded on separate forms ruled to pve parxicu- 

lars of the enquiry and the source from which the 

answer was obtained. Those worthy of permanent 

record should then be carried to the general informa¬ 

tion index. Questions which cannot be answered 

satisfactorily should be noted and efforts made to 

fill the gaps in the library's resources. 

Enquirers should not be kept waiting on the 

telephone when a question cannot be answered 

quickly. It is more extravagant to do this than to 

incur the cost of additional outgoing calls, as the 

instrument is immobilised while the enquirer waits, 

and in a busy department two or more telephones 

are in almost constant use. Moreover, business 

people appreciate efforts to save their time and look 

upon a return call ^ving the required information 

as a compliment to their importance as well as a 

sign of library efficiency. There should be enough 

tdephone lines to allow quick service. 
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Ai in all refttrence libraries, the staff v?ill have to 

search books and other sources to find information 

for some readers. At what point should the enquirer 

be asked to make his own search, or even use the 

library catabgues to find his own materiaU Of late 

years this has become a very real problem to 

librarians. There is a growing tendency on the part 

of students working on theses to expect the librarian 

to carry out research for them to a point which 
clearly goes far beyond what is reasonable. Librarians, 

with a perhaps mistaken zeal, sometimes go to absurd 

lengths in providing detailed information for them; 

by so doing, they are undermining the work of 
professors and tutors, who often set their students 

tasb with the exprees purpose of training them to 

find and use intelligently •ie sources of ^owledge. 

For the ordinary reader, unused to books, the 

librarian might well track down the specific item 

instead of merely presenting a book to him; but 

to those whose interests are, or should be, concerned 

with the gathering of sources, less generous help 

should be offered. It is enou^ in such cases, to 

indicate and to issue the sources of information; 

the rest should be done by the reader. Trainee 

teachers who, when set an essay, calmly write and 

ask for “information on the trade and industry 

of-” should be provided with a list of sources 

and told to consult icm at a library. 
It is hard to lay down any rules as so much depends 

on the nature of the enquiry and the ability and 

training of the reader. But while the librarian 
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should be a guide to, and an interpreter of» the con¬ 

tents of his library, he should be on his guard against 

those who take advantage of his professional enthusi¬ 

asm hy trying to use him and his staff as additional 

clerical assistants. 

Many enquiries received at a library which has 

specialised on the research side will be for articles in 

perk>dicah, and in such cases the librarian can 

legitimately trace them. So many of these requests 

come in a garbled fonn, rithei by errors in the title 

of the periodical or the date of the article, that his 

bibliographical «bi1T is needed. 

Prfpofati^ cf hiblMgraphus 

If the library grows in public esteem through the 

range and quali^ of its work, and becomes known 

as a source of accurate and current bibliographical 

and other information in science and technology, 

it is likely to receive many requests for the prepara¬ 

tion of bibliographies and study lists from firms, 

research workers and individual students. The first 

two will be dealt with in the nest chapter. As r^rds 

requests from individual students and readers, the 

librarian must dedde whethei they are important 

enough to justify the amount of work they will cause 

or whether the particular enquirer is su£ciently 

knowledgeable to be asked to find his own material. 

Some snch lists are worth doing for their own 

sake, as ouce made, they are an addition to the 

library's resonices and their preparation sometimes 

helps to show deficiencies in the stock. This part of 
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tlie library’s work should be developed as much as 

possible; it is a splendid form of sta€ traiDing and 

education in libiarianship. References to important 

material not on stock should always be included 

in view of the growing and welcome collaboration 

between special libraries in the exchange of material 

for research. 



CHAPTER YllI 

EXTERNAL ACTIVITIES 

The t«nn “exteniRi activiti«** k csed here to cover 

botli the actual services which can be rendered 

to organisations and groups of ljbraT7 users, and the 

various forms of direct publicity. It is not ea^ to 

dissociate them, for every special service brings 

the work oi the commercial and technical library 

to the notice of those who will benefit most from 

using it| for example, a bibbography distributed 

to members of a technical society or study 

group is at once a useful way of advertising the 

library and a valuable and practical aid to the proper 

use of boob. 

The truism that good service attracts and retains 

customers and chat bad drives them away applies 

with equal force to business and libraries, The two 

have much in common; chdr problems and the 

ways of dealing with them are often similar. When 

the enterprising salesman goes out and secures new 

clients his firm tries to satisfy them in order to 

retain their cnstom; the librarian of the commerdal 

and technical library, too, must take all possible 

steps to bring the nature of the services he provides 

before the business and industrial community, 

and if he arouses their interest, lose no opportunity 
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of euppiTing them with the informatioD and scmrcei 

they may need. 

Tlie extension work of the special department 

differs from that of a general public library. When 

a new branch is opened it never bcis readers from 

among the literate inhabitants of the district it 

gervesj and, as a rule, there is little need for publicity 

designed to increase the number of its users. A 

commercial and technical library will also attract 

students of the subjects covered by its stock, but 

compared with the immense numbers who use the 

lending libraries, they are relatively few. Others 

will come in considerable numbers to consult 

directories and other quick reference books and to 

read current periodicals. This “natural** readership 

is drawn from those who habitually use books, 

but their number is far below the total of those 

engaged in business and industry who, if they were 

fully aware of the value of books as records of 

experience, could be helped by the library. The 

general librarian is concerned with readers of all 

ages and types drawn from the whole population, 

but the organiser of a special library directs most 

of his efforts to a limited sectbn, of a generally 

h^her standard of education, whose occupations 

are more likely to lead to the use of books for practi¬ 

cal purposes. 

In seeking to bring them to the Ubraiy, the 

librarbn wiU face two formidable obstacles. First, 

those who may already find books essential—as, 

for example, professional workers—but do not use 
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the public UbraT^, are hard to convince that it 

can help them in their work, for th^ accept the 

common fallacy that the public librarT’s concern 

is the supply of ephemeral boob to a large and 

undiscrifflinating public. It must be admitted that 

the poor selection of current sdentihc and technical 

boob in many public libraries might well lead to 

such a conclxiaion. Secondly, other business men, 

having gained a reasonable competence without 

using boob, see no reason for changing habits which 

have certainly not retarded their economic develop¬ 

ment, whatever effect th^ may have had in other 

and less obvioxu ways. ^ many old established 

businesses, too, have survived from the spacious 

days of Victorian industrial supremacy merely by 

coixtinuing to use well tried meihodi that their 

directors do not realise the ertent and importance 

of the remarkable advances in science and technology 

during recent years. Thon^ industrialists of the 

more progressive firms have grasped the signiBcance 

of these changes and have created research and de¬ 

velopment departments and libraries, many smaller 

producers still work on lines inore suitable to times 

when the spur of international competition was 

lacking. It is among these that the librarian will dis¬ 

cover his most intractable material. 

The commercial and technical librarian should 

try to reach posslbb new users of his library by 

developing a number of projects likely to appe^ 

to them. Normal methods of publicity and adver- 

tisini ate the most obvious ones, but he must be 
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quite certain that the services he offers through theta 

wUl be able to meet axiy demands. It is aa axiom 

among publicists that onl)>‘ goods in adequate 

supply should be advertised, li a new reader is attrac¬ 

ted to the department by over-enthusiastic propa¬ 

ganda and finds that it is unable to satisfy his wants, 

he is unlikely to use it again. In a newly created 

library, therefore, the librarian should use direct 

publicity with the utmost caution until he knows 

that his resources are properly related to the town’s 

needs and that the time is ripe for experimcat, It 

is always useful, and can never be harmful, to pro¬ 

vide for the specific wants of individual organisa¬ 

tions; but in initial publicity of a more general 

kind, it is advisable to begin by exploring with care 

certain sharply defined phases of business and indus¬ 

trial life to which existing library activities may 

reasonably be directed. On the basis of the experience 

gained and the new contacts made, stock and ser¬ 

vices should be built up to allow the department to 

cater adequately for an ever widening range of satis¬ 

fied users. 

Gsneral publicity 

A librarian making his first acquaintance with 

business advertising will be astonished to discover 

how few commercial publicists have any real regard 

for the proper use of language or appredate its 

importance. The illustrations, expertly done, are 

usually the core of , the work, the letterpress often 

being added almost as a hurried afterthought. This 
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is probably less a reflection on tbe standard of literacy 

of tbe business a recognition of bis diffi* 

cnlty In seeing, much less reading, the mass of 

publicity matter that falls on his desk or, more 

likely, into the waste paper baskets of his secretarial 

sufl. There can be no donbt that the dioice and 

intelligent use of fllustrations and careful balance 

of colour and of type are the most important adjuncts 

of any printed publication designed, as it should 

be, to strike an unexpected or ori^nal note in an 

overcrowded market. If the format has done its 

job by attracting ck»cr attention, the letterpress 

then assnmes great Importance, for it should have 

been prepared with the object of persuading the 

reader to try out the service recommended. Apart 

from all other consklaatk>n$, no librarian should 

ever be guilty of publishing anyihmg which is not 

well written; thou^ die style may perhaps lack 

grace (for this great and precious gift is vouchsafed 

to so few!), the English should be grammatically 

correct. 

The invention of new forms of publicity and the 

exercise of the language of persuasion provide the 

librarian with an amuring and instructive game 

outside his normal duties. The principle under¬ 

lying all such work is first to attract attention, 

ien to convince. It is unwise to write of the library 

as a “literary” institution in the narrow sense. 

The failure oi pnblk libraries to adiieve any place 

in public esteem may in some measure be due to 

the tendency of librarians to base what publicity 
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they do on a concept of library values which, even 

if successfully projected, can only appeal to a 

small section of the community. In publicising the 

commercial ^nd technical library the emphasis 

should be on information rather than books. Books 

and libraries arc associated in most people’s minds, 

and certainly in those of men of commerce and 

industry, with a world of dreamers and unpractical 

beings, which is deemed to have no relation to the 

busy life of hard-headed business men. Publicity for 

the special library should therefore concentrate on 

the book as an indispensable tool of commerce and 

industry, as a record of practical things of value 

to those engaged in production and distribution, 

Every opportunity should be taken to call attention 

to research or information provided by the library 

which has helped the development of some new 

process or invention or brought new business to its 

users, 

The first useful step in general publicity may 

well be to produce a leaflet, carefully phrased, 

attractively and anestingly captioned and nicely 

printed, describing the resources and work of the 

department. It should be distributed to commercial 

and industrial establishments—perhaps through the 

chamber of commerce—and at local conferences and 

meetings concerned with such matters, and given 

to all new readers in the library. 

It should not be imagined that such a leaflet, 

however widely it is distributed, will bring an 

immediate or, indeed, any noticeable response. The 
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majority will not be read; some will be read by the 

wrong people; and the message conv^ed by the 

few which do get into the right hands will probably 

soon be forgotten. General publicity is a rough and 

ready method of ad7ertising a highly specialised 

service and much of it will be wasted; to be effective, 

its message and presentation must be continually 

changed and continuously applied. All sorts of 

attempts to catch the imagination and interest of 

those whom the commercial and technical library 

can help should be made at reasonably frequent 

intervals at a later stage in its development. 

Full use should be made of existing publications. 

The editor of the chamber of commerce journal will 

doubtless be willing to include a regular monthly 

note on the library. This could take the form of 

comments on new activities and special accessions 

of outstanding importance, or a record of the month’s 

new boob. A list of additions, even if annotated 

with knowledge and imagination, may not arouse 

excited comment among men of business; the 

discursive essay form, in which the boob are 

discussed in an interesting way, is perhaps more likely 

to be read. Records of difHcult questioris answered 

provide impressive evidence of Ac library’s range 

of activities and its staff’s competence. Works’ 

magazines are also a fruitful medium for advertising 

the library. Their editors will usually accept suitable 

material from a librarian with some gift for writing. 

AH general library publications issued should also 

mclude a note on the department. Such references 
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siiould not be allowed to become routine and be 
repeated unchanged until that message loses all 
value; they should be frequently rewritten and 
their layout recast. 

The librarian should not hesitate to follow com¬ 
mercial practice in his efforts to place his goods 
in the right market; he cannot afford to set himself 
superior standards and act as if there is something 
indecent in using the techniques perfected by pub¬ 
licity experts. The most effective form of advertising 
is the press news item, in which the library’s work 
can be subtly insinuated into a ‘‘story” based on 
an event or a circumstance, perhaps unimportant 
in itself, but nevertheless possessing the kind of 
appeal to public interest which the trained journalist 
at once recognises. For example, the problems 
the library solves, or the questions the staff answer 
as a normal routine, always surprise people unfamilar 
with the work of public libraries. If the press can 
be persuaded to use some of them, the reporter 
will almost certainly want to ignore the highly 
technical queries involving difficult research which 
give most pride to the librarian, and use some trivial 
or even silly ones as the main theme of his story. 
It is wise to allow these to be published if at least 
one paragraph suggesting a much wider purpose 
for the library is included. There are immense 
possibilities of publicity in local newspapers provided 
that the librarian is prepared to coliborate with 
them. The really good news story gets the widest 
publicity of all, and leaves a firm impression on the 
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mind of the reader became, in tke haiida of a akilled 

journalist, it aromea interest, the surest spur to action 

among those whom the general publicity is designed 

to reach. Should the library be foitanate enough to 

be in one of the few towns which possess serious 

newspapers catering for the intelligent few, a differ* 

ent and perhaps more welcome technique can, of 

course, be adopted. 
Use^l pubhdty sometimes comes from the most 

unexpected quarters. Technical librarians so rarely 

receive acknowledgments from authors who have 

been helped by the staff that it is refreshing to find 

even a mention of what they have done in the 

preface, and a dedication is an almost miraculous 

event. Librarians, who have natural human feelings, 

welcome such acknowledgments because they show 

that their work is appreciated, and also because 

they help to extend knowledge of iu value among 

the books* readen. Here are two examples:^ 

£. Cafringsoo. AiUy CAStin^t. GriSn, 1946. 

Preface: . . The bebUographies given are largely bas^ 

upon the excellent Researd) Bulletin No. 8 Foondry 

Practice combed by the Qty Library U-.** 

W. H. Salmon and £. N. Simons. FtaiUfy FtAetiee. Pitman, 

1951: **Dedicaced Co the Qty Librarian and Staff of the 

Technical Department of the City library as a slight 

recognitbo of the geserom and unstinted help given by 

them to research workers, nodeots, industries and wricen.*’ 

Recognition of the holdings of certain publica* 

tions in established libraries b sometimes given by 
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ihe publishing body; for example, the American 

Society of Mechanical Engineers records depositories 

for their Transactions. 

Newspaper advertisements are costly if they are 

of sufficient size to be noticed and local authority 

funds rarely allow much scope for using them. The 

library should, however, participate in any adver¬ 

tising features in the local press dealing with matters 

in which it has a legitimate interest, such as tech¬ 

nical education or an industrial exhibition. Not less 

than four or five inches double column should be 

taken; a lesser size has little value amongst many 

large ones. 

Posters, half-crown or quarter-crown size, drawn 

by good artists with striking captions, should be 

distributed to business houses, banks, works, and 

professional and technical bodies. One produced by 

the Department of Scientific and Industrial Research 

sets a useful standard. Other familiar methods of 

publicity of this kind will surest themselves to the 

observant librarian, who must use them according 

to his knowledge of local conditions. 

Book exhibitions and displays 

When exhibitions are organised which in any way 

impinge on the work of the library, it is advisable 

to try to obtain space for a stand on which a suitable 

selection of books, periodicals, abstracts, etc., can 

be displayed, with some pictorial, diagrammatic, or 

other means of showing how bibliographical services 

are linked with research and practice. Library 
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material is not in itself very satisfactory for exhibition 

purposes; to make an outstanding show experts must 

be called in and considerable sums spent on design, 

fittings and lighting. 

A well-designed exhibit, if it has been planned as 

a mobile one, can, of course, be used again at little 

additional cost by merely replacing posters and 

lettering, which would be necessary in any case 

to bring the information up to date- If a site for a 

stand is secured in a large business or industrial 

exhibition, the librarian should not be disheartened 

because his own contribution cannot match in cost 

and magnificence those of exhibitors able to spend 

large surns on them. No public library can compete 

at this level, but big exhibitions have such a soporific 

effect on visitors that a small stand, simply and 

artistically laid our and carrying a clear and easily 

understood message, may seem refreshing to the 

jaded onlooker and be more effective in consequence. 

The library should be represented as a matter of 

course at smaller exhibitions organised by local 

societies and educational bodies concerned with its 

subjects, and the librarian or one of his staff with a 

Hair for this work might be able to design a useful 

show piece which could be constructed at little 

expense, In this case the department’s services could 

be dealt with in more detail because, as the visitors 

will mainly consist of those already interested in 

the work of the body concerned and will have less 

to look at than in large exhibitions, they will 

probably examine the exhibits more closely, 
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As the use o£ the library grows, it becomes 

mcreasingly difficult to release important current 

material for exhibition purposes, even though ar¬ 

rangements may be made for the immediate return 

of any item urgently required by a reader, and 

the librarian may feel that the claims of the service 

outweigh the publicity value of an exhibition. The 

use of book jackets and older editions, suitably an¬ 

notated, may help to overcome this problem. 

Displays of books, with attractive posters, designed 

to draw the attention of the ordinary ‘'single track” 

borrower to subjects and departments he does not 

normally think of using, are now recognised elements 

in library method, and whatever use can be made 

of them by the commercial and technical library 

should be carefully considered. The librarian should 

be on the lookout for new accessions likely to be 

overlooked by the ordinary commercial readers 

the Hinu to Business Men series, the International 

Bank reports, the Colonial Office reports, are cases 

in point. More fruitful ventures in display work, 

however, are those arranged in the entrance hall of 

the central library, or perhaps, in suitable fittings, 

in the lending library. Readers of scientific and 

technical litcraruie in the lending library should be 

told, by small notices suitably sited on the shelves, 

that if the book they want is “out”, a copy may be 

available for immediate study in the commercial 

and technical department. In some towns the owners 

of an adjoining building heavily used, such as a 

taxation office, an employment exchange, or a 
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museuu), might allow small case displays of bocks, 

which coM be easily fetched wheo reqaired by 

readers. Conaderabte ingenuity and a quick appreci¬ 

ation of possibilities are required by the librarian 

ol such a department who thinks of making much 

use of display work. 

Extension work of the kinds mentioned opens up 

new spheres of interest and activity to the enter¬ 

prising librariaUf and also gfves him opportunities 

of making new contacts and improving old ones. 

Tire immediate results of these efforts, which 

absorb a great deal of time and energy, and sometimes 

unduly exche the imagination, will probably seem 

diaappomting to the enthu^tt. The effect of pub¬ 

licity of all Idndi can never be judged by specific 

responses, which are ondentandibly few; if intelli- 

gently done, however—and whatever methods he 

adopts to attract attention, the librarian should 

always be careful not to claim for his library virtues 

and powers it does not possess—the cumulative 

effect Is considerable. Continuous propaganda, 

backed by good service, gradnally builds up the 

acceptance of an idea, though iu extent can rarely 

be measured. 

Sfteial cwtacU 

One obvious form of specially directed publicity 

can be safely undertaken immediately the library 

is created. A list of directories and codes, either 

printed or stencilled, should be circulated to all 

commercial houses. It is not oeceasaiy to spend time, 
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labour and mone^ in producing an elaborate printed 

subject list; a simpler, briefer record is more likely 

to iiwite attention. It is presumed, of course, that 

a commercial and technical library would not be 

opened unless it possessed a reasonable range of such 

books. 

Similar approaches can be made, as opportunity 

offers, to other sections of library users. The fact that 

there are holdings of British (in deposit libraries) and 

foreign patent publications and speciRcations of 

standards should be widely circulated, and the acces' 

lion of special collections, such as the deposit of 

a set of the reports of the United States Atomic 

Energy Commission in one commercial and technical 

library, should be notified to suitable libraries and 

to works research and development departmerics 

in the area. The issue of brief notes on important 

additions, directed to those likely CO be interested, 

can be carried out in a wide variety of ways at little 

expense. 

The librarian should give personal contacts a 

high place in his public rations service. He should 

keep in close couch with foreign consular officials, 

by whom he will be kept informed of their countries* 

publications and probably be given free copies of 

the more important of them. It is sometimes pos¬ 

sible to obtain supplementary sources of directory 

information by this means, even if only in the form 

of telephone directories. In any case, every effort 

should be made to see foreign governments* official 

publications concerned with trade, with which 
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the consul will natuiallj be familiar. A conaul 2$ 

merely doing his job by keeping the library informed 

of his country’s actmdes, but he must be convinced 

that it is worth while to do so; if he becomes inter¬ 

ested in the library he can be useful in a number of 

ways, noubly in making translations of matter in 

little known languages. 

Enquiries are often received, particularly in 

connection with marketing research, which involve 

knowledge of current local employment statistics 

not available in print. A helpful manager of the 

Ministry of Labour Employment Exchange may 

provide them if the right approach has been made 

to him. 

The director or seaetary of the chamber of com¬ 

merce is another vital link in the library’s chain of 

erternal services. The more efBcient chambers 

sometimes maintain important records, such as a 

card index of customs and tariA of all countries; 

and if the librarian can have access to them there is 

obviously no point in duplication. They also provide 

information services to members. Some are content 

to rely on the library for much of the information 

they give, and acquire merit by proi^, as it were; 

wi^ others an effective liaison can be established 

by which the chamber and the library supplement 

each other’s sources of infonnatbn to their mutual 

satisfaction. Whatever the standard of its activities, 

the chamber is a valuable point of conuct with the 

local business world. Another new and important 

organisation is the local Frodnetivity Committee. 
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Apart from the general co-ordination of book 

and periodical holdings in the area, which will be 

dealt with later, the librarian should be at pains 

to establish good relations with his colleagues at 

the university library. There is no point in both 

libraries buying expensive sets of publications for 

which leq^uests may be few such as, for example, 

the Transactions of iks Newcomen Society. Provided 

that the university librarian will allow readers 

recommended by the commercial and technical 

librarian access to them, the money saved can be 

spent to better advantage on other books of import¬ 

ance to the area as a whole. This applies also to other 

near-by libraries. There are, of course, many other 

useful forms of coJlaboration between the two 

institutions. 

When the library has built up its stock and 

acquired some local prestige, it will be found that 

the scientific and technical staffs of the university 

and the colleges oi commerce and technology 

become regular users of it. As their help in book 

selection is often invaluable, their interest in the 

library should be encouraged. For example, it is most 

useful to have at hand a trusted and disinterested 

specialist to advise on such difficult matters as the 

extent to which the library should stock books deal¬ 

ing with specialised functions in higher mathematics. 

Apart from this, as they are engaged in training 

young scientists and technicians, their interest helps 

to develop one of the most fruitful activities of the 

library. 
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Education in lihrary use 

The value of talks to societies aod groups about the 

library service has always been realised ^ librarians, 

who give many hours of precious private time to 

this kind of elementary mbstonary work. Speakers 

dealing with the gene^ library service often End 

that most of thdr hearers are already borrowers, 

for people keen enough OQ things of the mind to 

attend talb on libraries arc usually good readers. 

Even among such audiences, however, comparatively 

few know the full value of the service given by a com¬ 

mercial and technical library. It it ^erefore always 

worth while both for the librarian to give talks on 

his own work, and for other library spiers on the 

service in general to devote some of their time to 
the department. 

Library visiu of societies, particularly those con¬ 

cerned with profesuonal and techniciJ education, 

and other groups and classes, are even more valuable; 

and theii secretaries should be freely inrited to 
o^nise them. The librarian should not hesitate to 

provide time to arrange visits from pupils of the 

secondary modem schools, for though the limits 

of a cursory talk about the library are obvious, 

in such cases the young people leave with at least 

some undenunding of the face that a public library 

is concerned with practical ends as well as with 

what is loosely called “culture**. If there is a system 

of training school leavers in the use of boob and 

libraries in collaboration with the education 

authority {as there should be in every town), part 
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of tlie syllabus of instrnction and practice should 

deal witb some elementary books in the commercial 

and technical library. The justification for this 

activity, which to the busy librarian may seem to 

be an unwelcome addition to his other duties, is to 

be found in the trite phrase, so popular with public 

representatives on educational platforms, *The chiJd- 

dren of today are the citizens of tomorrow”. The 

profundity cd the thought may not move us, but 

its practical implications have value. 

A start with a more rewarding method might well 

be made by applying a carefully prepared system of 

training in the use of books to the pupils of the 

college of commerce, who, being older and under 

training in a specific course, are likely to be much 

more receptive than secondary modern school pupils. 

Those wii long experience of class visits realise that 

a talk about the library and its organisation, usually 

confined to a description of the classification and the 

catalogue, followed by an inspection, is not really 

adequate. The best way to instruct pupils in the 

use of books is to get them to use books. If a series 

of questions, each carefully chosen to excite curio¬ 

sity and each capable of being answered from books, 

is prepared, the young people who use them to 

provide the answers are likely to retain a vivid 

memory of what certain books can do. The classes 

should be spread over a period, so that the pupils 

will have time to work through representative types 

of books, The introductory talk before the actual 

practice should be limited to a brief description of 
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tlie boob chosen for the leeson end the purposes 

each of them serves. For a commerdai course oi this 

nature, as carried out each year in one commercial 

and technical library, the practice boob comprise 

each type of directory, c^es, and ceruin well- 

known annuals and year boob; some boob must, of 

course, be “planted*' so as to provide coverage to 

the questions set. 

Ideally, of course, snch lessons should be a regular 

part of the normal educational courses. It is unfor¬ 

tunate that young people leave colleges of commerce 

knowing little of importance of the book as a 

tool of business; but it is impossible for the normal 

staff and finances of a public library to cope with 

a really full scheme for such training, if it is applied, 

as it should be, to all senior pupils in commerce, 

science and technology. It would need, for its 

successful operation, one or more tutors with experi* 

ence in both teaching aod librarianship. The work 

of preparing the hnndreds of questions set-^for 

each paper must be different—and the subsequent 

checking of them, is enormous. In a limited scheme, 

such as the one briefly described, the staff of the 

commercial and technical library may be able to 

squeeze it in with their normal work; but if the 

classes were to be extended as suggested in the 

next chapter, the additional cost would have to 

be a charge on education. The collaboration of the 

library staff, who are familiar with sources and com- 

mercisd and industrial trends, would be needed, but 

whatever scheme is devised should not be allowed 
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to interfere with their priraar7 duty of maintaining 
the quality of the library service. 

Even if carried out on a limited scale, snch train¬ 

ing helps the librarian to build up a new and valuable 

readership. It has been in operation in one com¬ 

mercial and technical library for twenty years, and 

the heavy use of the quick reference commercial 

section of that library is probably largely a result 

of the systematic practice young people obtain in 
the use of business books. 

JBihUograpkus and study lists 

A close link can be forged with institutions 

concerned with formal education by supplying 

bibliographies for their classes, and the limit to this 

Hnd of collaboration need only be set by the 

requirements of the tutors and lecturers and the 

time the librarian is able to give to the work. The 

issue of bibliographies can be extended to other 

classes arranged by research and trade associations, 

professional bodies, the National Trades Technical 

Sodeiies, the University Ertra-Mural Department, 

and to special courses dealing with relevant subjects 

such as some of those organised by the Ministry of 

Education. 

In selecting books for class lists, the librarian 

should recognise his limitations by inviting the 

specialists who ask for them to assist in their pre¬ 

paration. If it is to serve its purpose, a study list for 

a course of lectures should consist of books chosen 

from the library stock by the Icctnier himself, 
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for Be alone know$ how he intends to deal with his 

subject. It is best firn to discuss the syllabus with 

the lecturer in order to gain a general idea of the 

scope; the librarian should then collect the material 

available in the library and invite the lecturer to 

make his choice from it. By this means a really useful 

bibliography can be made, for it will include only 

books actually related to the course of study, whereas, 

if the librarian makes the selection hiiaself, he may 

often refer students to books later found to be un¬ 

suitable. Moreover, the librarian’s book knowledge 

ia broadened by discussing the literature of a subject 

with a knowledgeable person, and in the course 

of this close association the lecturer may be able to 

point out deficiencies in the library’s stock without 

feeling that he may give offence by doing so. This is 

one of the most effective ways of building up a 

library to serve the known needs of the community. 

Few helpful contacts of this kind can be made with 

ini^iduai readers, because the librarian will pro¬ 

bably find that many book recommendations re¬ 

ceived from such a source reflect too personal a 

point of view. 

' The main library will probably possess either an 

electric rotary duplicator or some other machine 

by which enough copies of a bibliography can easily 

be made to supply each student wi^ one. Lecturers 

rarely have access to copying facilities and warmly 

welcome a service which costs little and puts into the 

hands of hundreds of keen students a splendid 

testimony to the library’s efficiency. The extent 
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to which work of this kmd can be carried out is 

shown hy the issue one commercial and technical 

library of nearly 10,000 foobcap sheets of study- 

lists for a winter’s lecture courses of a large trades 

technical organisation. When the knowledge spreads 

that the library is willing to provide bibliographies 

on this scale, interest in its work b widened and its 

prestige as an active and competent adjunct of 

technical education is greatly eidianced. 

Similar Ibts should be prepared, when required, 

for professional societies, which often have student 

bodies and arrange courses of lectures for them. 

Those concerned with accountancy, engineering, 

mining and the new and popular study of manage¬ 

ment, for example, are active in promoting tech¬ 

nical study, and even municipal officers have been 

known to lake some sporadic interest in the advance¬ 

ment of knowledge of local government. Should 

it happen that a large professional society has a 

secretary who, by personality and enthusiasm, has 

aroused a rare educational fervour among the mem¬ 

bership, it may be an economic proposition to print 

a general reading list for the profession. The numbers 

justify the extra cost and it always looks nicer. 

A library which gives this service will receive 

requests for bibliographies from the research 

departments of local firms and from interested 

persons in firms too small to undertake the costly 

process of organised research. These latter arc 

mainly concerned with practice and prodnetion, 

but •dreir purpose is no less vital to the countiy’s 
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productivity. All reasonable needs of industnal 

oreanisations shouU be met. When preparing biblio- 

etaphiei for them there ia even more reason to 

work in close collaboration with the experts con¬ 

cerned, whether the? be research scientists or de- 

partmenial managers, for no librarian, whatever ms 

scientific training, can possibly be fnlly conversant 

with the shifting trends of industnal production. 

A bibliography prepared on these lines will be 

authoritative, and might well be issued to a wid« 

public, both through British and foreign r«earch 

organisations and to individuals. Work of this kmd 

can only be undertaken in a commercial and t^- 

nical library in dose touch with industry, posaiHy 

through the kind of interchange organisation briefly 

described later in this chapter. A good deal of work 

is involved, but there are compensations m that 

institutions which receive the bibliographies recipro¬ 

cate by sending their own publications. For example, 

in a commercial and technical Hbrary where this 
form of specialisation has reached an advanced stage, 

valuable bibliographies have been received in ex¬ 

change from the Special Libraries Association of 

America and from the Verein Deutscher Eis^- 

huttenleute. No better way of removing the mis¬ 

understanding about the scope and purpose of public 

libraries can be devised than these widely distributed 

records of their ability to play an important part in 

the national campaign for technical efficiency. If 

the lists are competently done they are eagerly 

sought after. One recently issued on a new and 
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important casting process was asked for hj over 

300 organisations and firms from aU ov^ the 

world. 

There may be occasions when the production of 

a larger printed bibliography, dealing with a range 

of subjects in coiiiiection with a national event 

concerned with trade or industry, is worth while. 

Such opportunities are rare; the work involved in 

the preparation of elaborate lists and the cost of 

printing them are heavy; and it is not easy to find 

suitable methods of distribution. In the commercial 

and technical library larger printed bibliographies 

are of doubtful value, except to other librarians and 

bibliographers. The same amount of effort devoted 

to smaller lists prepared for specific groups of readers 

who ask for them is much more rewarding, 

Opinions differ about the value of a regular 

bulletin issued to firms and library users. If printed, 

they are costly to produce, and some librarians 

question whether the time spent on them is justified 

in towns where the information officers of the main 

industrial establishments already circulate among 

their many departments skQfuUy prepared bulletins 

of references to and abstracts of material dealing 

with their research and production activities. A 

library publication of this kind can only be general 

in scope because it caters for many firms making a 

variety of products; it is difficult for a public librarian 

to produce useful references covering $0 wide a 

range of interests. If distributed free, they are likely 

to share the common fate of all general publications. 
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A recently seated technical library has approached 

the distribution problem in a novd way, Its mon¬ 

thly Docum^U SuUetiny which lists the preceding 

month’s accessions, and provides relevant annotations 

of the books, titles of the more important articles 

in the periodicals, and patents information, is 

produced by a cheaper photographic process and is 

issued on a small subscription basis. This reduces the 

cost of publication and limits the distribution to 

firms and Hbraiics whose appreciation of its value 

is shown by the continuance of their subscriptions. 

kesgarch estahliskmsnts and thif taorkers—an inter- 

change schemt 

The stock of the technical sections of most joint 

libraries will probably consist mainly of standard 

books and periodicals, but certain industries may be 
of such prime importance in the town that a high 

degree of specialisation can be reached in the litera¬ 

ture about them. In such a case it is possible to treat 

on equal terms with the industrial research and 

development departments and their librarians or 

information officers, and to work out methods of 

collaboration which may ultimately result in the 

commercial and technical library becoming the 

recognised information centre for the industries, 

If well stocked and administered, it is peculiarly 

fitted for this role, but it cannot perform it unless 

the confidence of industrialists has been obtained. 

Much will depend, too, on the number and quality 

of research libraries in the area. If there are some 
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good libraries of institutions and large firms with 

efficient research and development departments, 

the basic conditions for close co-ordination of certain 

activities are present; smaller organisations can be 

brought in later. The librarian of an active commer¬ 

cial and technical library will aheadp have gained the 

goodwill of his colleagues in research and industrial 

libraries by identifying and obtaining material 

which they have not been able to get from the sources 

open to them. It takes at least three days and often 

much longer for loans from distant centres to reach 

the applicant. As the material may be wanted 

quickly in connection with a problem that has 

arisen in a production process, it would obviously 

be helpful if the publication could be obtained 

locally. It may already be stocked at another library 

in the area; and it is a short step to realise that 

all this material were pooled and made available 

through a well-planned system of interchange, it 

could be used with a minimum of delay. 

The initial move in the creation of an organisation 

to do this work will fall on the public library, which 

U not without some responsibility in the matter, 

since the welfare of the local authority depends on 

the success of the town’s industries. The librarian 

should convene a conference of directors of research, 

librarians, technical information officers and others 

likely to be interested. To give suitable standing to 

the meeting and to offset any misunderstandings 

about the public library’s piacc in such a scheme, 

a chairman whose importance in industrial circles 
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will guarantee a representative attendance should 

be obtained. 

The convener of the conference would be well 

advised to prepare a memorandum outlining a scheme 

for consideration at this meeting, for there is prob¬ 

ably no more futile instrument than a committee 

without a guiding mind. The submission should 

deal with general principles only; what is needed 

at this stage is a resolution in the form of a kind 

of general blessing which will commit those in a 

position to do so to give authority to their firms* 

representatives to take part in the organisation. The 

main function of the conference is to launch the 

scheme and appoint a small committee to work out 

the details. 

The librarian of the commercial and technical 

library should not be surprised to find that he will 

be expected to be Its administrator; as his organi¬ 

sation will probably be the largest in it and must 

make the greatest contribution, it is desirable that 

direction and control, subject to the general views 

of other members, should be in his hands. In any 

case, the librarian’s experience in working with vol¬ 

untary organisations will have taught him that 

everything depends on the enthusiasm and applica¬ 

tion of a few people, for talkers are many, but willing, 

competent workers are hard to find. 

It is well to begin by planning a workable method 

for the interchange of books and periodicals m the 

libraries of members. The organisation should be 

simple, and the rules should be the minimum 
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required to work the scheme. Ambitious plans for 

complete union catalogues which figure so much 

in librarians’ dreams should find no place in it. 

If thty achiere the rare distinction of being accurate 

and current, they record, at great expense of time, 

money and energy, the existence of masses of little 

used books and the fact that the stocks of many 

libraries are very similar. The larger member lib¬ 

raries will not have the staff, and certainly not the 

inclination, to copy all their records. Centralised 

records of some kind must, of course, be made. 

Holdings of periodicals are so important that a 

complete union list of them should be compiled by 

distributing 5' X 3* printed slips to memben on 

which they can record their periodicals and the 

extent of the files. These should be checked and 

amended where necessary (many who submit them 

will have had little or no library experience and 

inaccuracies and inconsistencies will be numerous) 

and then alphabetised. It may be thought desirable 

to prepare and issue to members copies of the 

union list, with adequate space for additions and 

amendments, but so many changes have to be made 

under present conditions of periodical publishing 

that its value in relation to the time spent by all 

concerned in keeping it current is debatable, The 

rules should provide for the regular notification 

to headquarters of alterations in members’ holdings. 

A telephone, request for an item can then be checked 

by the union list. If the periodical is available through 

the interchange, the enquirer Is notified of its 
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location, and the actual exchange carried out direct 

between the members concerned. 

For books, all that is needed is to record those in 

the small collections, which are olten of a specialised 

kind, The nature of the book stocb of research 

association, Institution and other special libraries 

wiE generally be obvious from the scope of their 

work^ those of the larger works libraries will mainly 

duplicate that of the commercial and technical 

department. Its catalogue will thus be a reasonable 

guide to the general scientific and technical literature 

in the area. Ic is easy to check with member libraries 

over the telephone when requests for books not 

stocked at headquarters are received, and if all 

enquiries satisfied in this way are recorded, a small 

union catalogue of bocks outside the normal range of 

stock can be created with lictle trouble. 

It should be a basic condition of membenhip 

that a suitable contribution is made to the common 

pool. Firms, like individuals, vary in outlook^ while 

some are willing and helpful, others may try to 

take out more than they are prepared to put in. 

Though contributions and use can never be equated, 

nor is it desirable to attempt to do so, some minimum 

standard of holdings of books and periodicals 

should be laid down. It should be comparatively 

low, for a small but highly specialised research 

organisation or a minor dnn making a rare product 

may be able to provide material which, though small 

in bulk, has great value. For example, in one such 

interchange organisation, a radio-therapy research 
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centre with a tinjr library provides some files of 

periodicals and research publications sometimes 

wanted by physicists engaged in metallurgical re¬ 

search involving the use of X-rays and radioactive 

isotopes, On the other hand, a brge works library 

may have several thousand books and hundreds of 

periodicals, most of which are already in stock m 

the commercial and technical library and are useful 

only as duplicates. On balance, it would seem that 

the smaller collection is the more useful of the two. 

It is essential to fix a standard to avoid embarrass¬ 

ment, but the criterion for admission to membership 

should rest mainly on the quality rather than the 

quantity of the material the new member is able 

to offer. 

The other conditions under which such an organ¬ 

isation is run must be framed in accordance with 

local circumstances and need not be detailed here. 

Some general observations may, however, be helpful 

to those contemplating the creation of one. 

It is almost inevitable that the bulk of the borrow¬ 

ings will be from the commercial and technical 

libraiy, which must be prepared to lend to members. 

It is important to lay down conditions that make 

it possible for any material to lent to be returned 

within a short time. Lending should be to firms for 

research and practice in the works, and not to indi¬ 

viduals, who can use the library for private study on 

precisely the same terms as other readers. There is no 

reason why they should be put in a privileged posi¬ 

tion. Every loan should remain on the firm’s premises 
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during normal opening hours so that it can be 

returned hy car on request. This, in turn, sets a 

limit to the area in which the organisation can 

operate, apart from the fact that as speed is its 

keynote, the great majority of borrowings will be 

made by messenger. 

Under such a scheme, the local authority will bear 

the cost of administration, which is considerable, 

though there are compensations in that the public 

library is allowed to borrow from members material 

wanted by its own readers, The local authority can 

reasonably be expected to make iu special services 

to commerce and industry as productive as possible 

in this way, but when applications for membership 

are received from places some fifteen to twenty 

milo away—which is probably the practical distance 

limit for an interchange run on these lines—the 

libraries committee must decide ai a matter of frinciple whether it is prepared to accept them. 

ublic libraries are provid^ wholly out of local 

rates for the education and entertainment of the 

people of the area governed by the local authority. 

Certain services, such as the reference libraries and 

archive collections, are open to all scholars and stu« 

dents. The reasons for this arc partly administrative, 

because of the difficulty of trying to distinguish 

between residents and non-residents, and partly be¬ 

cause the larger towns accept some responsibility 

for the welfare of the areas of which they are the 

centres and from which they draw some of their 

wealth. These arguments can legitimately be used 
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for extending the privileges of the intcichange 
scheme to firms outside the town. 

Once the organisation is in being, the exchange of 
pooled material will become a simple, easily admin¬ 
istered routine for the bulk of material lent, 
but some enquiries will tax the resources of the 
library and the abilities of the librarian and his senior 
staff. If, as wOl probably be the case, some research 
libraries are members of it, their Ubrarians will be 
familiar with the normal bibliographical tools and 
may only use the public library when their own 
records fail or when the enquiry ia outside the 
normal range of their interests. Other special requests 
for information will be received from firms which 
have little knowledge of library practice and rely 
on the commercial and technical library to find 
sources of information for them and help in their 
use. It will therefore be clear that when a library 
undenakes the administration of an interchange 
organisation, it naturally becomes a scientific and 
technical information centre for the district. It 
should, of course, try to fulfil this function in any 
case, but it will be helped to do so more effectively 
under these conditions. 

The commercial and technical library should 
have at its command every possible bibliographical 
aid likely to be of service to the industries of the 
area. It should be a member of all associations 
and institutions concerned with them, including 
foreign (particularly American) ones. It must also 
build up friendly reciprocal relations with other 
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specialked Ebraries $o that exchanges of material 

can be made quickly. As the interchange develops, 

the members themaelves will be able to add to the 

resooTces of the headquarters library. Many works 

information officers provide stencilled abstracts of 

periodicals and research publications for their de* 

partments, and are usually willing to send copies for 

cutting and mounting on cards at headquarters; 

translations, including the invaluable Bratcher pub¬ 

lications, are also generally made available; some, 

lacking room, are glad to present files of important 

periodicals for permanent preservation; and works* 

librarians often call attention to important publica¬ 

tions or to forthcoming technical developments 

which the commercial and technical librarian might 

otherwise have missed. 

The benefits the commercial and technical lib* 

rary receives in exchange for the responsibility of 

administering an efficient system of interchange 

are considerable. Constant contact with colleagues 

working in close touch with production helps the 

librarian to obtain a more informed knowledge of 

the Eterature of local industries. He is able to note 

the trends of production, and stock his library 

accordingly. If he has doubts about the authority 

of any publication or its usefulness, or if he has a 

particularly tough query to deal with involving 

specialised scientific or technical experience which 

no librarian can possess, he has at his service a helpful 

panel of experts, one of whom is usually able to 

resolve his difficulty «ther by himself or in con- 
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sultation with a colleague. Thk highly competiOTt 

assistance is also at the librarian’s disposal when he 

is preparing bibliographies on some aspects of re¬ 

search or production. 
It will be seen that the simple act of interchang¬ 

ing published material ma7 well develop into an 

organised system in which all the scientific and 

technical information resources of an area are avail¬ 

able through the commercial and technical library. 

As the quality of its service grows, it becomes more 

than a local centre; it gradually acquires national 

recognition as a place where accurate information 

on those industries can be obtained, and libraries 

and firms throughout the country and abroad use 

it for this purpose. Its strength as a reliable source 

lies in the fact that under these conditions it is not 

a mere paper organisation; it is baclted by the applW 

sHIl and knowledge of able men and women actually 

working in the industries, who are able to bring to 

the solution of any problem a judgment tempered by 

experience of the application of practice to theory.^ 

A co-operative plan }or London 

The division of the London area into a numb« 

of comparatively small local authorities makes it 

difficult for any one pubUc Ebrary to create a com¬ 

mercial and technical library on the lines of i^se 

»Fer detaib of the orgamsacon and adaainistratioii of an inte^ 
change avatem such as the one briefly deacribed, the tea^ » 
referred to Lamb, J. P. “The mterchange of technical pubbea- 
iktu Id Sheffidd”, ASUS ProeuJi^s, VoL s, 1950, PP- 
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provided by tbe large provincial cities; and the 

variety of the lighter indnstries and their wide¬ 

spread location are an additional handicap. In these 

circumstances^ such work can probably best be 

done through the co-operation of a number of 

libraries. An organisation on these lines was first 

suggested in 1950, and ten public libraries in West 

Lo^on evolved a scheme known as the Co-operative 

Industrial and Commercial Reference and Informa¬ 

tion Service (CICRIS). 

Each library undertakes to specialise in an agreed 

technical held for books, periodicals and other 

printed material, and to make contact with other 

sources of information in its selected subjects. 

Industrial hrms, technical college libraries and 

research organisations have agreed to lend material 

within the area covered. 

In general, the organisation operates on much 

the same principles as the one previously mentioned. 

It already has considerable achievements to its 

credit and is still growing. The normal difHcuhles 

to be found In any voluntary co-operative system— 

the uneven nature of individual efort and en^usiasm 

and the tendency for the heavy work involved to 

be laid on the shoulders of the willing few—are 

perhaps increased in this case by the fact that more 

“supplying'^ libraries take part b h. 

The success of this project, which is admirably 

designed to overcome •ic problems peculiar to the 

London area, is already stimulating other parts of 

the metropolis to organise similar ones. 
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THE FUTURE 

The future of commeicLal and technical libiaiiee 

will be profoundly affected by the emphasis now 

being placed on scientific and technical education 

and practice. It is taking several forms: the erection 

and enlargement of colleges of commerce, science 

and technology; the expansion of the universi*^ 

science and technical departments; government 

projects for establishing a science centre to act as a 

national reference library of scientific and technical 

literature and for creating or developing agencies 

for the dissemination of technical information; and 

the encouragement being given to industry to es¬ 

tablish libraries and research departments closely 

integrated with the work of the research associa¬ 

tions. 
All are likely to add to the number of readers of 

scientific and technical literature, and all will have 

some influence on the work of the commercial and 

technical library. Though so far its place in the 

national plan is as insignificant as public librarians 

have learned from experience to expect, the develop¬ 

ments now taking place and the proposals still under 

discussion should be examined in relation to the 

problems the commercial and technical library has 
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to face. An attempt will be made to do so ia this 

chapter, 

The public library suffers from certain disabilities 

some of which are inherent in its history. Though 

it has pioneered many schemes which show how 

readily an institution so closely in touch with the 

lives and interests of the people can mtcrpiet the 

significance of social, economic and educational trends 

at an early stage, it has never received national 

recognition. The ideas conceived and nurtured in 

public libraries have later been adopted and de¬ 

veloped by other agencies which, though they rosy 

not have been as effective instruments for applying 

them, had the advantage of support from national 

funds and had acquired a greater share of public 

esteem. There seems little reason to doubt that the 

work of commercial and technical libraries will share 

the same fate. Their librarians may well ask: why 

has this department, which in some towns has been 

of outstanding value to industrial research and pro¬ 

duction, made so little impression on those charged 

with the duty of making recommendations for a 

national plan? 

One reason undoubtedly is the predominantly 

local character of the public library. One of the 

oldest of the municipal services, iw powers have 

scarcely changed since it first began to provide 

books for instruction and entertainment a century 

ago, and as it is wholly dependent on municipal 

finance, most of its activities are naturally confined 

to its own community. While certain other muni- 
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cipal departments are thought to be of such national 

importance that some form of central control 

or direction is deemed desiiahle^which in turn 

means grants from national funds—the public library 

has been left to develop according to the economic 

status of the local authority, the value it places on 

the importance of books, and the energy or laxity, 

competence or ineptitude, of the responsible officer, 

As a result, the sendees of different authorities are 

of a very uneven standard, and claims which may 

justly be made for one efficient organisation are 

found to be inapplicable to others- An examination 

of a particular aspect of the service throughout 

the country gives such unbalanced results that 

those who maJee it are perhaps not unreasonable 

in doubting the effectiveness of special departments ' 

or, indeed, of public libraries as a whole. Another 

reason for their neglect at national level probably 

lies in the fact that the metropolitan libraries are 

regarded as representative by those who have no 

experience of the composite and highly developed 

activities with which the large city systems serve 

the bibliographical needs of the community. Re¬ 

search workers in the metropolis have access to so 

many reference and special libraries that there is 

not the same pressure on the borough libraries to 

create commercial and technical libraries or other 

specialised services like those of the cities in that 

remote and largely undiscovered part of Britain 

situate to the north of Waltham Abbey Cross. 

Local control exercised without the stimulus of 
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national grants and iixt influence of a policy-making 

central authority has resulted in library finances 

being quite insufficient for their potentialities and 

rarely adequate for the more urgent needs. The 

demands made on the public library are so many 

and varied that, in seeking to meet all of them— 

for it is very rulnerable to local criticism—it has 

been compelled to spread its slender resources so 

widely that it has succeeded in really satisfying none. 

For example, the weight of popular reading is so 

heavy, and the cost of the books, staff and buildings 
needed to cope with it absorbs so large a part of 

the income, that none but the largest and most 

prosperous systems are able to provide adequate 

stocks of books on advanced aspects of science and 

technology as well. In places where the reference 

department! are well stocked and the very costly 

process of keeping up to date a large collection of 

scientific and te^nical literature is attempted. It 

may have to be done at the expense of other branches 

of the service, as is shown by the expenditure on 

books in certain of the large city systems in relation 

to the number of libraries they maintain. 

It is against this background that the future of 

commercial and technical libraries must be con¬ 

sidered. H some of them have failed to reach a high 

standard of service, the fault lies not so much in their 

organisation or the ideas and hopes of those who 

administer them, as in factors over which neither 

the committee nor the librarian has any control. Yet, 

despite the difficulties, most of them have succeeded 
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in establiiiimg valuable and productive contacts 

with industry. They override local criticism and 

finance by serving a much wider area than the 

boundaries of their authority; indeed, at least one 

such library has gone further and has become 

recognised as a national centre fox sources and for 

information on certain aspects of industrial research 

and practice. There are obvious limits to the use of 

local funds for such activities, which should attract 

government support. It can be argued that if some 

libraries can do work of national importance, there 

is no reason why others, if adequately financed, 

should not do so well. The fact that the technical 

departments of public libraries are likely to find 

only a very minor place in the proposed national 

plan for the provision of scientific and technical 

information is farther evidence that their long history 

as a purely local service has made it difficult for those 

unaware of recent developments to see them in any 

other role. 

It is probable that the creation of secondary 

modern and secondary technical schools and the 

erection of colleges of commerce, science and tech¬ 

nology will result in a large increase in the numbers 

of pupils wanting elementary, intermediate and 

sometimes advanced scientific and technical books. 

The expansion of the university departments of 

science and technology will also produce more 

students of degree and research standard, Though 

the libraries of all these institutions will naturally 

be expanded accordingly, many students will also 
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use the public library, and it will be almost the only 

source ci books available to them when theii tram*> 

ing ends. It ia therefore important to consider, in 

the first place, how to meet this new challenge 

in the commercial and technical library, for it will 

certainly place new burdens on its book stock and 

accommodation. It is, In fact, already a pressing 

problem in some of them. 

TK£ COMMERCUL LIBRARY 

An efficiently administered commercial library 

will hare attracted most firms and persons likely to 

make regular use of it, and while every opportunity 

should be taken to make it even more widely known, 

there is unlikely to be any considerable expansion of 

its work among those engaged in commerce. It seems 

equally unlikdy that developments in commercial 

education will place an unbearable burden upon it. 

Though many users live outside the boundaries of 

the authority it still remains, in essence, a local ser* 

vice. The large municipalities, in which alone an 

advanced library of this type is able to justify its ex¬ 

istence, have little difficulty in maintaining ^e stock 

and service at a high pitch of excellence; and such a 

library can work effectively with little help in book 

loans from other libraries. All such libraries are 

successfully performing a most valuable function 

for an important, though numerically small part of 

the community, without undue strain on munidpa! 

finances, and there seems no reason why they should 

not continue to do so. 
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THE TECHNICAL LIBRARY 

The case of the technical or scientific and technical 

libraff is different, It is much more heavil7 used for 

study than the commercial library, and experience 

proves that there seem to be few limits to the 

demands which a really active department of this 

kind can stimulate. The accession of lar^e numbers 

of new students will tax its resources to the utmost 

for, proportionately to other classes of books, 

scientific and technical literature is costly, particu¬ 

larly as many important works are American. 

Moreover, as the technical library has previously 

catered mainly for advanced students and those 

few technical workers sufficiently mteiested in theii 

job and their own future to undertake intensive 

study, its seating accommodation is usually not 

large, Unless much larger premises for a greatly 

expanded service can be envisaged, including a 

students* room for those engaged in advanced 

study and research, it may become necessary to review 

the principles on which its organisation b based. 

Younger students, except the most ambitious and 

^fted among them, will normally not be attracted 

to the technical library, but since some text-books on 

local trades and on workshop practice are usually 

stocked, a number of them may use it in preference 

to the lending departments if the libraries of the 

educational institutions do not wholly satisfy them. 

The librarian may therefore have to discourage 

them by raising the minimum standard of books 

provided and by suspending some of the activities 
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described in the previous chapter, such as the form 

of training in book use designed to stimulate the 

Interest of the brighter pupils of the secondary 

modern schools. Those whose education has nor 

advanced beyond the stage when their studies are 

largely confined to set text-books could be catered 

for by enlarging the stocks of elementary and inter¬ 

mediate books in the home reading libraries and by 

heavy duplication of those in common use. The pur¬ 

pose of these suggestions is to ease any possible 

pressure on the technical department and not to 

evade the public library’s clear duty of providing 

suitable books for all cluses of readers. Separating 

readers and books into types which will have a mutual 

attraction is the only practical way of dealing with 

diverse reading needs. There are obvious difRcultlcs 

in carrying out such a plan, as the technical library 

cannot exclude books needed by adult technicians 

who wish to study their trades or to find ways 

of removing snags encountered in the workshop. 

Nevertheless, if the problem is tackled with imagina¬ 

tion and skill, it should be possible to divert many 

readers from the technical library to other branches 

of the service. Its use by advanced students could 

also be partially reduced in the same way, though 

many of them will want a true reference library. 

If books are needed in the quantities anticipated, 

there is every reason for heavily duplicating in home 

reading hbraries all books except those of a purely 

reference character and those which the technical 

librarian readily recognises as *'specialised”. 
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The only reader left to be considered is the yonugei 

student who, for domestic or other reasons, wishes 

to study in a library. His case could be met by 

incrcasmg the proportion of books on practical 

subjects in the reference sections of branches where 

there is a reference library or a study room. This has 

already been done in a new branch library of a city 

with a highly developed central techniod depart¬ 

ment. 

Relatiotis with technical education 

As the libraries of the technical education insti¬ 

tutions grow, the technical librarian should keep 

in close touch with the work of his professional 

colleagues who administer them. It is to be hoped 

that at an early stage in their development they 

will be staffed by trained and adequately paid 

librarians, for they should be linked up in every 

possible way with the class teaching and workshop 

practice carried out in the institutions. 

The need to avoid unnecessary and costly over¬ 

lapping in the provision of expensive and little used 

books will not be lessened when several technical 

libraries serve the same area for different purposes. 

The full requirements of readers can rarely be 

satisfied by any library, and money saved by co¬ 

ordinated book selection can be put to better use. 

How far collaboration in book purchase and exchange 

can be carried out must be decided in the light of 

events. There are many other ways in which frank 

exchanges of views about common problems could 
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be mutually advantageous. li one of the major 

educational libraries creates an index of special 

Tnaterial or a general index of periodical contents, 

the commercial and technical librarian would find 

it helpful to have access to it, and vice versa. Joint 

book exhibitions could be arranged; loans of books 

could be made from one to the other for special 

purposes, as, for example, when the college library 

is supporting a study course by books as well as 

by book lists. Alternatively, the public library hold¬ 

ings might be included in the lists to show students 

where they can have access to additional sources, 

though these would mainly consist of books in the 

home reading libraries, Ail the educational libraries 

should be members of the district interchange 

scheme. 

It has been suggested that the more elementary 

system of training in book use applied to younger 

students should be suspended in the technical 

library; but if the library is extensively used by others 

progressing to research standard ’^ere are sound 

reasons for providing courses of training for them 

in the use of the bibliographical tools of research. 

Knowledge of sources will be essential to them 

during their studies under instruction and when 

they become practising research workers. There is 

an important difference between the education of 

students of humane subjects and of science and 

technology. The training of the former encourages 

them to read widely outside their set books, and 

this usually involves some understanding of library 
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practice- Tke scientific and technical student, on 

the other hand, largely confines himself to mastering 

the standard text-books set for him and rarely 

needs to look beyond them until he has passed on 

to higher levels of study. 

It is therefore desirable that the more advanced 

students should recave special training in the recog¬ 

nition and use of sources. This is primarily a matter 

for the educational authorities, for at the student 

stage it can only be properly carried out by lecturers 

and tutors working on special study courses; in any 

case, the technical librarian could not possibly find 

the time to undenake regular extraneous duties 

of this kind. Some part of the advanced training 

should take place in the technical library, where 

h is to be expected that the widest range of sources 

will be found, except perhaps in the university 

library. 
Librarians are fully aware of the Importance of 

such training. The number of students of near degree 

standard who do not know how to use libraries and 

bibliographies is astonishing; and it is to be hoped 

that educationalists will one day realise that it is an 

essential part of their job to train them to do so. If 

more users of the technical library could find their 

own sources, the staff time saved could be put to 

better use. 
Many of those who accept posts in industry will 

continue their studies in the technical library; they 

must keep abreast of developments throu^ books, 

periodicals and specialist publications; and every 
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opportunity should therefore be taien, preferably 

in their later student years, to malce them fully 

aware of its scope and activities. This can best 

be done by applying to older students a carefully 

planned and co-ordinated system of training in the 

use of books and libraries, and by linking up as far 

as possible jhe services of the technical library and 

its educational counterparts. 

Relati^ with research estahliskments 

It is presumed that the technical librarian will 

already have built np a co-operatrve system of 

exchange of znateiial and information with those 

engaged in industrial research and practice like the 

one described in the last chapter. His library will 

have become an administrative centre for tracing 

sources and supplying Specialised publications; and 

though this will be a many sided arrangement— 

for the exceptional knowledge and experience of 

his colleagues in different industries and research 

establishments are equally a part of the district 

o^anisation-“he will be expected, as a public 
servant, to carry the main burden. The pheno¬ 

menal growth in the number of highly complex 
enquiries received in technical libraries during recent 

years may have reached a point almost of embar¬ 

rassment in view of financial limitations. If the lib¬ 

rary, by outstanding work in this field, achieves 

national or international recognition as a reliable 

source of information on certain subjects, the num¬ 

ber of enquiries may become so great that some 
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limit must be set to them. The maia pressure will 

be on staff, which is costly m relation to observable 

results, for some enquiries entail many hours ,of 

search. In such circumstances local interests must 

have priority^ but even if all requests from outside 

the immediate district which the library normally 

serves are refused, the librarian's work is unlikely to 

be much lessened as events make indastriallsts realise 

more and more how great a part education must 

play in research, management, workshop organisa¬ 

tion and practice, and the technical processes of 

production. 

Works libraries-—by which is meant those formed 

for the use of scientific and technical research staffs 

as distinct from the library of text-books for the 

artisan—have been increasing in numbers and size 

during recent yean, but they are still very uneven 

in quality. Those of large concerns engaged in the 

production of basic materials on which constant 

research is essential are so well stocked and admin¬ 

istered that they occupy an honoured place among 

special libraries. Others are libraries in name only: 

many firms seem to think that a cupboard of books 

and a few periodicals, with a junior clerk or an 

unsuitable laboratory assistant to act as ^‘librarian*’ 

by keeping a record of loans, are adequate fox 

scientific and technical study- It seems clear that 

much educational work among indnstiialists is 

needed to make them realise how important a good 

works library is to their future; perhaps the fierce 

blast of competition will provide the stimulus- 
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Projected developmcnw in the provision of 

scientific and technical information may alter the 

type of demand made on the technical library by 

laige firms with good libiaxy and information 

services, which will probably obtain more material 

direct from national sources; but the growth of the 

now immature libraries of other finns will fill the 

gap. If, as is hoped, their clerln are repbced in due 

couase by trained librarians and information officers, 

this process will be accelerated. Moreover, even the 

smallest firms which could never aspire to a full-scale 

library may be stimubted to interest themselves 

in technical study and provide some perlodicab. 

The commercial and technical librarian can be of 

real assistance to them, for they have no other skilled 

guide to books and information. 

It seems likely then, that in the future the library*! 

work with industry will change little in content, 

though it may increase in volume. Methods of 

recording the existence and nature of material of 

interest to local industry may have to be extended 

or varied as new enquiries are received from repre¬ 

sentatives of firms which hitherto have looked 

askance at any information culled from books or 

other printed matter. Much “information resistance*’ 

still remains to be overcome before advances in 

science and technology can percolate from research 

centres to many small businesses, Nevertheless, the 

use of the library by smaller firms will almost cer¬ 

tainly increase. When the librarian tries to foster it, 

he will find that the sources avaibble for general 
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technical information are not wholly satisfactory 

and may feel that the bodies concerned with the 

dissemination of scientific and technical information 

hare perhaps lard too much stress on the research side. 

Aids to industrial research 

Abstracts are useful both to research workers and 

practising technicians, They are produced by many 

bodies, comprising research associations, government 

departments, societies, institutions, industries and 

technical publishers, but some branches of science 

and technology are still not covered. As so many 

different agencies do the work, they are uneven in 

scope and presentation and there is considerable 

overlapping. 
One of the most important tasks of the works 

librarian or information officer is to compile and 

issue his own abstracts and other records of mat¬ 

erial likely to be useful in the research department 

and in shop practice. These must be prepared in 

accordance with the particular interests of his firm 

and the slant of research and production. Their 

selection includes regular searches for material and 

references among abstracts, patents, periodicals and 

other publications, often in consultation with the 

public technical librarian. Published abstracts are 

made in this country by experts in limited fields 

who are usually in touch with industrial needs and, 

in the case of the research associations, with col¬ 

leagues undertaking research into problems often 

posed by industry itself. There is a danger—admit- 
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t^61y A small one—that this higjil^ sdcctire method 

of abstracting may lead to the occasional omission 

of important matter. On the other hand, it is 

obviously pointless to include the enormous output 

of periodical articles which are little more than 

technical hack journalism. 

The organisation of an adequate national abstract¬ 

ing service is of such importance that it might well 

offer scope for a limited exercise of that current 

popular diversion knovm as “planning’\ The gen¬ 

eral principles under which abstracts are made and 

published in this country appear to be sound— 

though the possibility oi the writer of a scientific 

article preparing and publishing hie own abstract 

of it should certainly be examined^—but some 

authority should be created to lay down standards 

oi production, to prevent overUpping, and to 

ensure an adequate coverage of subjects. An alterna¬ 

tive is for a body, financed by the government, 

to undertake the work nationally on the lines of the 

Centre de Documentation du Centre National de la 

Recherche Sclent ifique sponsored by the French 

Ministry of Education, or the newly created Soviet 

Institute of Scientific Information, which is designed 

to produce abstracts for scientists from world lit¬ 

erature on every aspect of science and technology. 

The Russian institute is already publishing monthly 

Frof«ttor J. D. Bensl’i taggenioos for the mteraatioaal 

prettttutfon of Kiectific informatioD io “Inforriucioii serrice 

as aa eaientul b the progresi of leieace”. JSLIB. Ref^rt 

4/ fncetJuigi $J th« Ttvmiulh 194$, pp. 23-24. 
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abstract journals on mechaiucs, mathematics and 

astronom7, and a fortnightly one on chemistry, 

and is expected soon to add biology, geology and 

technology to the list. 

If the su^ested improvements can be made, the 

methods in use in this country seem preferable 

to a centralised national abstracting service. Unless a 

radically different plan is adopted, abstracts should 

continue to be published in subject groups, though 

it would be helpful if a cumulated general index 

to them could be compiled. 

Consideration should also be given to the cumula¬ 

tive indexing of periodicals. The full scope of the 

En^iutfing Indfx makes it an indispensable tool to 

librarians, but the much narrower range of periodicals 

covered by the Industrial Arts Ind^x and its Ameri¬ 

can bias limit its usefulness in this country, A British 

index of scientific and technical periodicals, produced 

with the efficiency of the American ones, would 

be a most valuable contribution to the attempts 

now being made to bring the latest discoveries 

of scientists to the notice of the producers of goods, 

but it seems obvious that, as in the case of a full 

abstracting service, it could only be maintained by 

a governmental subsidy. 

The amount of published matter on science and 

technology is growing at an almost terri^diig rate; 

and the difficulties of finding among it particular 

items of value for specific purposes increase pro¬ 

portionately, It would be very helpful if, in the 

near future, methods could be deidsed to reduce 
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the time now being spent on such searches all over 

the country which, in total, must be enormous,' 

Perhaps one of the electronic contrivances, which 

seem to be able to perform the most astonishing 

feats, could be used; certainly a close watch should 

be kept on the possibilities of these machines, and 

of new techniques in photographic and other pro¬ 

cesses, In this age of invention, no new device is 

too fanciful for consideration. For example, some 

interesting experiments in translating Russian scien¬ 

tific and technical articles by means of the machine 

popularly known as an “electronic braln^’ have been 

carried out in the United States.* The choice of 

scientific matter for these tests was deliberate; words 

used in it have very narrow meanings, and though 

grammar disappeared in mechanical translation, a 

reader with scientific training was able to under¬ 

stand the sense of the passages. The difficulties of 

translating so flexible a m^ium as language by 

mechanical means are obvious. Nevertheless, these 

experiments may presage future wonders which 

could be harnessed to the task of disseminating 

knowledge. 

Problems of interest to public and industrial 

technical librarians and information officers have 

been under consideration by certain committees 

extent to which devdopneott of exuemg punched cud 
i)rsteau cxn be harnessed to chu task U ibown in two articlee 
m Chtnisd 4ps^ New: **New cooh for the 
reeunectioo of koowledge**, Vol. js, 1954, pp. 866-9, ^ 
''lofonjadoa for sale’', p. 966. 

anJ Neto$, Vol. 31, 1954, pp. 54^341. 
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appointed the government, and their recom¬ 

mendations are discussed belo^v. 

Proposid seiencg centre 

For many years the scientific societies have been 

pressing the government to establish a science centre 

in which the larger scientific societies could be suit¬ 

ably housed under one roof and their libraries pooled 

for the common use of their members. Some pro¬ 

gress in negotiation was made after 1944, when 

the Lord President of the Council first received 

a deputation representing the societies. In 1950 the 

Royal Society was informed that the scheme had 

made great progress in that an adequate central 

site had been selected and that the Treasury had 

undertaken to provide the cost of building- Later, 

m the year it was stated in the House of Commons 

that suitable new quarters would be built for the 

Royal Society and other leading scientific societies 

and their libraries; that the Department of Scien¬ 

tific and Industrial Research and other government 

scientific organisations would also be housed there; 

and that provision would be made for the Patent 

Office and its library, which would be extended and 

modernised to serve as a central reference library in 

science and technology. The enlarged library will 

serve working scientists in industry and all concerned 

with research and technical development, but will 

not provide for other users, such as undergraduate 

students, who must use other existing facilities. A 

novel surest ion is that scientific literature more 
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than about 50 years old shall be pruned m consulta¬ 

tion with the British Museum. 

These proposals would have been extended had 

the recommendations of the Report on Scientific 

and Technical Library Facilities prepared by the 

Panel on Technical Information Services of the 

Committee on Industrial Productivity been adopted. 

The Advisory Council on Scientific Policy dealt 

with them in their third report (July 1950) as 

follows:— 

**The Panel reponed that the devdopmect of technical 

library fadlidea bad failed to heep pace wirh the growth of 

identific reiearch. While the money expended on research 

had greatly increased, the funds, accoinmodation end staS 

available to tbe sdeatiSc and technical libraries had, in 

general, remained static, and these libraries were no longer 

capable of maintaining iuU collections of technical literature, 

and of providing reasonable facilities for readers. Industrial 

and other users were therefore badly handicapped in beeping 

abreast of, and making use of, scientific results, on the obtain¬ 

ing of which much public money had been expended. 

'‘The Panel recommended that, in order to secure effective 

and co-ordinated action, a Sdentific and Technical Library 

Authority should be set up ai a semi-independent agency of 

the Government (o run central loan and reference libraries, 

and to advise and assist financially other technical libraries. 

Its first duty would be to develop a central reference library 

in London, if possible in close assodatioo with spedalised 

libraries of the learned sodeties, and to develop a national 

lending library ol sdence and technology, not necessarily 

in London. Jt was thought that the existing Patent Office 

library might form the basis of the proposed central refer- 
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ence library, and that the existing library of the Science 

Museum iTiight form the nucleus of the lending library- 

Better use of the sdentific literature in the British Museum 

Library should also be facilitated, and the Authority should 

ensure an adequate supply of suitably trained personnel in 

the various technical libraries, and should support the 

provision of union catalogues, and the development of 

comprehenrive scientific and technical sections in public 

libraries, particularly in the main industrial centres. 

“It might also keep under review, and encourage the 

development of, new library techniques and mechanical 

aids which would aisUt In the creation of a more economic 

and efficient service.” 

The Advisory Council commented on the above 

as follows:*— 

‘'While agreeing with the diagnosis and broad cbjectivee 

stated by the Pand, we felt doubtful whether the case for an 

executive Sdenrific and Technical Library Authority was 

made out. We consider that the objects which the Panel had 

in vdew could be achieved by existing organisations, given 

effective co-operarion and increased support for their efforts. 

We therefore decided to constitute, with your approval, a 

Standing Sdectific Library and Technical Information 

Committee of the Advisory Council on Scientific Policy; 

(I) to co'ordinate the development of scientific librarie 

as a whole, and to consider In greater detail the parts 

to be played by individual libraries; 

(ii) to examine their additional requirements m the light 

of the needs of users; 

to rewew the recruitment and training of srieniific 
librarians; 
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^v) to mituto and c&^rdinate the pTepmiio& of union 

lists; and 

(?) to de?we aod incrodoce as apoa as possible a STStem of 

common or iotercbangeable readers* tickecs for those 

libraries where tickets are re<foifed. 

*'We cooiider chat in this wa^ a^^ordinatws can readily be 

achieved b^ brin^l these interested together, and that the 

necessary rappoR for the prorision or extension of fadlities 

can be enlisted. In our view the necessary knowledge and 

organisacioas already exist but they urgently need increased 

reaourca and a higher status If they are to meet the national 

need.’* 

It will be noted tlut the Adriiory Council, in 
framing the terms of reference of the new Stand¬ 
ing Scientific Library and Technical Information 
Committee it proposed to set up, omitted the pro¬ 
posal for a national lending library of science and 
technology and the special reference to the develop¬ 
ment of scientific and technical collections in public 
libraries. 

J National Landing Library of Zeinut and TtchnoUgy 

The fifth and sixth annual reports of the Advisory 
Council make no further mention of the proposal 
to create a National Lending Library of Science 
and Technology, one of the most important and 
practical recommendations of the Panel on Tech¬ 
nical Information Services. It may be that this, 
and other matters, are still under consideration, 
or that external loans are contemplated from the 
proposed National Reference Library of Science 
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and Technology, though this would hardly be in 

keeping with its purpose. 

While there will probably be general support for 

the proposal to create ^e National Reference 

Library—though librarians may reflect that the 

inhabitants of London are fortunate in having so 

many library facilities provided for them out of 

national funds while forty million other people in 

Britain have to make shift as best they can—tech¬ 

nical librarians may feel that the provision of a more 

adequate loan service of scientific and technical 

literature is of equal, if not greater, importance. 

The Science Museum Library is invaluable to them 

and to industrial research libraries; indeed, the 

success of its work has created demands which it is 

increasingly unable to satisfy by its existing resources. 

Apart from the considerable amount of material 

in the *‘No-loan’* list, important sources are some¬ 

times not available without long delays because they 

have already been lent or are being bound. Duplica- 

cation of frequently needed material is therefore 

clearly desirable. If, as can be anticipated, greater 

interest in scientific and technical research is aroused 

among industrialists, the calls on this library are 

likely to grow to an extent that will make its expan¬ 

sion an urgent national necessity. 

Librarians have an amiable weakness fox devising 

grandiose schemes for national book coverage which 

bear so little relation to reality that they have small 

chance of acceptance by reponsible national bodies. 

Such a plan was published in 1949 as an interim 
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report of the Librar7 Ae$odation.^ So far as its 

main principles can be seen throagh the thicket of 

jargon surrounding them, it is proposed to cover 

the needs of ever7 t^pe of book user by creating 

an elaborate and gradated series of libraries whose 

functions and work will be linked up in some way 

as yet unspecified. It may be that in due course 

the efforts of educational]^ and librarians, or even 

the pressure of economic necessity, will result in a 

considerable proportion of the population asking 

for books on a sode ^uhe unimaginable nowj but 

there are few signs of this happening, nor, in the 

opinion of many qualified to judge, is it ever likely 

to do 10 to an extent that would justify such extrava¬ 

gant schemes. Hie number of people who need 

special literature for humane or scientiiic studies 

from sources not readily available is never likely 

to be very large. Most of them require it during 

their university training, when the university lib¬ 

raries, aided by their own interloan scheme, ade¬ 

quately cater for them; the number of those who 

continue their studies once they have obtained the 

passport to some standard of economic security is 

distressingly small; working specialists have access 

to many library sources; and it ti probable that the 

wants of the remaining advanced readers or re¬ 

search workers could be satisfied by much simpler, 

more effective and less costly machinery than that 

ocperadre provwoe oi het^ aod rdated 
njattfial: u bteria report”. Junisfun lUepfd, 
J9+9, pp. 
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suggested in ihe report. Second thoughts are usually 

better than the somewhat uncritical enthusiasms 

of the first ones, and it is noted that in the second 

interim report^ a much more modest and sensible 

contribution to the problem is suggested. 

It is outside the scope of this work to deal with 

the larger aspect of co-operatiTe book prorision 

in th-e immense literature concerned with humane 

studies, but it would be invidious if, in discussing 

the most suitable means of serving scientific and 

technical workers, no mention were made of the 

work of the National Central Library and its outliers, 

or the efforts of librarians to provide, through the 

regional schemes, books for all who have real need of 

them. Despite the limitations inherent in so loosely 

built an organisation with such large aims, it has 

been reasonably effective for general purposes and 

for much scientific and technical literature as well; 

but the length of time needed before requests can 

be satisfied restricts its usefulness in suppljing mat¬ 

erial in response to urgent enquiries from technical 

libraries. 

So far as scientific and technical literature is 

concerned, one well-equipped national lending lib¬ 

rary will be a more effective aid to other libraries 

than a number of “regional” lending libraries based 

on arbitrary geographical divisions. Administra¬ 

tion of book loans would be simpler when only one 

‘“The co-operaihe proviuea of book*, periodicals and related 
material*: second interim report.” Lihrery Ass^ation Rteori, 

i9S+,pp. 16-27. 
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catalogue is needed, bibliographical errors in requests 

could be more easilp corrected, and the Ineviuble 

deUpt of anp postal interchange scheme based on a 

number of co-operating libraries would be elimina¬ 

ted. Provided chat books and periodicals in known 

demand aie heavilp duplicated, the national lending 

library could probablp snpplp most within three 

daps of the request being posted, and in urgent cases 

even this could be reduced bp using the telephone. 

As a Urge proportion of the loans will be made bp 

post, the library should be caiilp accessible to the 

postal services and railwaps. The greatest possible 

number of users should be able to collect their 

books from it direct, as this would tare their own 

and the staff's time, since packing would be unneces* 

sarp in their case. Seotiment argues that as London 

slieadp has manp Sutc aided or Sute provided 

libraries, the national lending librarp should be 

pUced elsewhere; but the proper approach to this 

question inrelp is the practi^ one of deciding where 

^e Urgoi number of borrowen of scientific and 

technical material will be convenienced, Total pop¬ 

ulation within a given area map not be a sure guide, 

and if such a librarp is founded it is hoped that 

conclusive tests will be made before its location 
is finillp decided. 

The national lending library should, however, be 

relieved of some of the pressure on its services for 

material of a less highly specialised by a cones- 

f^^dmg e^ansion of the resources and respon¬ 

sibilities of existing public technical libiari®, each 
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of which already practises a form of subject specblisa- 

tion. It would be helped if all the technical libraries 

in the industrial centres formed area interchange 

schemes. This is an immediate and practical measure 

and only a simple organisation is needed to make it 

effective if its work is confined to the pooling of 

published matter; it would, in addition, help firms 

near to public technical libraries to obtain material 

quickly. But as it is desirable under existing con¬ 

ditions to set a limit to the distance over which 

such interchange schemes operate, so that urgently 

wanted material already on loan can be returned 

by car within a short time, any great increase of book 

loans and the distances they are sent could only 

be made if the stocks and staffs of the technical 

libraries are strengthened. They would then face, 

though on a much smaller scale, precisely the same 

problems as the national lending library, and any 

additional services they accept should rank for 

government grants, It is obviously unfair to expect 

the large local authorities, which have already 

provided the libraries, to shoulder further financial 

burdens, and so far no one seems to have devised a 

method of levying contributions towards the cost 

of interchange schemes which would have a proper 

rebtion to services rendered. 

It IS usually wiser to expand existing services 

than to create new ones. Each established public 

technical library is already serving an industrial 

area; between them, they probably cover the major 

needs of industry throughout the country outside 
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Loadon, which is m a special position. Given finandal 

support, and linked with ocher institutional and 

works libraries hj intochange schemes, they could 

extend their services on a sensible and practical plan 

so ip to include rural industries within their orbit. 

The main industrial areas, which surround the large 

towns, are not evenly distributed geographically, and 

some bduitries would be left ouuide the scheme; 

but they would be relatively so few that their de¬ 

mands on the national lending library would prob¬ 

ably be raorc than counterbalanced by the relief 

obtained if the public technical libraries were de¬ 
veloped in the way suggested. 

TeeknUal informatipn spwuts^tki F.B.L Kipori 

In collaboration with the Panel on Technical In- 

ioraation Services, the Federation of British Indus¬ 

tries made an enquiry “into the part that local 

municipal libraries do play, or ought to play, in 

providing a technical information service to indus¬ 

try^*. A questionnaire was distributed to a proportion 
of firms in membership, but the questions were so 

unhappily framed that th^ were unlikely to elicit 
the real facts. 

It is therefore not surprising that the results of 

this enquiry gave no support to any serious claims 

which may have been made on behalf of public 

library information services to industry. Only one 

hbr^, with an already excellent reputation in this 

field, received ^11 marfa in that the five firms which 

replied praised ks work in the warmest terms; another 
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recdved three commendatory notices. In general, 

however, the report makes it clear that industry as a 

whole makes little use of public library facilities 

throughout the country, The most obvious reason 

is that they do not provide the books needed, but 

some replies seem to show that many engaged 

in industry have little tnowledgc of the work 

public libraries do or the way in which the 

different services are organised, because many 

criticisms are on points of detail which could easily be 

altered. Some intelligent ‘‘public relations’* activity 

in industry seems to be required of public librarians, 

The report probably influenced the attitude to 

public libraries of the committees concerned. This 

is unfortunate, because it is not easy to ascertain 

the real facts by an enquiry conducted in this way. 

The matter is of such importance that it clearly 

calls for a survey planned on more scientific lines, 

which would differentiate between libraries with 

special technical services and those without them 

and deal more precisely with the details of such 

services. No one reading the report without know¬ 

ledge of the work of public technical libraries could 

possibly believe that some of them provide efficient 

technical information services and a wide range of 

scientific and technical literature to large numbers 

of firms. 

Teeknical inf<yrmatton services—ike Faml <m TarA- 

nical InJorrMtion Services Report 

The Report of the Panel on Technical Informa- 
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tion Services of the Committee on Industrial 

Productivity^ ig an important document which has 

been passed by the Advisory Council on Scientific 

Policy to its Standing Scientific Library and Tech¬ 

nical Information Committee '‘in order that the 

Panel’s recommendations may be examined with a 

view to implementation”.* The report under review 

here deals with technical information services and 

should not be confused with a previous report of 

the Panel on library pro^ion mentioned earlier 

in this chapter. 

As stated in one of the introductory paragraphs, 

“it is particularly concerned with the setting-up 

of special bureaux and advisory services, and the 

appointment of technical information officers and 

industrial liaison officers in public or non-profit 

making organisations such as Government Depart¬ 

ments or Research Associations. Other forms of 

technical information, such as publication in scientific 

journals, abstract publications, the provision of lib¬ 

raries, the services of the technical press, and indus¬ 

trial consultant services, are not discussed in detail”. 

The report Is a well-reasoned and dear presenta¬ 

tion of the Panel’s case and the whole should be read; 

here it is only possible to summarise the parts of 

panicular interest to public technical librarians, 

though the three paragraphs referring specifically 

to public libraries are quoted in full. The summary 

^Published ie tb« Jettmai ef Decurwntati^rt, Vol. 7, *951, pp. 
9^112. ^ 

*Fwti Jntml ^ ibe AcUwry CMfU n Seimtific PeHey 

p. XX. 
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includes as far as possible the actual words used in 

the report. 

Summary oj the report on uehnical in/ormatim SfTviees 

Existing research iastitutious spedaUsing in particular 

fields cf applied science which recelre numerous en^uirie* 

from industry shoxUd appoin.t infoncLation and industrial 

liaison officers if they have not already done so. The informa¬ 

tion officers should filter the growing numbex of enquiries 

directed to the insritutlons so that the time of the research 

scientist will not be wasted on comparatively trivial matters. 

One of the most important functions of the information 

officer is, in fact, to protect his research colleagues. The 

industrial liaison officer, who is in daily contact with industry 

and works with his research colleagues end has easy access to 

recorded information, can provide practical guidance to an 

external enquirer and keep his colleagues in touch with In¬ 

dustrial practice. He should also be able to awaken the Interest 

of the heads of smaller firms in new developments. 

As certain subjects are not covered by technical informa¬ 

tion services which make information generally available, the 

Department of Scientific and Industrial Research (D.S.I.R.) 

should make a survey of the gaps in the coverage. In the 

meantime, until provision has been made for them, D.S.I.R. 

Headquarters Intelligence Di^slon should deal with any 

questions from small firms unable to undertake th^ own 

research and other information services should be asked to 

co-operate. 

As at present there Is no recognised procedure for deciding 

where to send enquiries and many are directed to inappro¬ 

priate organisations, residual enquiries for winch there is no 

obvious channel should either be dealt with by D.S.I.R. 

Headquarters Information Service, or where necessary 

directed by it to the best sources of information. 
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Sokall finns not in iMiabenhip of a rosearck assodatioQ 

might ben be help la the applicaaon of the results of 

research on a regional basis by developing the aciivities of 

certain re^onsl bodies incerened ia mcb mattert, to which 

‘‘field eagioeen** {oo the Canadian plan) might well be 

attached. 

Interaational exchange of technical infonaation should be 

encouraged ia every poedble way, bat queadoas addressed 

to other couatriei should be coaled to those vthich cannot 

fully be answered at home. 

Abttracti, though euinly ased by advanced firms, are so 

geaetally useful that newly estshliahed iniormatioa groups 

are recommended to prepare them for tabjects not already 

covered. 

The mammum um should be made of information compiled 

by supply and lerrice depaxtmeeti coaioaant with national 

security, D.S.I.R. might be given aathoricy to survey such 

material and recommead de-cUadficadon of publications 

of value to industry on the lines of the United States Office 

of Technical Services. 

7hi tf fuUu Ukrmuj in ibi tyitm 

“As already stated there U in this country no generally 

recognized procedure for routing inquiries. In the case of 

laboratories and firms poaaesring technically qualified staf, 

direct approach will normally be made to the relevaat 

research asaodatioD, government station, or to D.S.I.R, 

In other instances visics from an indnstrial liaison officer 

may be the origin of the questions. In still other instances 

approach may be made to public libraries or those of 

professional or learned sodetiea, 

recent sarv^ made by us showed that tsHng the 

country SI a whole industrial organizauont make very little 

direct use of public libraries. Nevertheless these libraries 
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have a potential value in this connexion, since 600 library 

authorities in the country maintain in every town and villa^ 

a service wMch is used by it million readers. Seme of the 

libraries, especially those in the main industrial centres, 

hold considerable amounts of technical literature and can 

offer some guidance to more specialized sources of informa* 

tlon; in some instances they are \videly used. 

“It is considered that the public libraries should be 

encouraged to improve their aervice on technicsl matters 

and thdr holdings of technical literature; in parricolar, the 

following steps might be taken: 

(1) assistance might be given to libraries to help them to 

deride what technical books to acquire or retain; 

(2) some technically trained staff might be acquired 

by libraries in the more important industrial centres; 

(3) the libraries might be supplied with guides to the 

scope of more ipedaHit organizations and with direc¬ 

tions as to how the more technical inquiries should be 

forwarded.” 

The Panel’s analysis of the position and thdr 

recommendations are generally reasonable and sound, 

but it is disappointing to find that work which 

technical libraries have been doing with some suc¬ 

cess for over thirty years has apparently not been 

recognised. The paragraphs relating to public lib¬ 

raries, though perhaps appropriate to those which 

have no special provision for scientific and tech¬ 

nical information, can hardly be applied to tech¬ 

nical libraries with a record of outstanding and 

pioneer work. Their librarians will no doubt be 

suitably gratified, for instance, to learn that they 

“can offer some guidance to more specialised sources 
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of mformation’*. It U regrettable that in a national 

scheme for the proTision of technical information 

for industry no mitable pbee can be fovmd for in* 

stitations which hare remarkable experience in this 

field and offer oniqne opportunities for further re* 

warding acuvitlea. 

It seems that the Panel were impressed by the 

Federation of British Industries report whiebt as 

has already been pointed oat» did not offer a luh* 

able basis for any conclusions about the information 

services of technical libraries. Had a direct question 

about this been included, there can be little doubt 

that firms in the larger centres would have been 

gbd to mention the many occasions when they 

have been given adequate replies to questions ^ 

importance to research and production. It is unfor* 

tunat6» too, that the Panel lacked the advice of a 

public librarian with wide experience of special 

technical Lbtaries and their relations with industry, 

It would be absurd to make extravagant claims 

for public technical libraries, particularly in regard 

to research. Their limitations are well known; some 

have been mentioned earlier in this chapter. Com* 

pared with the holdings of the Science Museum, 

their periodical files are small^ and the number 
.. [TV SaeiK« MtaewB LiVaj7)... whkh, aceordug to the 
World Lk eofluiat aoiBe six as naoy titla ia the 
edendV sad teehakal powdical field m that of all the 
public libratiea ia the 000007 Pvt together , . .** (Urqolurt, 
D, J. "PbUtc libraries aad D.S.I.R., 1953, p. 5.) 
Though the geaeral coacloaDa is valid, «bt> nateiaeat is 
rather iriikading siace eachllfcrary is boud to proride «large 
oanber of wdl-kDOivB periodkais stocked in the others. 
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of theii books limited. Nevertbeless, they could make 

some valuable contributions to an organised scheme 

for technical information services which are surely 

worthy of consideration. They were created be¬ 

cause there was a need for them; their services have 

developed naturally as the demands of industry 

for information have increased and the range of 

research and invention has widened; their staffs have 

acquired a useful knowledge of the industries of 

the area they serve; and they have devised and prac¬ 

tised method of service, both personal and technical, 

of great value to their industrial users. Libraries 

whose activities have built up helpful relations with 

industry have at xhek disposal the knowledge and 

advice of experts in many fields—experts whose 

work is finally tested by that most effective of all 

criteria, the production plan. Some have gained the 

goodwill of industry to a remarkable degree. The 

extent to wluch good personal relationships between 

the staff and industry allow a regular flow of know¬ 

ledge and experience between them can only be 

apprecuted by those familiar with such activities. 

The telephones are in constant use for question and 

answer, check and countercheck of material and 

ideas, and for requests from the librarian to his col¬ 

leagues in industry for advice in dealing with aspects 

of production, often carried out by small firms, 

about which sometimes the only available informa¬ 

tion is in the minds of those who make the article. 

Good library service largely depends on the right 

contacts being made between readers and the lib- 
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nriin, and paper schemes for national coverage of 

bocEs and information lose much of their value 

when thcf fail to give adequate waght to this 

basic fact. The ralne of public technical libraries 

rests on a solid foundation of confidence between 

them and thw luers. Their seirices could be 

ertended if financial help were forthcoming from 

national sources, for it is hardly likely that, with 

the upward tre^ in rates, public libraries will be 

able CO provide additbnal funds for activities which 

now reach out far b^ond the boundaries of their 

authorities. That a lerrice which has already proved 

its worth in the industrial aresis skpuld be virtually 

ignored at a time when millions of pounds are be* 

ing spent from natioiul and counterpart funds^ to 

further industrial productivity would be unthinkable 

were it not apparent that public technical libraries 

seem to have been judged, not hy what the best 

have done and are doing, but by what the worst 

have failed to do. The findbgt of the Federation 

of Briciih Industries inquiry are hardly creditable 

to public libraries as a wholes but since one technical 

library emerged from this not particularly appro* 

priate test with credit, would it not be reasonable 

to believe that with adequate funds and suitable 

guidance, othen could do so alsol 

It might be helpful to describe the actual workmg 

of the information service of a progressive technical 
^Amagciscna fpr tbc ap«Ddinn oi eoanterpiR ftindi derived 

frott Uarted Stitee ud (CauL S776), ind Pro* 
graamei of expenditure of coonterpm foods d^ved ftoa 
United Stata ecooomic aid (Cmd. (918). KJ4J.O. 195$. 
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library which is the centre of a closely knit industrial 

aito. The information officers cf industrial research 

and dCTelopment departments aaturaUy submit 

specj^ist mquirics concerned with their products, 

which their own experts cannot answer, direct to 

xht research associations or the fovcmment research 

^partments, which give them excellent service 

l-h^ Imow that the public technical library, though 

Its holdings in general and special material are ex¬ 

tensive, is not likely to be able to help them with 

such enquiries; but questions relating to other sub¬ 

jects are usually first tested in it either for actual 

information or for sources which may help to answer 

them. All are subject to the time factor. If an 

^quiry relates to a production process which may 

be held up at heavy cost to the firm, the answer is 

wanted immediately; if, on the other hand, it is 

concerned with research on a long term project, 
It must be at hand within a fixed time for considera¬ 

tion at the regular meetings of the research and 

production experts working on it. ASLIB Infor¬ 

mation Service is useful as a guide to sources* the 

Department of Scientific and Industrial Research 

Headquarters, which is mainly a routing agency 

generally farms out the kind of question, posed by 

such firms, with the result that answers are som^ 
times considerably delayed. 

Veiy few firms have established really good lib¬ 

raries with trained librarians and competent infor¬ 

mation officers, though they may have well-equip- 

ped research faciUiies. It might be assumed that 

V 
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those which have done so will make few calls on 

the senices the public technical library can oder. 

In actual fact use them extenirvcly. Their 

information officers send in advance tegular {some¬ 

times dail^) lists of wants and often devote one day 

each week to personal visits to check cnrient publica¬ 

tions or to pursue enquiries with the aid of the 

staff. The libraiT^s wide coverage of subj ecu en¬ 

ables them to use it for information about finished 

products of which the material under research is 

designed ultimately to become a part; and many 

aspects of itudf perhaps only distantly connected 

with matters under examination in the laboratories 

are dealt with in iu stock. It is a suggestive fact that 

the firms with the best libraries and information 

services use the technical library most. 

Industrial information officers^ helped by their 

expert colleagues, are able to submit complex ques¬ 

tions to research organisations in clear and precise 

terms; but the technical library deals each year with 

thousands of enquiries from firms which, having 

no libraries or information officers, are unable or 

unwiiling to do so. Many of them manufacture a 

limited range of special products and their enquiries 

are therefore often confidential. For this reason, 

questions are sometimes put so indirectly that the 

librarian has difficulty in finding out their real 

nature; indeed, it is only when the firm has con 
fidence in his judgment and discretion that the 

enquiries can be clarified by frank discussion. In 

such cases the librarian himself must be equally 
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discreet in asking other firms for advice or informa- 

tion which may help him to produce a satisfactory 

answer to the question originally posed. Apart from 

the important matter of secrecy, many enquiries 

by smaller firms can only be resolved after fre¬ 

quent personal or telephonic consultations during 

the process of search. The librarian naturally goes 

beyond his own resources for answers he himself 

is unable to provide. It is surely wishful thinking 

to imagine that such enquiries are likely to be 

directed to remote research bodies ox that they can 

be so clearly presented in written form as to elicit 

a correct reply. 

It will be seen that the public technical librarian 

is, in fact, carrying out the “screening” duties so 

properly allotted to the information officers attached 

to the research bodies; but he is in a better position 

than they to deal with many questions because of 

his local knowledge and his personal relations with 

the “consumer of technical intelligence”. Consumer 

interest is paramount, but apart from a few large 

firms which have built up their own information 

services, the main body of actual and potential 

industrial users of information only have access 

to it by correspondence unless they use a technical 
library. It is astonishing and disturbing that this 

most important point of contact should not have 

been given a suitable part in the proposed set-up. 

The fact that many firms are not members of 

research organisations is recognised in the report 

and it is proposed to help them in two ways: (l) 
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bf the appoistment of r^kniai indiutrial liaison 

officen, wLo will be able to Mow np an enquiry 

by giving technical advice and who will be based 

on suck bodies as the Manchester Joint Research 

Council, the Midland Coundl for Productivity, 

or the Scottish Council for Development in Industry, 

and (2) by a publicity campaign to inform them 

of the purposes of the national technical information 

system. 
The principles may be r^ht, but the value of the 

propos^ application of them seems debatable. It 

is not easy to see what advantages are likely to be 

gained by attaching industrial liaison ofilcers to 

general bodies like those mentioned, which, being 

regional rather than local, must cover a great range 

of industrial practices. On the other hand, the in* 

dustiial areas grouped around the cities with tech¬ 

nical libraries have such clearly defined and closely 

integrated interesu that it would have seemed wiser 

to base the scheme on these natural groupings, pos¬ 

sibly under the auspices of Area Industrial Pro¬ 

ductivity Committees. At the heart of the area 

is the public technical library, which would pro¬ 

vide an excellent base of operations for the industrial 

liaison officer, for it already has regular contacts 

with many of his potential dients and, in addition, 

generally offers the same conditions as are held to be 

so important to the duties of officers of the 

research associations. 

If enlarged and strengthened by the grant of 

even a fraction of the sums now being so lavishly 
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distributed, the technical library would be better 

equipped, through iu extensive Industrial contacts 

and its experience of area industries, to make known 

and operate some of the facilities for technical in¬ 

formation services it is proposed to provide. It could, 

of course, distribute the biwhures and other pub¬ 

lications on which considerable sums from coun¬ 

terpart funds are to be spent, and they might be 

more effective if this were done personally by the 

librarian when he is dealing with the thousands of 

enquiries directed to him. Public librarians, who 

have been much used as propaganda agencies, hardly 

share the general assumption that the printed word 

carries conviction to minds unprepared to receive 

its message. It is scarcely likely to do so among the 

owners of small industrial establishments who tend 

to believe that the industrial life of Britain revolves 

around their particular product. As has been stated 

earlier in this work, librarians know from experience 

how hard it is to find a chink in the armour of self- 

satisfaction in which the owner of a amaD family- 

business or the worker who has created an industrial 

niche encases himself. If the librarian who knows his 

people is unable to pierce it, printed explanations 

and exhortations, however attractively produced, are 

unlikely to do so. 

There is little point in examining more closely 

the Panel’s general recommendations about pub¬ 

lic libraries. Apart from special technical libraries, 

it is unfortunately true that the book stocb of 

many are of Httle use to industry or to students, 
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snd tKe danger of keeping on tLe shehres books 

long oQtdated is paiticnlarty applicable to these 

subjects. It is to be hoped that the Standing Scien* 

tide Library and Technical Information Committee 

will at least advocate grants to enable public lib¬ 

raries to bnild np their stocb of scientific and tech¬ 

nical boob; for however well planned and effective 

the provision for research aivd information services 

may become, for the great majority of technicians, 

students and industrial workers b general, the pub¬ 

lic library will probably remab the only easily acces¬ 

sible source of suitable literature. 

TBK SHD 
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A Student’s Manual 

of Bibliography 
ARUKDEtX E$DA1LE 

ind f/t'iffd iy Jlay Suifi 

l^Cr.999. lif.ntt. 

7h4 notify /hmeiarion Smu i(iV«8aMb S 

fax tbe mut coDfiue aod tke rao»t practical of preaect'day 

booka oa chc art and tueoce of bibUofraphy.'^Olar^w Httaid. 

*It coQtaba, in »mall apace and in beautUul form, e&accly the kind 

of infoR&atioa needed ny one who^ without wiahing to be an expert, 

deiixa to know acaechiof about books aj aaterial exuteooea, and 

not merely ai ideast—iSW; ChftnUlt. 

don’t aee how any library, boole*ie11er or Individual collector can 

afford to be without it.'—ifia $pitt4l*r. 

The British Museum Library 

AhUNDElX SSPAtLB 

StntU 2mfrtiti0m 

Zd. Cr. Sst. ip.fut, 

Tbt Uknty StrUx ManutU iX 

'He haa overcome hU difficulties waU aod produced a workofrefereoca 
of much value.’—7<6< 7iW/ tiutAry ZufpUmfnt. 

'FQls a gap and deserves a warm welcome... an admirable piece of 

work.'—7«unia/ $/ DocvmMtation. 

*A bo<A of information warmly presented and even rich in brief 

anecdote.'—F9sU 

‘Mr. Esdaile has done a service to the public in makingknown through 

hla book the history of this great cdlectioo.’—RnUw. 



Branch Libraries 

R£HKT SUAILP 

C*. I«>> frgeritd Iflf-y BmAmii. tr, 6i 

Mr. Siiarp worked ia t bruch Uhrsry to * nombfr of fan, lad uo 
therefore view the probleOM creeted with end Icisighv he 

hAt (eec oufif |ood wd bed eaaples la dsrui tTpa of commuaidei 
Asd hu twice Tinted e eoeodenw Dumber of them ia the United 
Stites, resging from lirge regiocul bnnebei to quite one*. He 
deals cotKuefy with probknu o( pi*nfting> noekiag, and ataSog 
librarie*, of e^^rdicatiofi between, and co-operation with, the Cen¬ 
tral library. He oynaUhe* the experience aceuDolated over a period 
of nearly forty yeara, oaphaim^ the ertb thatraay result from unwise 
and OBsympatbetic adminkcraboa, a^ the freer pert an enlightened 
branch library policy can play b the eeation od a Ubrasy-minded 
cottmnoity. 

rrhe anchor here daicmiei soeh tmperunc proUems as planobg, 
itoekbf and nafing branch hbraries. While there n much if general 
btereat in the book, apeaalkq In bbrary week will find it particularly 
valuable.'—md J*wud. 

A Manual of Book 

Clasriiicadon and Display 

E. A. UVAC2 

£a.Cr. Im la*. <d wi 

fi* Likmy JmoMim Sirmtf M4"mth FI/l 

Dr. Savege bolds that eliadficatioa b hbracie* is nothing but a part, 
• fundawtal part, of display, of pablichy. Hence this bo^ is 
in fMT pans, (a) display bf facmal clawirg ot groupiAg, which 
embraea (he fnocoon of rtreaUng knowledge in bo^ and b 
dsplaybg this knowledge, as wdl ae the practice of classification, 
(() display fior panknlar poipowe b the home reading, reference, 
and ipedal libraries, and fee ootodc paUki^, (c) display by s^- 
tire procettes, sod the organoation, rnnhods and materials of 
display, 

*A book from which oo one bcerested b hbrarianship, whether 
as student or chief librariai^ can £a3 to obesm the greateet profit.' 

a. M. gaantcaa b ffiv J*w94l^ ZWwrmUSmi. 

‘Most stimplaring, thoaght-prurokang.,. mark.’^. c. houjdat b 
Library .^jrtrfesA 



'Practical Library Handbooks 

Cr. %vo. 8^. 6d. each 

Fundamentals of 

Practical Cataloguing 

MARGARET S. TAYLOR 

The of this work is to provide a geoeral gude to the set-out of 

catalogue entries and the fonnatlon of headings. Simple main author 

entries axe considered first, then added author and added title e&tnes. 

iUl specimens are made according to rules of the Anglo-Amencan 

code and the ‘huit’* card system. Chapter III passes on to difficult 

names of authors and introduces the *See” reference. Subsequent 

chapters cover main title entry, corporate entry, and snnoraaon. 

The general principles of subject entry are discussed in Chapter VZl 

and guidance Is given for their application to both the classified and 

the dictionary catalogue. Then follows a chapter on arrangement and 

filing of cards. Chipur IX deals with simplified cataloguing. Here 

the author critically the dMerent items in an entry which 

may, or may not, be omitted. 

The book is intended for the professional cataloguer, as weU as lor 

the cataloguing student. A brief introduction explains, for the com¬ 

plete beginner, the purpose and difierent kinds of catalogues. 

Fundamentals of 

Librarianship 

DUNCAN CRAY 

‘Ezaminstioa candidates have been least well catered for by writers 

of library text books; a work designed for their use U welcome, 

particularly wheu It la aa clearly wrineo, as succinct aud as strictly 

relevant as Mr. Gray’s new book, triuch is full of coin mongoose 

comment based on experience. The clarity of expresrioa is the more 

to be commended in that there are no illustraiions.’-"TAr Likrariea. 



Practical Library Handbooks 

Cr. S/. (id. each 

Fundamentals of 

Library Classification 

BEftMAAD I. BALMEft and A. J. WELU 

Thk work a «a itieiDpt to iLow the pnacipk* upon wbkh *7«tfimatie 
clewiScatioiii for bo^ here been flude^ witb reforeace to the 
D/einuI CUmfiioam ^ Mehal Dewe7. Froia the eoiutnJCUO& of a 
Bitrix for the eaalfw ct rahjeeta, it to taaeliae the proceia oi 
diacoToi&i the ipeciSc eohjeca <d wocki aod oi finifig them into the 
Decimal Gaa^eataeo in a whkh wtU eocare atairtey aod 
eofi^encfctf pUdngwxthai the eoatext of that acheme. Criteria for 
the tTaloauea <i eUauficatkn icheaq are fugpated and a formoU to 
eerre as a bens for the trrangeiDC&t erf coUeetkmi of werb oo any 
sobject 11 laid down. I&dkatiooa ate aho givea of some lines of devcl' 
opment of Kbrax^ 

The value of the wock b materiaSy inemsed because of the effort 
the authors have made to avoid an notcrie tennia^ogy ... stid to 
approach the subject la the more Cssiliar pattern of the Dewey 
scheoutiaa.’^rfo Lihary QnsrU^. 

Libraries and the Public 

tIOHSt R. McCOLVIIt 

A dbepjsion of the functions and auns of the public library service. 
Whoa should K serve? In what directions? What are its relations to 
public oeedi» CO the iodmduah to noa^Hbrary organkationi, aedrides 
and drcuttstaoccs? What are the esseodsb of a utsfactory service, 
aod what varudons are rendered oeceaaaiy by local eendidons, types 
of oseti aod special requieneno? Tlie preaent state of the library 
service Is rorveyed and dssiraUe hues of dev^pment, and further 
opporcunhies, are couidefed. TuuDy the am^ deals with the 
orgsaiudoo ^ the service aod hbraiy piofeasioa. The book is, in 
effecc> a **philoi^hy erf Kbnrianship’' stated fo practical terms. 

^r. McColiio tooebes on all kadi of problems connected with the 
public libnries a a vigorous and iasciocced lusnoer iduch will be 
iUnmioating to the librarian as well as to the Uymafil'— 
Xisrref^ 

GEORGE ALLEN AND UNWIN LTD 
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